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= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = About this question about it (01000] Hello, this is my third question and first attempt. Most of the hidden information in this guide (enemy data, elements, etc.) is based on the Japanese official full guide, but what you are reading has been checked. You feel free to point out any mistake of finding. Questions were considered to be just the first to do everything on the game, but it's not just practical. Good Mentioned, but there is no complete item list. The Gundam4Fun's Item Guide has all 738 items, so use it
if you need more details on them. Everything about game play is described here, although there is no bestaary or item list, much more than just a walk-through. Although it is document meat and goes first, you should really check the next parts for information on all game play aspects. I hope you enjoy this questions and it is useful for you. If you want to leave feedback, or if you have doubts about anything here, just check section 17 and send me an email. You Also post edit on the Gamifix board. My name is triAce_Fanboy user. = = = = = =
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = date of [02000]---v 0.9-06/08/07--- File size: 925kb Central game walk through! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Well, it'll be impressive 7 months
ago. The questions still have more and more: I still need to do bonus-heating walk-throughs, and then have other parts. Complete list of changes:- rod_rasouza@hotmail.com email was changed to :- Please use it from now on, I am only using it for frequently asked questions so I should not make any reduction snow. Sorry for any response mail, I'll answer everything from now on. -Questions are among the R.P.G. Dreamers! -Some important instructions are included at the beginning of the walk-through. Please read them before using it. -
The main game walk-through ended. Some things on the old parts are also updated. It's not perfect, but it's getting better. I ended up the bonus-sahen walk-through when the whole thing came to further reforms. The level procedure was improved in section 04.3.07. Removed some unnecessary things and to show how fast the way is under different circumstances. -Appoint some of the enemy's generations. -Unheerger recommendations which hopefully last time. -A new frequently asked question included. -Secrets section dimensions. -
Complete the shop and item creation section. See the salstone section update. -Update Game Mecinex section. Still soul-sing and missing details on great magic. -The effects of the devices and their bonuses do not include the list section of effects with detailed explanation, not included in the game. -Included release recommendations section, with several setups for all parts of the game. It will no longer be included in the main walk-through, except in 3 releases I recommend (Crawd, Rockalli, Matahra). - Added Lyon's state development,
thanks for the casa gula. -Re-written most of the Game Play section. We know by now that everything is up to date, I guess. ---v 0.8-02/02/07---File size: 684kb Large update for all questions. Most of the key game play aspects have been felt, so I'm just fully focused on walk-through and will do my best to finish the important game in February. Complete list of changes:-Walk-through updated by the end of Chapter 4. Some details are missing in some parts, but it will be set in the next update. Many things have been changed in the old parts
of the walk-through. It may have some inconsiences (such as being mentioned suddenly), but the next updates will take care of them. Anyway, it's better than it was before. -Easy to create using the right key skills, including the race of enemies in the sahen listing. Thanks To The Thirty81 for the idea. -List of removed e-locations. This work There was a lot of, and instead gundam4Fun's items guide is much better to use only. This one one Guide with more information than I can add here. Update section 01 (questions about it) because of this
too. Please read it. -Add a secret and side-by-side The Qasts section, with all the optional things in the game. I later planned to add a list of massabali/restricted items to this section. This is the name of section 06, and not 05, because 05 will be the Malkothi Gate Walk Through. Thanks To Mouppa for giving the idea for this section. The Game Mecanex section is completely awe-rind with many new information about many things. Thanks to Mapallardakali, Niu, crates3333, Thirty81, hpsolo, Haveoiyarfs, Madshark and many things in the
subject matter of loss calculation to find out. -Update the list of salstone, shop and item creation. The character list updated with all plot characters and anherjars, on different levels for most characters with their state-development and complete information on their state-limits. There is no evaluation information for now, but I'll later add a simple reading list with all the good and bad points of each character. -Update menu mantra list. They are all listed right now, but some details like the rest of section 14 may be missing. Soon there should be
a new update that will include more than one fold and a bit things will be a little polished. If anything sounds strange, please tell me and I'll try to fix it in the next update. I will do my best to give quick updates without compromising the quality, but I am not satisfied with how some things are now, so expect constant changes. As said above, the priority is walk-through now. ---v 0.7-12/03/06---File size: 421kb What hell, I forgot to submit the previous update. Really sorry about that... Anyway, there are so many new things on it. Complete list of
changes:-Walkthrough includes two more areas. Just two more for Chapter 4. -Update The Inherjar and Release Recommendations. It is no longer recommended. -Boss strategy written differently. Easy to check their attacks now. -New section: The Selstone list so far with all the selatonos in walk-through. Detailed explanation of their effects, price and usage. -New section: Shop list with all shops so far. Anyway there is only one shop except in the game. -New section: Item creation list with the most karyatbali items so far and as soon as
you can get them, including to get content. A city is missing at the time in walk-through. -New section: E-space list so far with some places of all blue, and is essential for their expertise. You will add missing data/color to the next update. If you have not seen it, don't forget to read the update below... Sorry again for not collecting back. ---v 0.62-11/03/06---3/06---3 more areas to update. Important enemies/drops/skills and information organized on different purchases. It should be easy to read and find what you want now. Check the start of the
walk-through for more details. Includes more information on old places, especially The Calstad. ---v wo 10/31/06---It's been a while. Sorry to take Long to update walk-through. It now includes 3 more areas. I know it's not too much after 1 month, but I'll update it with 2 more in 3 days, and then I keep it to an end. To make fast updates and maintain my authenticity, walk-through will be less detailed about the drop of the item for now. There are 738 items in the game, and everyone comments that this guide will always take to complete. So I'll
mention the most important individuals and new runls for now. Later when I'm finished with the walk-through I'll go back and join everything that's worth it. I'm sorry if it were a problem. The inhranger recommendations, the instructions and the boss strategy are already detailed, the drop-outs of the item are the only difference. The character section included, still incomplete. This thing is getting too big for an incomplete guide. The word 's boxed on the game play section. Nothing important, but it should be easy to read/understand. Also add
more information on the possibilities of brake mode. Thanks for ahertcosmaus, plyboiskatch, Lord, graphphad for the name of some drop item. Questions 1UP.com in the list! ---v 0.58----10/16/06 No update in walkthrough at this time, but there are many information about the list of attacks involved and the calculation of damage. All incomplete, but there are very interesting things in these parts. It changes many strategy and role reviews in walk-through (also defining the game play section in the state). Thanks to The Name of The Attack For
The Name Of Zach Kini, Kisset87 and Race! Thanks for the also set triple edge of the clodup. ---v updated walk-through with some of the 0.55-10---0/07/06---Chapter 3. In some parts, the war system is more detailed about attacks, breaking and special attacks with part of the system. Thanks for completing the skill list (Xerain's list of skills and name changes for The Ranes) and explaining the faxed tribulation seion seihir0th56. More frequently asked questions. ---v 0.5-09/30/06--- first version released to the public. The Game Play section is
complete, but everything is still under development. Walk through to the beginning of chapter 3. = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =-Frequently asked questions [03000] Q: Do I need to play the play of
the play in the superior ity profile before playing it? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- A: Not really, but it helps. This game happens in the past, so you can play more than that even if you've never heard of the willcare profile before. However you will miss some clear references throughout the game, and many things will be spoiled from the first game too. If you plan to play the game first, do it before playing Salmaria. If you don't, feel free to play Salmaria Because you will leave nothing from the plot. Q: What's a
new game+ ? What are you? A: No. Game unlocks hard mode, which increases all statistics You also get different musical power in battle. The game makes the beat even harder then, up to 51 times. All this though you are, nothing in hard mode. Q: Do I get anything to collect 100% treasure in a cottage? A: No. Counter is only to inform you that if you have left anything. Question: How can I learn mantra? Do I need to be somehow able to be able to eat? A: Just level. The letters have their own magic list and learn different things at different
levels. Most archaris and light music can learn some menu mantras too, but nothing. Heavy yadkas get the mantra perfectly. Q: I remembered [something], should I start again? A: Depending on how far you are in the game. If you just started Chapter 3 and remembered the poem in Dipan, then there's not a bad idea of starting again. The only real important things you can remember are the selastoonian pouches... I'll start for them again, but it's really got to you. Q: Can I stop the same time? It's all eating my AP! A: Just don't button-miss.
The proper use of the combos and the same time references will give all the more better results than just pressing the mandalysi. It's also a lot of fun! Q: Would I like to get uber chapter 3/4 weapons? These are very high level requirements for them... A: Weapons are strong, but not the best. You will finally find better things and just will not use them. If you think it's a good thing, then do it. If not, then no. The game is balanced to be paid without weapons. If you do properly around 1 hour then it's not too long. He still will not save at any time.
Q: They are very expensive, Sialstoneas! How do I get 30,000 crystals? A: The highest price Sialstoneas are ridiculously overpowered and if you use them properly then it means a lot, regardless of the enemy's power. So yes, they are not something you are understood to achieve without many attempts. Direct attacks against weak enemies are the best way to form crystals. Q: Should I wait until I have the best equipment in the game for Unheerjar to release? A: You can wait more and more, the results are better... But the lowest game left
to make use of your growing power. Enemies you need to beat for the best stuff are strong in the game anyway, so I recommend you release The Anherjar as you just feel necessary during the game. There are several recommendations for walk-through. Q: Is it better to kill all enemies or just the leader? A: You will find the same amount of experience of any kind. Killing other enemies can get you more items and crystals in terms of your attacks and combos, but that is it. It is also safer to kill dangerous enemies than to ignore them. = = = =
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =-------------------------------------------------------------------------------= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = Walk through [04000] Walk through consists of any suppliers, as long as you want to read The game parts you haven't reached yet. Read only as you go along and
you will not be spoiled, as no plot details are ever mentioned other than the character/location name when they appear. It is full of recommendations for using walk-through, who to fight, what to collect and. Collecting items can be difficult, especially at the beginning, so the guide recommendes it just don't force them to get. All recommended items and skills are described their effects, so please think if you need the item before you try to achieve this. Some good things can't just fit your game style, so you can't find anything. Towns have a
search part, identify items and other events, and share shopping with purchase recommendations. The enemy of the sahet and the information of the objects is also separated from the search. Feel free to leave any part if it's the type of information you're looking for. The owners have a detailed strategy, complete with their data and element/status risks. Based on the HP registeritis that multiplied it by 1.2 if you are playing for the first time, and by 2 if you are on tough mode. It will give you the true HP value of the enemy. Sometimes money
owners also have detailed strategies, but not always. Finally, take a walk through and enjoy the rest of the questions! = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 04.1 Verse 1: A short introductory chapter for Difaras that taught you the basic teachings of gameplay. 04100 Let's make good
use of it to strengthen the party for the next, more challenging chapters. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.1.01-Start journey [04101]---Sulady----items: Borgondi Flask, Yudka's Arcnum-interested approach: 1st poem (Tri-Kash Sadeqist) you will start playing in the streets of Soudi. It's not a big city, but if you're not using it in the profile perspective in the game yet then it might be a little confused. Now your party is Alysia (Light Yadka) and Rufs (Archer). Alesia is a very good light with decent, unique attacks, but
none of them are elemental and the initial ones don't get many hit. You will get light yadka anherjar that are better than it first (but not always after), so feel free to remove it from the party if you want, even though it is the main role. Still, he's great for now. Rufs has a very balanced role of both support and ability to crime. He is great for elemental and non-elemental attacks, focusing in later light attacks, one element uses no other archar. It's great to keep around too much time, so they start getting menu mantras even more so. If you don't
know, elemental attacks in this game depend on both IT and THE MAG, which In many situations, it makes more strong than non-elemental attacks, even if the enemy does not have a weakness of elemental. Elements are the best choice in attacks Places. Now the best attacks to use are the Rufs and Autosar Act-Miraj Pierce for three-way attack-absolute wave. The autosare act is weaker than cutting edge, but it started. Miraj Pierce ignores the enemy RDM, so you will also face complete damage to the tough enemies. Absolute wave is
very strong, the strongest attack out of heavy yadka things for a while is not you yet. Thunder Arrow will become a better choice than a three-way attack once you get THE MAC-boosting equipment and some levels (or find the weak enemy to power). You start with just 500 faxes and a few items: 4 Yadka's Arcanum, a union kulghi and a dwarf khasda. It's not much, but you'll get better stuff soon. Let's just find the city first. You start in front of the waiting area. Go back to it and check the right part of the screen for a borgondi flasc. Go out
again. If you want, find the right side of the city, but there's no important one. Go left on the main road. The very first house you see is a treasure dinwith a yadka arcanum. The next home store is----has detailed information about what to buy and sell ahead. Leave for the road. Go into it. You'll find a cat here. There are 3 animals in this game which you can feed to get items, but it is a complete waste of time. There is no reason to do so. Check section 06.5 for details if you want. Feeding animals will not be mentioned in walk-through. There is
a very important house on the left: check it left the wall for the first poem. It's part of the quest on one side-- you have to read up to half of chapter 5. There is also a chaplin in this street, but nothing interesting on it. Now go back to the main road. The next house is on the left. You can sleep here for 150 faxes, but now there is no chance to do so. There is also a safe point, but you will soon be able to save too. Continue leaving the city first. After a kutscana you will be in the world map and the lost forest will be shown. You can still open the
menu--do that and save the game now. Enter the forest when you are ready. Purchase: Sell Borgondi Flasc here to be able to buy goods for 792 faxes. Flask is a material for creating everything here, but you can never make it soon. I recommend buying 2 cloth jacks (one for each character) and a leather mail (for Alysia). You'll still leave some money, but no more need to buy anything. Important: Don't sell The Dress of Alysia. It's weak and a lot of money, but it's just for a while to your red body and it gives 30% protection from fire. Fly with
Alysia's clothing, perankong horse and roby eyes you can learn to have imaginative health skills, but you don't have the money for these items yet. It's not a great skill anyway. We'll buy them later when the story gets us back to Suledy. For more details on these items with shops and question marks, check section 07.3. --- Lost forest----objects: 400 faxes, skull Union Kalaghi-Unheerger: Magician [Matahra (100%)-Enemy: Suhar Beetle (Insect), Serious Wolf (Beast), Uncle (Uncle)-Review: No dangerous enemies with very simple-to-do-no-
stammy. Don't bother hunting for objects yet, enemies will return to the next fold and will be much easier to break the stuff with more characters. -The singly walk-through : You will fight a forced war in the first area. It works as a lesson, but if you want you leave it and go straight to war. I recommend checking it, but you can always check it out for information on section 07.4 fights. You will probably find some items when you enter break mode to compete with the lesson. After the war you will be able to use the protons by pressing the square.
It hit an enemy with a photon to crystallae. You can touch crystalized enemies without fighting them. Fire another photon and you'll switch locations with crystals. Keep X to jump when you use it- you can jump twice in the air with it. Section 07.6.03 contains more detailed information if you need it. Anyway, just go right. On the third area you will need to step on an enemy to move on. Here's a sine with 400 faxes. Go and you'll get your first inherjar, ma'tahra. I check section 07.5 for details on the Anherger system. Matahra is an ice magician,
but now that means she starts with a bad spell: bad girl. It's often the enemy's gym, but the damage is low and it costs too much AP. It's too slow, so not good for the combos. Still, Matahra is one of the best magicians for the good part of the game: he really gets too much mantra and comes with break-up skills, which is very useful. You really should not release it any time soon. Try to use it for now, although their loss is very bad. This is the last area of the fold, but you are still missing two treasures. Go to the left here and fire 2-poutness on
the top mountainside. You will switch places with a small pillar. The last treasure (skull basin and a union kulghi) are there. Skull Basin is a blue earth. Link that with the blue body to start learning promise Physique skills! Once again, check section 07.2 for more on the skill system. I will first be able to read The Promise Physique Of Alysia. Save now (important!) and proceed right to the next layer. ---Royal Underground Route----Items: 1800 Fax(Total), Yadka's Arcanum x3, Gauntlet, Leather Shoes, Ab, Ancient Banda, Union Kalghi x2,
Thunder Money, Sallet, Bona Khasanda, Shamshir-Anherger: Pragiti Yadka [Raqaily (25%). Pre (50%) Or Jessica (25%)] Hi-Yadka [Courad (50%). Or The Netherlands (50%)-Enemy: The Scinbattle Beetle (Insect), The Uncle (Uncle), The Unclean Soldier (Uncle), The Grave Wolf (Beast), The Ghost-Again- The Fugatbali Boss: The Beastly Boss: The Beastly Reno-Review: It's a much larger layer than the lost forest. Alternative routes, hidden areas, hidden treasures and are here. You will also need a little photon warping and Nothing
compared to the next layer, of course, but good for the process. You'll start looking for Anherjar here. You can't choose who you get from it, so you want to load the game you want you don't get it. They're near the door, so it's not too much trouble. If you get the same role after loading, fight a few fights before starting again. Or if you don't care anyway, then only that appears. Everyone is good enough to be helpful. And, with random anireger displayed, you want to release some of them. It's a bad idea for now, because you don't have good
stuff yet. If you want to do anyway, don't let them with anything. None of your luggage will give extra items on this occasion of the game, so you can't waste it as well. Once you get your extra party members you can start looking for items with enemies. Remember, you must break down the body parts specific to these people. A good way to get some fax is by breaking the body of the pill beetle for ambaras. For enemies to look out for: to break the bisbasa of the bhanna it will only use a strong attack: spit fire. Unless you are breaking their
bussas for items, attack from behind to avoid breaking it. They are also short, so may miss some attacks. First of all, start them. The pill-baring can be instantly killed by the stinger break in on their back. Attack from behind for him. Serious macoits should be attacked from the sides for immediate murder, as poonch is only the insignificant part. The cinks are so slow that unless you forget to move or miss a dash they should not kill you. Good item drops: The Arcanum and Dwarf Setics of The Yadka: Healing Items. You can only buy them, but
since you don't have much fax yet it's a good idea of trying and getting something from enemies. Break the cinkor or the cint army's right to them. The Cincla will leave the Arcanum of Yadka (300 HP for a role), The Cincla Soldiers Drop Dwarf Setics (300). Beetle Shell: Blue Devices, 3% increases RDM by each. Break the sheet of the built beetle for them. Not much by itself, but can be great with links. Imber: Just for sale, to break the built-in beetle to get the body. Each of them is worth 1,200 faxes, making them the best way to get money
for now. Misguided and Skill: Blue Healing: Beetle Spher, Listed Above. Then 2 is required for very good defensive skills, plus 2 other bad guys. Blue weakness: The insect stoinger to smash the stinger (attack from the back) into the bullet beetle. It's important to have 3 good important skills later, but you'll get it after that by talking to a person in a village, so you have trouble getting it so you can just leave it for it. Blue Strong: Breaking the flesh of the for the small devil heart. It's a stray 2 skill after that, but only one is good. Overall is not very
important but to achieve Easy. You can also get blue darkness and another blue earth, but they are not recommended. You already have Blue Land and will get it for sale The next shop will be available anyway, and the blue darkness will be sold as well later. You still can't learn anything with it. Materials for item creation (only recommended items): Catch check: Well-checked devices which protects against fire and is very easy to create. You can configure it with 2 broken suo-das (direct attack extracts) in Suledi or the next city, 2 ambaras
and more than 2 water (the bat beetle's wells, or just direct attack on it). Leather Curtain: Coach with decent RDM and 50% electricity protection for the archaris and magicians. You can't make it yet, but it is recommended that you get enough material for one here: 1 animal stoned (body of scary wolf) and 2 bet fins (bhana fans, attack only from behind). The tooth is sabir: great light sword. You can't make it yet, but the content is here too and you should get enough of one. You will need 3 animal paltas (body of dreaded wolf) and 3 iron
minerals (weapons of the steam, attack from the front). Not hard to get. Holy Guider: Red arm coach with decent RDM, but you should get this for the 15 percent chance to stop attacks. It does not sound like much, but it helps more than RDM. Only one material is available here: 1 bonimeal (break the cinkall's left). Don't bother collecting it, but don't sell any black crystals you're going to get. You'd need them for a great light sword, but it would take a long time until you go there. -Heating walk-through: Climb the first area's kgar for a bag with
400 faxes. Another little kagar is the Arcanum of a yadka before that. Then you will need to step on the flying enemy or air jump to move on to the next area. Go left after the kutscana for a small room with a yadka arcanum and a Gauntlet. The second is stuck with an arrow. Go back and move right. Here you will find the same time to tell you about The Anherjar and, for the truth, with your first anherjar: a light yadka. You'll find Rockalli, Pari or Jessica. The choice here is about opinion. Rockaily starts with very good attacks (high loss and
number of hit), but not much better. Jessica finally got up and tells her at the loss, but not on the kill. Unfortunately, Jessica's state-of-development is very random. They can end up with a light yadka, or the highest STR for the lowest. Suppose he gets average, he's okay. Pre-weak, with low HP and STR, but too much OF THE MAC (most for a light yadka) and they very soon get an elemental attack. He also comes with free items skills, which helps a lot for a while. He's hit something, though. Releases, Rockwelly is the best. For war, it
depends on what you want. For a solid role, pick rockwelly or for the combos, Jessica for non-elemental damage or elemental damage to pre. I prefer pre, but nobody is okay. Don't think about release Rockalli now. For attacks, Jessica sunset throw samy-daapoc, rocky climb Double air and pre-double air should use sunset Anyway, now you've got a full party. Move on and right. Enter the first area below for the second anherger. A heavy yadka at this time. The Rholland is better STR, but worse attacks, its loss will be reduced. The much
higher HP in the courad, CON, starts with iron skill fists (it increases) and with the best heavy yadka attack, plus their reward for release in Chapter 3 is a very powerful heavy sword. Pick up the crates here, he's the best choice for anything. You now have 5 characters, but 4 places in the party. Matahra is the least useful role for now, so I'll remove it. For attacks, The Rholland uses Sadeswaper-Durgat-Swaying, and The Kraad Sadeswaper-Taq Kodo. You use sharp kodo after starting an enemy (the saaoadi sword or autosar act) which will
get you a bounce of the ground, which restores 8 AP. It helps a lot. Go left for a room with leather shoes and 800 faxes, then go right. Here's a kisher with an abyss. There is more money for the right: 600 faxes. Go back now. And then proceed right for another kotscana. When it's over you'll get the old banda (related to blue healing) and a new plot character: Dylan, a heavy yadka. He has bad statistics compared to other heavy critics, but starts with great attacks, so he's pretty strong anyway. Still, others can easily overtake it after this after
the stat difference and similar attacks. Later in this game depending on its level during a certain part of the story you will find some additional items, but it does not matter much using it for it. It's up to you. Dylan pairs in level 1. Now the best attacks are double-swaying absolute strike. The other earth bounces whenever enemies need to be hit. Another thing about it: don't give Dylan in your future. Now, 6 characters. 2. Stay out of the party. Remove a light yadka and a mathra if you are thinking about the damage. For The Combos I would
love to remove Alysia and Matahra. Now, just to put your left, just to get the bridge down. You'll reach a treasury sine with a union kulghi. Fall again and go down. Here's a customer with a Thunder Mini. Don't use it yet! Gems are a good way because of strong elemental objects and status changes. Save them for their time needed. You can continue now. If you want to go back there, just go to the left and then to the next screen, then to climb to the right. Follow only one way to get you left or right yet. There is a Salet and a kagar for the
right, but you must use an enemy to go there. Take one of them from the left with the protons. Upstairs is a room with another stuck-in-the-right (arrow again). Inside it you will find a dwarf sax. Go left and pick up the Arcanum of Yadka before climbing the kagar. Go ahead. You are now on the right side of the broken bridge. Go left for a union kulghi, then continue to the right and then a treasure sine with a safe point and a shamshir. These 3 attacks With a light sword. This is 100% for treasure in the fold. Ko Ko The room is the first owner.
Although the tough girl can freeze the boss, I would not recommend using the mathra, the magic is not good yet. There are heavy yadkas, and rufs can suffer good damage with absolute wave (keep using three-way attack too). Don't forget to be equipped with a shamashir on your light. Raqaily if you have it, otherwise, Alisia. If you have pre-then they can help a little bit with its free item skills if you get dirt. Save it now and get right for the owner. __Ballistic Rhino____________________________________________________________ | | |
Lv 6 680 HP 5,000 Communications 870 Fax . 30 It 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Race: Giant, Animals . Elements: There is no resistance/danger in the body; | All coaches have electricity-20% , land + 20% . Weak to curse (100%) , paralyzed (20%) silence (20%) panes (50%) | Unconscious (100%) 68 گنیس : : | | - �صح دسج   | | | | 2 حطس : �درک  شرافس  لیمنیچ | |  مٹئآ : رڈیل  %( | | 100  ) یروزمک روا   HP, 7 RDM, 1 RDM; 170 م�ا :)  ) رس %( | |- 80  ) گنیس �ک  مار  مٹئآ :  HP, 6 RDM, 1 RDM; نیچ �د�اعم  مٹئآ :
340 م�ا :)  ) مسج %( | |- 80) HP, 6 RDM, 1 RDM; 408 م�ا :)  ) ںیگناٹ %( | |- 75  ) اکاراب مٹئآ :  HP, 6 RDM, 1 RDM; 136 ھچنوپ : %( | |- 80  ) لٹسرک �ایس  مٹئآ :  HP ، 4 RDM ، 1 RDM 40  ) قلعتم �س  نرئآ  مٹئآ : Body 102-| | (% ؛ چوک :)  ) چوک  HP, 7 RDM, 1 RDM; 204 چوک :) , 2  ) ںو�اب %( | |- 65  ) لیش یلاخ  مٹئآ :  HP, 9 RDM, 1 RDM; 34 چوک :) , 2  ) سدی�ووررا %( | |- 50  ) ڈلیش ان�پ  مٹئآ :  HP, 7 RDM, 1 RDM; 68 چوک :) , 2  ) چوک �ک  وزاب  %( | |- 80  ) ریت کون  لپرس  مٹئآ :  HP , 9 RDM, 1 RDM; Item: Baraka (60%) | | | Attacks: |||(Shoot tip arrow): Long range used from a distance. 1 character on
1, |Average loss. Tip arrow needs to be used, lost. Tip arrow when used. | | |(Stom): Small area, average loss target on 1 party, generally 2 or 3 . characters. || ||(Poonch Attack): Small range used only from behind. 1 average loss hit . | On party, wipe is needed to use. ||Charge: Average frontal range, average loss on entire party. || Violent clear: Target itself, foot arm coach, who is on the side to deal with high loss. , Need Arm . The coach lose both arm coaches when using, to be used. | | -Sealed Missile: Large range front, but does a lot of
damage . The whole party, only used after losing the arm coach, needs to. To use weapons. Fire Element. | | | | Strategy: |0 The first owner is a big, slow and tough creature with many coaches. He .| You will start a good type of attacks depending on your range and probably. Shooting of Arrohedis. Dash this past and try to get behind it to get . Tail. There's no coach around here, so you can deal with the full damage. It's easy. Breaking, and attacking poonch is the least dangerous in war. Once it is | Gone the owner can't do anything from
behind, so just stay there. Circle | . Around the pillars for ap recovery. If you have a pre-ensure That he .. If you need someone, just using one item. | | | | It's all if you just want to kill him, but something's good. To |0 Get here: Wearing the mould and The Baraka. Others are also good, but very easy . To get along with other enemies in the next areas. Baraka and The Shield Wearing . Easy to get, but dangerous. You can be attacked cleanly by violence, and it is . Hurts a lot. Attack from the sides for both only. | | | | Ram's sing is another good
thing, but very dangerous to get. You can get |0. Take damage as an attack on The Reno from in front of you. If you want to try . Use an attack that keeps the enemy down, like autosare act or saaaaadi. Sword. Wait to fall to the ground and put it down, then attack . With anything that kills directly on the line. Any attacks by Rufs . Work, as well as The Miraj Pierce (of Alissia). | | | | Ram's sing (Blue Strong) increases it by 3%. You can get |0. I'll find one to be a post-dessert, and there are many of the alternatives with the same or better. Effect.
If you get it, don't forget to contact him to promote the effects. | | | | The shield is not a stray, but it offers a good chance to stop. Attacks. It's a great desiccation when you don't have anything. Equipped. Baraka (Red Strong) is also better: It . Increases hp to maximum 3%. Of course, it's more connected to it. | | | | Alysia can use red body + strengthening + to learn prices. Expertise already, but you don't need it yet. | | |
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ You can do this for most owners in this game, let you get their items once again. Don't forget that. The next room has another safe point and get out of this saith. Go on to finish Chapter 1. = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 04.2-Chapter 2: Another short chapter in Dipan [ 04200] But the darkness in Dipan [04200] is a more short chapter, but heavy in the development of the plot. Things will start getting complicated... And interesting. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.2.01-Return of the Princess [04201]---Deepan----Items: Union Kalghi-Points of Interest: 2nd Poem (Sah Chaksh Sadicist) Empire is right, but you can't enter yet. Be left
to the city. The first house is what you probably need now. Not interesting in the hotel. There is a way to the left, but now ignore for it and enter the next house. It's the weapons store and it's some good stuff, but don't sell the material seas long as you don't have enough to make items. You can't visit this shop later, so you'll lose anything you sell. Then, check the purchase section for more details about buying. Check out the next home on the left. You'll find the 2nd poem on the bookshelf on the right. It's very important that you get now. You
will not get another chance! Back on the road now The first house is a union kulghi, but it's all interesting here. Just go Listen to the next screen and talk to the guards. It will open the way to the empire to the right of the city gate, so you will go back when you are ready. Don't forget to read the poem first! This is your last time. Shopping: Here's new stuff for everyone. Don't bother buying a new light sword or smell because you'll find better or equal things in the next layer, but also you should buy the best for everyone. Still no good weapon for
magicians, but blue apple devices can make the matar rather powerful. It's also great for Rufs' Thunder Arrow (remember, elemental physical attacks also use THE MAC), so buy one and contact it. Don't bother buying more than one, you'll soon find a better MAG boosting devices. Buy a few Honisasikkali Dws to treat poison. The next boss can easily poison your letters if you mess up and it's just the only way to heal it. 5 dws should be enough. Stock and dwarf sesame taaaads on the Arcanum of yadka as well. You can catch
(recommended) and check poison (not) made here. Catch checks before the mentioned fire protection, and fire is the most dangerous factor. Although the next boss may poison you, the poison checking still is not worth the trouble. ---Dipan ---- Items: Leather Shoes, Dwarf Saxada, Union Kulghi, 1900 Fax (Total), Crossbow, Double Check, Flow Mini, Crest Estok, I Enemy The Doctor's Sword: The Uncle anime (Unclean), The Bhaktan (Ghost), Warning Ornament (Magic), The Living Coach (No Race)-Again Phasgatbali Boss: Any Review:
Less than the Royal Underground Route, but with some difficulty to get the items. Enemies also become more dangerous, but the worst is the battle. It's too tight, making it difficult to avoid attacks. For enemies to look out for: stay as dependent as them to deal military good damage. Break it and they are almost harmful. Warning jewellery does not move, they circle around the fire storm casting only place. It's very hard to be strong and show since the battle is very bad. If you have a catch check, then equipped The Alysia and The Dress of
Alysia and use it as bait when attacking others from outside the range of this attack. Only if you know you can't escape the attack. Good item drops: Blue Spirit Flame: Blue appliances, 40% protection from freeze. Just break the crystal of alert zure to get it. Frozen is one of the most dangerous status effects, just because it is a lot of times later. Remember, the effect goes with links, so you can get an exception from it. Empty Shell: Neither resplendor. Protects 30% from stone, and increases both it (x 1.2) and important level (+1) when the
user is under the influence of silent status. Break the legs of the live coach for him. Initially one of the most useful items, but you may not be silent yet. You will find the living military more frequently later, but you try to collect it from any coach you fight here. Sharp Speed: At the same time, the main rating is also better + 1. Break the weapons of the live coach to get him Pot, so you can equipped to promote the possibilities of a very important hit on a role to 4. Very reliable devices, especially when you start using important skills. The more
you get the better. Old items from The Kanikal adai and Bhathana can still be collected here. Check the royal underground route for them. Misguided and skill: Blue Fire: Blue Spirit Flame, listed above. It teach two great skills, and you can actually get both. Blue Body + Fire learns iron fists, develops a cheap and effective X to att 1.2. Blue Prices + Weakness + Fire Animal Katka, your first important and ethnic skill. Racial skills promote an x 1.5 loss and give +1 the main status when you are fighting the right race enemies. Better yet, any
body part of these enemies will break immediately hit by a significant hit. This is a possible 1 hit, which you can make more likely with other important ratings (empty spherids and sharp sparehads yet). Unfortunately there are no animals here, and only heavy yadkas can now learn this skill because of blue prices. Make sure you start teaching it on your favorite heavy yadkas already. Blue Holy: Contract breaking the weapons of the living coach for China. It also taught two skills you can already acquire. Blue Body + Healing + Clean First Aid,
is a defensive skill which provides you a good chance of healing half of the damage you take when the attack is over. Whatever you can kill will still kill you, but the chance of a halloween loss for only 3 CP is great. Blue Prices + Weakness + Holy Unclean Misinformation, another important and ethnic skill is taught. This animal is the same as the scat, but for unclean enemies, who the boss just has to be here! Prefer to learn both these skills. -The tehen walk-through: The first area is not any enemy. Move left, then down stairs and to the
right. Let's go right to leather shoes and come back to the left. Get the safe location and way past. Go all the way to the left for a dwarf saperated and a union kulghi. Go back and save now, then take the path down. You will fight war . Just the Cincla and The Clan soldiers, so you're not already using. Next areas will have enemies. Just go right and then to the next room, then leave all the way. You will find a strange machine you should remember if you have paid VP1. Now go right and then back down. Here's a seal on the door to the right.
The red pillar will break it, but let's first check the left area. Use a photon to switch locations with enemies on the upper left to reach 700 faxes in the scene. Now do what you need to get in the upper area with the enemy above you. Go left and pick up the smell. So you should not buy it in Deepan. Rufs him. It's not all in this room though. An enemy at the top of the treasury sine and the well-to-do. There is a double check on the top left and you can only reach it like this. It will have double experience War. Save it later. Go back to the area
with the cell. Slash the red pillar to move forward. You will reach another room with a cell and a red pillar to destroy, but it is at the top of the room. Up using enemies. Here's 1200 faxes, and further further shows the red pillar of the go. Don't break yet! Push it to the left and reach a flowing mini to reach its top. Don't use it yet! Now you can break the pillar to move the cell away and move forward. If you broke the pillar, it's still possible to get the flow mini, it's just hard. You will find an enemy way there and instead use it as a step stone.
Remember that you can get into the air after you're ping. Now you'll find a crest edict (last item in the saheeh) and the spirit tells you about the rundown. Yes, Crest Estok allows them, so equipped it, even if it's weak. Alysia can use it which is just one, but you will soon find other weapons with active s. Crest Estok also gives 50% more heat. This effect pot with heat-up skills, so you should have no problem using soul-play. There is a safe point. You know what that means: boss in the next room. You can't fight it again, but there are no really
good things in the fight and you can get everything later. For the boss, make sure you use Alysia with Estok and you have the ability to reach 100 heat. Equipping the heat-up skills if necessary, but it's not possible. Because of the unclean miscing skills you have already found so heavy yadkas are also very useful in the war. It will damage them on a 50% boss, so use more than iron or any other skill fists so far. It also kills more frequently. Overlooking the Kratacallus RDM and RDM. Boss opposition is Arbitrary Power and Decent RST, so do
not use Rufs' Thunder arrow (and do not promote their MAG). Absolute wave and three-way attack is great if you want to use it. If you have pre-use it with free item skills. Save and go right for the owner. __Primordial Ooze___________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 8 1,200 HP 9,000 Communications 1,260 Fax . 40 It 20 MAG 10 Hit 18 ADD . Race: Giant, Plant, Unclean . Elements: Fire-20% Electricity and Earth + 80% , Dark + 20% . Weak to curse (100%) , paralyzed (80%) frozen (50%) unconscious
(50%) And | Weakness (100%) | | Guide Item: Earth Money | | Recommended Level: 4 | | | | | Parts: ||Head: 480 HP, 5 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Nathergolyc (80%) | |-Body (Important): 840 HP, 5 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Heart Core (100%) | |-Upper Shoulder (2): 360 HP, 5 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Marine Diet (80%) | |-Upper Tentclass (2): 180 HP, 4 RDM, 8 RDM; Item : Tentclass (60%) | |-Low shoulder (2): 360 HP, 5 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Fat Bones (80%) | |-Lower Tentclass (2): 180 HP, 4 RDM, 8 RDM ; Item: Bones Basbasa (60%) | | | Attacks: || -
Smelly Missile: Kill random targets for longer range, 4 only |0 Average loss. At least 1 branch is required to use. Land | . Elemental. | | -(Branching The vast area in front is hit 4 on the party for high damage. Total. At least 1 branch is required to use. | | -Kaptpuran Exercise: When this attack is used automatically. Turn back and to the party, getting ready to use. Immediately branch cobo. | | -Restore: Self-target when any branch breaks, regenerates. All the tantclass as well as the large scale of the issue of very large scale power loss. Area
around it. | | -Lock-On: Just a preparation for Vashuwat. Always Used . Under 50% HP. Need the shoulder to use. | | -Vashuwat: Used on lock, heavy loss and poison party . Anywhere, regardless of where they are. Cannot stop. Land | . Elemental. | | | | Strategy: |0 Strong attack, but simple fight. To avoid smelly missiles, I dash and try . To stay behind it to avoid the branching kombo. If the boss is duped, close . Attack and folder ye. When attacking, just do a long scroll . Be able to reach 100 heat and use The SC of Alysia, which is a great
way. Even the case of loss, because you don't risk breaking things with it (and it's not the price of ||PA). | | | | If you break something, close the kobo and dash immediately. Wait | To use the maintenance before closing the owner again. It's a good . Time to recover AP. If you are going to be off the maintenance, just someone . Use a dwarf box. Remember, if you've got it, use the items pre-give. | | | | Once it is around half of its HP it will start spimping lock-on/washowat. Nothing more. It's bad: it's an elemental attack, poison and because of
you . Can't avoid it. Now you can take the rest of the fight and kill. Getting Toxic... Or you can only use the flow money that you have . The stammy to end the fight. If it is not possible, the weakest . Stay back to use character items. Repeat a lot of it to you, but | Pre is a great choice. Bona Ticos and Honiskkali Will Be Daws . Required. | | | | Breaking here is very dangerous and the items are not really good, so you . Should not be worried, except for the heart cover of the body. It's a simple one. To break and protect the weakness and poison
by 30% , too HP . By 10%. You can get it later. Hey Bones and Bones Busbasa h. Protect you weakly, but by time you have to worry about it. It's better protected. | | | _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Now you have to leave the fort. Start going back and you'll find another kotscana near the exit of this underground area. After the scene make sure you raise the sword on the floor. It is the sword of it, 25, 5 hit, 1
weapon with attack and soul-run, not to mention the first weapon with one element: holy. You will be one of your light yadka anheerjars with this attack. Which gives the most heat. if Jessica give her heat-up skills as well. That way you will be able to use 2 soul-run. Use nabalong-volleyball first since The Alysia weapon is very weak. If you are not using the light yadka unranger, then give the alisia doctor's sword along with it and do not forget the heat skills. It will be more important than now because at the same time, it is focused. Now just
leave the empire and you'll find a kotscana near the entrance. Let's see it first and just keep reading it after that. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.2.02-getting ready for a long journey [04202] Well, now many new things. First, you can't go back, but still go in the royal underground way. Also, you've got The Lasered, another magician. He is your best magician to have 2 stahes due to the magic of the fire storm, but after that he is the worst. He is the only magician to remember more than one spell and is really low
HP. They also start with thunder storm, due to breaking the best menu immediately with important skills, but you don't have many of them now, and will be a better magician when you do. Like Dylan, you will find some items depending on his level in the game later, but because of that he is not forced to use it. The laserd is included in level 5. Don't give it any items to extend to the state. So the question now is who to use. The laserd is better than Matahra now and you will need a magician, so use it. Alysia can deal with good damage with
doctor's sword and miraj pierce (enemies now start getting decent and done). Don't promote its MA G too much though, focus on IT. Also the spirit is the run. I'll use Rufs as well because he's so overcome at this point. Thunder Arrow can now be better than a three-way attack if you attach to a blue apple. The final role should be the chad. If it's not possible, use Dylan. Anyway, you will end up in the lost forest, in the area where you have the matahra. If you're crazy and he's already released it then he'll be here and you'll talk to him when you
give you an item, the holy water of matahra. This will damage an enemy 10,000. Matahra is better than his item now, so I will not release you. Then again it will be mentioned when continuing it is actually a good idea. There is nothing new here, but a new area map, the fields of the call, will be displayed to go back to the world. I recommend getting ready before closing the new area of the world map, but if you already want to go go to section 04.2.03. Continue reading otherwise. Go back to The Soldi and you have some new things in his
shop: (except For Samy, but with Shamshir, but instead) and blue apples (good for the sword user of The Rufs Doctor, and magicians). Now is a good time to buy two red-run items for health education if you want to have Analya. Although the skill is not very useful. Keep that you can create catch checks here. Check the royal underground route for materials. You can go Any time, but it's more practical now. So: Catch Check: 2 Broken Savd (Leader item of the candle) 2 Umber (left of the built beetle and/or right of the body) 2, water (the
bottom beetle's left or leader item) Other items you cannot create yet, but can get material: Sasa Dant Sabir: 1 long sword (buy in soldi) 3 Animal Paltus (Body of Serious Wolf) 2 Iron Minerals (Weapons of Bhanna) Leather Curtain: 1 Animal Stoneing 2 Bat Fins (Bhana fans) Sacred Guide: 1 Bonimayal (skin arms and legs) can take you after arranging it as much as it can. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.2.03-West [04203]---In----Enemy: Bhathana (Satan), Flying Fish (Sharp), Living Coach (No Race), Serious
Wolf (Beast), Giant Bat (Beast), Warning Sorcery --Review: Very straight area with two new enemies. Here the battles are simple because the battle is so vast, so you can be able to avoid attacks with simple dash. For enemies to look out for: Giant bat can poison you, but there is not the maximum limit. Break their fans and they will no longer be able to do anything. Just hack away from the sides. They are animals, and any heavy yadka with animal skits will easily destroy them. Flying fish essays is a good attack with decent range, but like
the bat they can't do anything if you die. Just attack from behind, or someone has their start. They will flip in the air and you can easily hit their tail like this. Good item drops: Godassaid tome: Allows you to escape the battle with no chance of failure anywhere from the war. Direct attack for them giant bat. Good item for emergencies. Items from old enemies are still useful, especially from the living coach (empty shell, sharp sparehads). Misguided and skill: Blue Ice: Fly fish body break or attack directly for fish scales. It needs two skills, and
one can be learned now: Blue Body + snow in the mental boost, a cheap and effective x 1.2 increase in THE MAG. Very good skills, important as iron fists. Make sure you start learning this. Don't forget to go out of the blue and blue fire here with old enemies if you need them. Material for the creation of the item (only recommended items): Elementedge: A heavy sword that adds 30% to the loss of SC. It's a good weapon, but you should only get it if you don't plan to release the carab, or if you want to use more than one heavy yadka. In this
case you can get 2 fast sypherhads and 2 iron minerals for it. -The tehen walk through: Nothing here, really. Just go to the left by the time you reach the western area of the world map. If you want to go back to the northern area then you will now have to do it through it again (so I told you to do everything you already wanted). The world will be shown. Go there to finish this chapter. = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 04.3-Chapter 3: The most
sordid [04300] The biggest chapter in the game. The first two were more like the introduction to the story and the war system. The battles in this chapter will be much more difficult and need well planned strategy and preset. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.3.01-The struggle for this begins [04301]---World----items: stinger in insect, blue spirit flame, earth's mini coriander is a very small village. It's also not a shop, although there is a travel merchant in the city. He is the first person you will see, so talk to him to buy
some new things. He depends on where you are in the game and gets back, but he always has his old inventory and stock of materials you sell him. Talk to the man next to merchant and he gives you a stinger in an insect and a blue soul flame. This allows you to get the katka for heavy yadkas and iron fists for everyone. You should both already be, but the extra free is always good. Go right to a house. Check the barrage on the right side for the essence of an earth. You can get from enemies in the next layer so feel free to use them when
necessary. There is a sine, but you can't get it now. Leave and continue to the right. You'll see a girl with a dog. Talk to him and he tells you about the sands in the mountains, the next layer we'll see. They have the next house on the right. Next you'll see a chicken. It's just like the cat in Suledi, also wants bonkies instead of the sea food. Then, don't bother feeding him. The house in front of chicken is usually empty. This is where Rockalli, Pari or Jessica will move if you release them. Pari gives 50,000 faxes while talking to Pre, while talking
with Rockwelly gives expert experience. This item gives a character 300,000 experience. It's enough to go from level 1 to level 17! Even, I still don't recommend continuing. Jessica gives you nothing yet. If you now get expert experience, I would recommend using it on matahra. A level 17 mathra good attack mantra (lightning bolt, thunder storm, fire storm) and may be strong. Rufs is another good choice, or you can save it only for future characters. Heavy yadkas do not get much more than the surfaces and although the lights do the music,
it is much less than the archaris, which are much lower than the magicians. Walk through You could not find it, although it is highly recommended. So if you can't find Rockwelly or want to release it, you can put it here after the strategy, nothing changes. Anyway, it's all for dhania. Continue to go right to the world map. The serdberg mountain's sanders will be displayed, so go there. Shopping: For regular stuff, blue doll is blue dark. Red cherry is also with red functionality. You no longer get any new skills to get them, but get them anyway.
About Coach, Metal Crown Magicians, Archars and Good for the yadkas. It's none For heavy yadkas. The sabar shoes are expensive and the fabric is no better than the zac. After all, don't buy long smell. You'll find a better smell again in the next layer. The beat sword is a good purchase, but if you plan to use more than one heavy yadkaka, just get it. Always stock up on healing items. Poison is often, so keep stock of 5 or more Honisckali Daws with you. Warrer's Arcanamas, Bona Taechs and Union Palamas are very important. Now,
karyatbali items. Merchant mentions the creation of the tugha. You can get all the material (related) with live military for this, but you'll find at least 1 teh in the next layer, so you'll want to use more than one light device unless you're worried about making it. Then it's also a material. For archars and magicians there is leather closure, only 1 animal stoned and 2 bat fans are required. It's stronger than the coach for sale and is a great choice for the wizards: they don't get anything better for 4 threshing. It's also a loss of electricity, so whenever
you're facing such an attack it's a good choice. Other available items here include full and curse check, stupid tinkkits, shadow crystals and the Azam Al-Aeras. None of them should be created. With high for heavy yadkas, though the akakali plates are great. They are not very difficult to get, but you can't get them long. ---Serdberg Mountain Sands----Objects: Ram's Sing, 10900 (Total), Perhaps Okhad, Boone Khasanda x3, Ice Money, Prime Minister Ab, Gandeiva, Metal Slope, Gatanak Truncate, Metal Zac-Anherger: Light Yudka [Khyali Es
(30%). Or The Tetra (70%)] Magician [Vallattar (50%) Or Alm (50%)-Sialstounas: Fog Rage, Masokahist Wrath, Black Anchor Wrath, Sword Blessings-Enemy: Thunder Hawk (Beast), Giant Hawk (Beast), Kobold Knight (Animal), Kobold (Animal), Calorich (Beast, Giant), Ghost (Ghost, Unclean), Sack (Magic)-Mini-Boss: Crystal Goem (Giant)-Again Phasgatbali Boss: Vivaran-Review: This is the real bottom long ago. Some enemies will hide behind walls in the battle . They will break the walls after a while, maybe around your party. Be careful
not to be in the range of their attack when it happens. Dash a lot. It is very easy to identify the enemy that you will find before the war. The moving spirits are Kogolds and Kogolds shurviras, round flying spirits are past, the floor are roaming on the O'llbeares and flying birds are soul hawks. The sack-snow current rarely appears with any enemy, but often with the past. Wait for them to come out of the walls. There are most enemy animals, and they are all at risk for breaking immediately. Your heavy yadka kakata may already be the animal,
and other classes will soon have access to it. Use this skill and any significant attack will break these enemies, which will kill them immediately if you hit a significant part. It also makes it very easy to get items. Any role with animal Equipped with 4 sharp sparehads to further enhance your key prospects. If you're killing things in a hit, it doesn't matter how much you do the damage, so you improve your key prospects. Also, Rufs is probably now an assault of the Stone ya'll learn it soon (level 6). It's not often that way, but it's very useful. Use it
instead of a three-way attack, although it is weak. For enemies to watch out for: Kogolds and Kogolds are always with the shorviras. He has a helmet protecting their head and protecting a weapon in front of them. Try to use the attacks that hit them from the below, as soon as the Thunder storm steamaway in a kumbo or by a fire storm, or you'll probably lose some attacks to kill their helmet. If you break your weapons you can also prevent their long range attacks. Kogold shorviras can also use Sap power to reduce your damage. It just
makes the fights longer, but it's your best effort to avoid it. Attack from the back of the fire storm and abuse. If you have animal is an important hit you need. The Giant Hawks and Thunder Hawks are similar. Smart with thunder people, they can attack remotely for more power loss. They are flying enemies, so breaking their fans will prevent their movement and attacks. Easy hunting for animals as well as for the. Past enemies first can't hit you with non-elemental attacks. You will find a good sword to use against them in this fold later. First of
all you just want to use magic: a fire storm should be able to kill them. His sword is also there . The Owlbeers deal with too much damage, but all their body parts are important. Focus on your attacks on the same part until it breaks down and will die immediately. Animals are here too. Sack-like currents are the very most unbecoming. They are usually hidden behind walls, but will exit after a while. They don't do much, but have high ADD. Use attack or fire storm from behind (they are immune to other elements). Good item drops: The scan:
blue appliances, THE MAG increases 5% each. Break the kogold knight's sine for them. 5% is a great boost for a color ingume, so you get as many as you can. Great to use with elemental attacks. Heart of the Great Eagle: It has an at + 15% effect. Break the left body side of the giant hawk, the right body side of the Thunder hawk or legs in front of The O'Wllbeer to get it. Very important tools for a long time. Stack stake does not, so every role needs you the most. Earth Gem: Damage to the earth + Poison on a Target. Just get it past the
direct attack. It's the best way to cause poison, but you can only buy after that. Flow Mini: Fire damage on a target. Break the right arm of the past. It's not great, but it's free damage with free items. Thunder Money: Loss of asmani electricity + a goal-on-the-fly. Just kill the sack of the burp dharata and you will kill it Will. Good item, but since the sack is a snow-like thing you probably will not get many. Brilliant armed: Neither desiccation, hp reduction as data increases Break the body of the sack copy for a 15 percent chance to get it. So, it's a
very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, very, Do not disturb the victim sack-stoid ness to collect it, because you will find a better appliance later on with the same effect, but break the body of any sack that you find the stoid. If you get one, great. If not, then no problem. Misguided and skill: Blue Training: The scan of the tan, as listed above. Only one skill is required, which you can already learn: Blue Body + Healing + Training
Survival, a defensive skill that allows you to survive with the same number HP if you are attacking more than 10% of your HP. Yeah, it breaks down initially in this game. Blue Challu: Break the fans of giant hawk for the lens fans of the router, or the fin son of The O'wllbeer for indgo pallamas. It is used only for two skills, but they are good people. You can now learn one: Blue Arm + Prices + Activation + learns to strengthen, which makes the break mode easy to achieve. Only for heavy yukkas now, but you'll find blue prices for everyone later
in this dessert. Blue Asmani Lightning: Break the left side of the Thunderhawk's body for the taholdabreta cover. It is used for 4 skills, which you can already learn: Blue Body + Leg + Power taught of the anxiety movement, which is very inactive. Actually, it's currently unknown that it does exactly the same. Next blue is the strong blow between prices + electricity, another very unworkable skill. It just improves the chance to break the guard, but... You can only attack from behind. Next, the blue body has power to magic an x-over 1.5 growth
for resistance. Still not a very good skill but better than other lightning men. Final and best blue prices + weakness + descaling by electricity, is your third major ethnic skill. There are many strong enemies (including the next owner), so make sure you learn it. Red Fire: Smash the left arm of ghost for angry spirit, 4 is used for skill. Two good, two bad, and you can now learn one of the good ones: Red Hard + Fire+ educates to strengthen real looking, an important skill that increases the user's critical status by 2. Very useful for breaking
immediately, but only because of the archaris red color can learn for now. These changes come later. You can also get red power here, but it is not recommended. Drop rate is very low and you'll find it in easy places later. Content for item creation (only recommended items): Supreme Scarbo: The best or second best smell for elemental attacks, and you can make it in the next city! You need 1 koboldapolit (kobold's arms tip) and 3 fans (the chest of The O'Wllbeer or the back legs, the thunderhawk fans, the left body of the giant hawk).
Koboldapolit is very very, very very very, with only a 15% drop rate, but it is worth the trouble and Kobolds which is very easy to break. You will not find a better weapon for Archaris any time soon. Elemental Edge: Final Get it, 1 by the router, if you're going to create it. If you forgot, other people There are 2 sharp sparehads and 2 iron minerals. Holy Goddar: Here is the final material. 2 of the router and 1 on the fan. Both enemies, so not hard. If you forgot, the other material is 1 bonamial. Kogold's helmet and the sine as well as iron minerals,
so you can get them here if you need them. They are used for elemental. -The heating walk-through: How to notice the mini map Is Red. This means that the area is affected by selastostomy, and we will soon find it. For now, just to go right and enter the sands. There are two enemies and a treasure shave in a platform in the middle of the room. To reach it, the two enemies crystallise and close to each other near the platform. Now, on one of them, stand on the edge of the crystal in the opposite direction of the other one and make it out. If
you did it right, you've made a ladder. Something like this: 222 222 222 111 111 111 111 1111 is an enemy/crystal, 2222 is the other. Anyway, stand at the top of the top of the high enemy and go to the platform. Pick up ram's sing in it. Go again. Three-paste here: 2500 faxes, maybe akhd and dwarf khasda. Avoid gas networks on the last two. Maybe the butter is great, but don't use it yet. Go back left and down, then again. Sialstoneas! Just read section 07.6.04 For information about this, it's a very complex system. Check the mandap: This
fog is wrathal selstoini, which prevents you from enemies from the following while in the sand, and removes you from the mini map if you take it. It's kind of indifferent on both, but leave it here. Go back to the right. There will be an enemy, so use it to move forward to the right. Go to the right until you can't go down. Now there are 3 platforms, and the floor marking. Just ignore it now and get right. There is a wall, but your mini map shows something behind it. 3400 faxes, 3 times slash to open a path with an ice mini and a significant water (be
ware with explosive networks). Also you will find a light yadka between. You want to ignore it now, because this room has a safe view. First save if you want to control what you get. Anyway, it's either a tarata or a tarata. They are kind of opposite. There are many observations and good data in the cellular es, but less attack edifying (hence its loss is low). There are some hit, bad figures and good views in The Tetra. The cellular es gets the energy stolen (dark attack), the of the pares gets killed. They both might be strong (one of the best),
but the level of the pareata at 15, soon gets. That's the best thing about it overall, especially if you don't like magicians. However, there is a great one in the combos. She kills 5 in total at 12 levels--it's a light maximum for the yadka. He also comes with finish skills, but it's not very useful. Racial lying skills are only better, and generally cheaper. He is also attacking the Spirit Pierce, with 10% torment. This opportunity is very little helpful, so when they are Things help him so they're not A reason to choose it. Pick up for its best compos, or
choose The Tetra to make high damage and strengthen initially. Go back to platforms. Top is a world, and you have to take it down to mark the floor. If you've made it a fraid of too much, it will break. In that case, leave the room and come back. The down-the-down-the-way with a platform at a time. It's faster than moving. Once you mark it on the floor it will open a path. Go there and you'll find a safe place, so save the game. If you haven't picked up the pareata yet, go back and do it now. Just remove the world from the sign. Go back now,
save again and move on. You're a scene. Let's see it, then continue reading. You have two new characters: Lyon (Light Yukdka, Level 8) and Arrangram (Heavy Yukdka, Level 7). Lyon just feels like a normal character. He is not exactly the special attack and his soul is a beautiful version of the ainherjar saith. Too little HP. Yes, he's very bad, even if he's got a better role in some attacks... While others get less. This kind of aware in making it not absolutely remarkable. Aringram... Well, you'll clearly compare with Dylan. He has better figures
around all, but his attacks are very bad. The Anherjar can get better statistics and better attacks, but the Supreme Court of Aringram has the highest amount of all heavy yadkas and heat. This and its fourth attack, wild breaks, are just good things about it: the wild break is not strong, but it causes weakness. It helps a lot in some fights, especially some owners and trollins. If you want to use just enough to get it, he learns at level 8. He also comes with survival skills (although all can get it already) and the beat sword. Levels of Lyon and
Arrangram will also be important in the post-game. Feel free to leave them to use to give you to Arrangram, do not move items on to Lyon. Moving forward, there is a new mandeep in this area, which means that it is not under the influence of the previous one. It's also another world. Consider that part of the mini map shows a way down the floor. Use photon-warping to fall by the top of this part of the floor to the world. The world will break down both the floor and you will find a stake to access the area below. It's good for any light yadka. You
will also find a shell with the Masuqast Wrath Selstone. When attacking, this holder is damaged, so you'll kill ye with it. Put in the manp in this room to make it very easy, because enemies will start killing themselves when they attack you. It appears very expensive to restore (3,000 crystals). Now this part of this fold will be influenced by both The Selstonas by now. Do not restore the wrath of The Maso-Qast yet. Move to the right. Here's another world, with a hidden area under the floor. Another way Leave the world from high up on the floor
for. It goes towards a huge enemy you can't crystallise. this A mini-boss, Crystal Rose Em, which is not raspon until you leave the fold. You will also feel that it is a selastone: Black-anchor rage. It makes enemies heavier, so it's hard to start. Anyway, despite being the mini-boss, Christ Goem (and two Kobolds) is not at all dangerous. He is weak for electricity, so Rufs thunder is the best choice for damage with arrows. Look out for the blowing of poison, which is only used if you break the panji. Only two good items in the fight: two tail-downs
on the back for blade claws, a blue price cook e! If you don't get any, run from the fight and try again. It's faster than leaving the folds. Anyway, this EAL let's get every character skills that were just for heavy yadkas: might be a great blow (inert), broken, animal, unclean miscation and descaling. Great stuff! When you kill crabs, the other thing is automatically achieved, even if you don't break anything: a light sword with karsavata, holy element and natural ghost-booster. Now you can deal with the complete damage to the past and easily get
the curse spirit! Anyway, it's all for this war. Behind the enemy is a dwarf box and Gandiedeva (smart with arrow network), a great smell enabled with 2 attacks and soul-destroying! It also helps that the rundown of Rufs' spirit is great, so things will be easy with it. You don't have 4S available yet, but can fill the heat-gage in the third position along with the rufs. You can go back now (there is a levar to lift the floor), but first pick up the selstone. It's not great, but go to the back mandeep and keep it there. You want to take the wrath of the maso-
qastost to use against the boss for the next mandeep. Just don't try to get into fights until then, which is not very difficult with fog rage setup. If you get into a fight, run. Go ahead. Here's a hidden right-hand side: 5000 faxes. There is another item on a high platform in the middle of the room, but making flying enemies easy to get. Keep just air and the gymping to go until you can get it. It is a metal slope, with a red arm. Continue in the next room: A reality false. Selstonas and Poutins do not work here. This means you can't increase the effects
of the previous sandup in the next room, so you're taking negative salastostomy. Time to get past your enemy. Pass this room and go down. Here's a magician's here: Alm or The Vallatra. The Vallatra is a earth magician, but you will find one of them to be sure in the next story, making it just too much. Alm is an electric magician who makes it perfect for breaking. He is involved with lightning bolts, and learns thunder storms in level 8. Both mantras give it + 2 important levels (the possibility of important observations), so they can make them
more easily than other characters. The good thing about it is that until you've got thunder storm, you don't have to worry about its level. 4 fast spareheds provide him with a vital skill All it needs. That too With Sap Power Magic, able to make all enemies weak! Rufs learns at level 10, but it's still good up to them. So, here's the simple choice: Pick Up Alm. Don't use its overloaded skills unless you know what you're doing, or you're just going to kill you. Anyway, go to the stairs. Avoid enemies here! There is a selastomy to affect this area, there
is no matter what you take. At the top of the ladder you will find a mandeep with sword blessing selstone. It's a very cheap and useful one: it increases it by 20% at. Like iron skill fists, this pot with all other it-boosting things. Restore it already and leave the wrath of the Masokoqhast in its place. Move right forward. Here's a spring, where you can pick up all the restored sialstonos. So take the blessing of the sword and hold it. The battles in this part of the fold will be much easier now. Save the point to the right, meaning a nearby owner.
Before that, go right and shoot a photon on the edge of the platform above. There's one you can go there. More treasures: Gatanak Tankate and Metal Zac. Go back and continue past the path to a hidden sine with the ultimate treasure in this fold: another dwarf treasure. Time to get ready for the boss. There are two enemies, and they are both accelerating, so it will make the war much easier. With this more and more people better. They are also in danger for sudden death and immediate break! Snow is the best factor for the fight, so
Matahra is really great with some EXTEND ING, and it needs experience. The same for Rufs with Thunder Arrow. You want Alm for the main setup with Sap power and power mantra, but it's not possible that you can already have it on it so you can't really break the owner. The boss uses fire attacks, so you can then use catch checks. The dress of Alysia is also good. If you have found it, then do not use its mist attack. The transmission of Alisia is very incomplete as well. Save and go to fight. __Wyvern (Oper Lizard &amp; Lower Lizard)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ The Uplizard (Guide): | Lv 14 1,600 HP 10,000 Communications 1,750 Fax . 95 It 80 00 00 00 00 00 ADD . Race: Giant, Accelerated . Elements: Fire + 20% , Snow-20% . Risk for a physician (20%) poison (20%) punishment (50%) panes (75%) | Confusion (20%) stone (20%) And the limitless (50%) | | Guide item: Metal Slope | | | | Body Parts: ||-Head (Important): 1600 HP, 23 RDM, 5 RDM;
Item: Familiarity Scales (80%) | |-Body (Important): 1600 HP, 23 RDM, 5 RDM; Item: Dragon Sang Safara (80%) | |-Fan (2): 1600 HP, 18 RDM, 5 RDM; Item: Vaivaran's Wangboni (60%) | | Attacks| | | Attack: || - Wing Suite: Wide large range, knock back characters a lot, . Average loss. | | -Fire Breath: Wide medium range, fire damage on party, high damage. | | -Wholesale Fire: Medium range, average loss on party. Despite the name . It is not elemental. -(Poonch Attack): Range, hit on 1 few characters, usually 2 or 3. | | Average loss, less
lizard stouse needs to be junkatatonad. | | -Prices tail: Just a strong tail attack. Need to reduce Junkataonad . Lizard to use. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Low Lizard: |0 Lv 13 850 HP 6,800 Communications 170 Fax . 110 It 40 00 00 00 00 ADD . Race: Fast . Elements: Everything-50% . Weak to curse (100%) of the disease, a physician (100%) silence (100%) poison (100%) | punishment (50%) freeze (100%) confusion (50%) stone (100%) | unconscious (50%) And weakness (100%) ||| | | Body Parts: || -Body
(Important): 595 HP, 25 RDM, 5 RDM; Item: Sacred Gem (60%) | |-Poonch: 255 HP, 25 RDM, 5 RDM; Item: Red Dragon Safara (60%) | |-Front Legs (2): 255 HP, 20 RDM, 5 RDM; Item: Inimable Recuse Scales (40%) | |-Back Legs: 340 HP, 20 RDM, 5 RDM; Item: Dragon Movement (40%) | | | Attacks: || -Heavy Press: Short range, Average loss on party. | | -Scale Missile Short range, multiple missiles shot at a character, High . Fire element damage. Need to use the spoona. | | -Poison Tail: Due to short range, poison and average earth
element alkaline damage . On the party. Need to use the spoona. | | | | Recommended Level: 8 | | . Strategy: |0 Some important things are here: First, you actually have 2 enemies, but . They are attached. After getting low on HP, Wewill use The Vavaran and | Separate. When you don't leave any items in the lower lizard parts to break them. They are still attached. Both are also immune to breaking immediately (but not || sudden death) until it is separated. In short, you don't want to fight it. Way. | | | | Second, the battle. It is possible to finish
(migration status) when | Using some attacks, such as 'fog'. Far worse, one of the upper . Lizard attacks (wing-sway) will push you back a lot, so don't stand. Near the edge of the battle, if that means you have to step in. In the range of an attack. Good thing about that? You can do it the same way. Boss! You will not get any experience and you will remember the opportunity to break. Parts for items, but it's fun! | | . After all, it is impossible to break any of the upper lizard parts by HP. Without killing him, so you have to use the important skills
to collect. Items. There is only one practical way, unless you can find out and . . That level is over 10. You can then use finish, but maybe you really . Better. Neither is it separated by breaking immediately, though. | | Breaking one of the upper lizard's fans will leave it laying on the floor. Completely harmful. Hack Away! | | . When near death, The Varan and Division will use. The other will do the lizard . Remember two poonch attacks, and less lizards can attack now. He will both. The danger of breaking this spot immediately. . I don't change
any other. Practice, as the upper lizard should be near death. You can safely ignore . Lizard down. If you want It first breaks his spoon. | | | | So it's a very easy battle plus for wing-sway. There really . If you're protected from fire then there's nothing more than show and attack. | | | | As for the items, here is not very interesting. You can try to break . Head for familiarity scales, with great drop rate with a red asmani electric . (80%). If you want to try, first to make it easier to break the fans . . . Dragon Sang Safara and Non-Laden Resin Scales
are needed for the item. Creation, but you will soon be the best way to get.
||________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Could. While it's a good selastomy, it's very expensive and depends on getting hit to work on you. The next story is the more important crystal cost that crystal cost, so save them for it. You really need this saheth from his blessing is the sword. When you leave the saline, the wallanore will be shown on the map. Go there to move on with the story, or search one side and check the coriander again for some items. It's your choice. If you don't want to go there, leave the coriander section below. ---Coriander----Items: Golden Eggs, Royal Jelly-
Points of Interest: Unlock the ancient forest first is a chicken in front of the house. Conversation to get a golden egg! Golden Eggs increases from 1 to 10 each random number by STR, INT, D and ALG. I keep you safe before using it and just keep trying until you get a good boost in STR and INT. Other figures don't really make the difference. Remember, don't give items to enhance the stot to The Lezard, Dylan or Leone. There are 2 people talking to the right of the house. Talk to a man to know about a huge bird in the woods. This unlocked
first optional layer, ancient forest. There is a side struggle with good rewards to get rid of this birds, so you should really do it. Not yet, there are still a few things to go before. In the next area, talk to the girl with the dog. He asks if you found any treasure in the sands. It's somewhere and he gives you a royal jelly. It is a material for golden eggs (with coldy) and Prime Minister Al-Ayres (merchant). Can't be created yet, and the creation of Alaeris is not good anyway. Once you go back to the map, the ancient forest will be shown. Let's first look
at The Valnoori. Shopping: Merchant has a new desiccation. Feroza bitter raises it by 3% and has a green strengthening. You can't link with anything yet, but it's an easy way to get a green runmill. ---Wallanuri----Items: Artaproof Tanicat, 2000 Fax-Points of Interest: Tuergen Is A Big City Of Mine. It's right at their door. Then there is a dog. It's the same as cat and chicken, but it chips meat Is. Still in the way. There's a guy running around this area. He starts close Merchant sits talking to a woman and walks around. Talk to him and he will tell
you about a temple on the water, to the next story. There is a house on the right side with a treasure din. Inside is an arthproof tancit. The next house has no items or quests, but checking the right wall will give you background information for The Karad and Karka, a potential future manager. It's also where you release them/if you release them when The Terata will appear and when. You will not give anything yet. This part of the city ends with a woman who is selling small flowers for just 10 faxes. They are the ones that promote HP up to
10% so you want to get enough for everyone. They don't stack, so 4 all you need. You definitely have 40 faxes so it's not a problem. Continue to the right. Enter the hotel and talk to people inside to learn about the monks in The Turgen Min, the other optional append. Next up Is Aramori full of good stuff! Check the purchase and release of the parts below. Anyway, the next one is another house. This is where The Courad/Rholland will be after its release. The Holland just gives you 50,000 faxes, but The Courad gives a wonderful weapon:
the caradacarator. This is by far the most over-overcome item, even more than the experience of the Rockwelly expert. The Cardadaacter has a heavy sword with 130 it, 20 hit and 10 RST. 2 attacks and no special attack, but it doesn't really need it. Even if you don't use a heavy yadka, it's a great weapon to release. Although give him heavy yadka, it's really good. You can also get 2000 faxes here in the barrage. Details on the section released below. All this is for Valnoori. Go back to the world map, and the Turgen Main and Odoula temple
on the lake should be revealed. If you skip the optional layer, just go to section 04.3.04. Below are purchases and recommendations issued--follow them or not whether you are doing extra sahey. Purchase: First, make sure you buy a map of western land. This allows you to access the western area of this map without you having access to it. To use it, press circles on the World Map and select the area you want to go to. You will need to do this for other map eastern and northern regions. Good for the stuff you can only buy here to release
the anherjar, but for war you want karyatbali things. Crystal stick is good for magicians, but you'll find it in the first optional fold. For the head and legs, iron leaf is great for heavy yadkas and the work shoes are good for everyone. Sabir is good and very easy to make. 1 long sword (solidi), 3 animal paltas (serious macaries) and 3 iron minerals (Goblins, Kogolds shorviras). 30 at t, 3 attacks, special attacks enable and animal is the effect of sour skills. Meaning, every animal you will attack with it + 50% will break immediately with damage and
no attacks important to the cp price. Animals are very frequent, so you have any light Want to use it. Remember you can switch Even in battle, so you have a strong weapon so you just need to fight an animal when you can only equipped it if. Elemental edge is not easy enough to make, but still not difficult and very useful. 1 by the 5th Of The Router (Giant Hawks), 2 Sharp Sparehads (Living Military) and 2 Iron Minerals. It is a very harmful weapon with special attacks, increasing their losses by 30%. If you got from the karadaachatter you
could leave it, unless you want to use more than one heavy yadka. Here's the ultimate weapon Supreme-Saine-E-Bo. 32 at, 10 hit, 3 attacks and s active. It's all great, but what does this weapon specifically for the whole game is elemental to it (0.5-most elementweapons are 0.2). You can easily configure a MAC boost setup and do a lot of damage with this weapon. Sometimes it will be better than 100 with 100 bows, 200 at also. It all depends on who you are fighting, the party you are using and you have setup available. It needs 1
koboldapolat (Kobolds) and 3 fans (giant). They are not easy to get, but the weapon is worth it. The holy godisis is born here also. Very good RDM, clean protection and the opportunity to stop 15 percent attacks, but it's hit a bit. Hit is not useful, but blocked. It's for light and heavy yadkas. 1 bunemyal (cinkalla), 2-router buns and 1 fan (both with giant hawks). This is the best gloves for now. Silver Cuiarass is not very difficult to make: 1 Cuiarass, allows 2 iron minerals and 2 salets from silver. The best thing about this is 50% land protection,
but you have to get electricity-50%. Now ignore it, and come back when you need to protect the land, if you've ever done that. Buy Crystal Chainmail instead: It provides high AD And some RST just 5 less RST and content not required to be collected. Archaris should also get while the magicians keep the leather curtain. You will find a crystal chainmail in each other in the optional layer and the next plot layer, so you can buy less here and save some money. That's all you need here for now. Future items of note here include The Mounfalin,
The Dress Of The Zippers and The Veins. The checks and crystal spouts are not worth it, and the healing ingot is very difficult to make. You will find another item with the same effect with an enemy. The taaaar of the holy queen is also very difficult to make, although it is a good item. Continue: This is where the ongoing characters become a good idea. However, don't go ship---you need to get your letters as much release as you consider enough. Make sure you have at least 3 inhreger forever, or you will have problems later. I recommend
to issue Rockwelly and Crawd at this point, but not Matahra, Alm or Pre. The other letters you have. There are 2 possible setups to release The Raqaily (or any other light yadka). Both Will Have The Waloon Sword and Crystal Chainmail. Gives: 1 snare, 2- Archar ability, Views of the thief and 1 1 Wits. 1 Add metal zac+ metal mould for nectar, but you lose the ability of 1 orcher with it. Up to you: + 100 HP or + 5d ? I'll take HP on this occasion. Don't forget that you'll also get 2 figures to increase a mini + 20, maybe rose (STR and d). It is
easy for the crafts/heavy yadkas: scrap, iron patwar, crystal chainmail and 1 pychta, 2 thief's views, 1 nectar and 1 work shoes for Yadka's Wits. You'll get a scrap in the optional first layer, but I'll just buy it here. If you have released The Crawd and/or Rockwelly, don't forget to get the experience of the caradacarator and/or expert, and don't forget to use the expert experience on just magicians or or or orhers. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.3.02-Sadeqistas, Part I [04302] Warning: These sadiqists on the layer
must be completed in chapter 3, or you will lose the next sadeqistas. It's better to do them now. ---Ancient forest----items: dwarf shading, scrap, flow mini, crystal stick, 7200 faxes, iron patwar-anherjar: Archar [Charisity (10%). Or Sha-Kong (90%)-Sialstounas: The Double Wrath, Poison Saad, Shethd Power Wrath, Treasure Blessing-Enemy: Thunder Hawk (Beast), Kobold Knight (Beast), O'Wlbear (Animal, Giant), Sack Copy (Magic), Goat Man (Animal, Ghost), Ballastia (Giant), Poisonous Flower (Plant, Insect)-Mini-Boss: Cabars and x4 ()-
Again Pagetabli Boss: Any Review: Short-layering, but with some tough fights. You will need to mess with Sialstoneas to guarantee victory. Some enemies appear here by presenting, but easy because the battle is much better. Animal here also has a great skill to use, and you should have more characters with it now. Don't forget The Sabir Ertot for light music. Alm was mentioned in the grandness of the first, so use it. Their Thunder storm can easily end the most fight here with the beast slicing and 4 sharp sparehads. Aringram is great
against an enemy with his wild break attack (learned on level 8). Add the matahra if you've got room for it. You want them to reach level 12 as soon as possible. For enemies to look out for: Goat men do nothing and don't get as far as they can, even though they are using bows. Attack only from the sides/back, or break their smell. If you break their dacoity and the sing, they can't attack with anything. Lots of great items with them. The Trollins are one of the toughest enemies in the game when they fight without a strategy, but they are easy to
defeat when you know how to counter their power. They have the effects of imaginative health skills and can break down when organs are immediately rectified. Here are three ways to handle them: using the wild interval of arrangaram due to weakness (which prevents healing), using their venkataora or finish. Venkata is very easy with one of the sialstonos here. They can only attack from the front. Toxic flowers can make you quiet with sound wave attack. This is A good thing kills a character without mantra, like heavy yadkas. Your at's
and an empty shell less to increase the important status when silently affected. It will give it a 20% boost, which is really good for an appliance which is very easy to get. The sack-snow currents are seen here in large groups, but they are still the unbecoming. Good item drops: Logheningproof tinkkits: Temporarily protects an ally from lightning attacks. Only directattack goat male. Not this special, but can help against the boss here. Tail Coach: Increases 15dm by it, 15% and 5% by RDM. For it the goat breaks back to the dead. It's an
unusual item though (15% drop), and if you're making tanks then it just really helps. RST addition pot, but RST is not one. Still, you probably don't want to/need to use more than one. Shell Shadow: Bad instruments, the chance to damage the niferable magic. For him the goat breaks the back of the men. Obviously a great choice against magic castors, and not very difficult to get (30% drop rate). The best item here. You can still get nice, old items like the great Eagle Heart. Misguided and skill: Red weakness: Break the body of the
poisonous flower for poisonous seeds, or the goat man's right arm to the hard impernance. It is used for six skills, and you can get 4 now. Red Leg + Strengthening + Weakness learns training, which reduces your data but increases the experience you gain. I don't recommend it for regular fights, only if you need a role to catch. Red prices + weakness + fire grass is the one that welearns, and red prices + weakness + chalu tax wizard bloody. They are important skills for plants and magic enemies, but only for light yadkas now. Remember,
you can get red activation by red cherry selling travel merchant. Last, Red Hard + Weakness + Earth Big Ster, the key skill for insects is taught. Archaris only for now. Materialfor the creation of the item (only recommended items): used to make 2 recommended weapons after strict recognition, and another later (Chater). There is another one, but it is not able to produce. For now, you will need 1 (light sword, natural magician bloody) and 2 green for bloody (smell, natural grass- hawk). Bloody also needs 2 night colors, which you get from
breaking the poisonous flower flower. Since they are only born later anyway you can come back for it later, although they should no longer be difficult to collect with the break immediately. -The Sahen Walk Through: The first area is under the influence of poison-pin blessing salastooni, which can poison any attack target so that. So don't try to kill you until you find a salstone, or check the poison if you have any. Just go from the first area and then to spring. Pick up any celstonous, though. Continue on the left, where you'll find a dwarf box
behind an objection. Open it to open the right and move back to the right, then go to the right. Here's a shell with a port which prevents protection . Great in a mandeep, so go south for one. This is one with the blessing of poison. It's cheap but I don't recommend restoring it, the venkata land is very easy with gems and you'll soon be able to buy them in shops. Keep the double rage in the mandap and take poison. Asmani lightning bolt is a great way to poison enemies because it kills too much. Back up and go up again. Check the flowers on
the left. It's hard to see, but there's an ainherger: Sha-Kong or Charisity. Charisity has learned very random lying state-development and only two elemental attacks, too late in the game. He's not just good choice for loss, but he's great for the combos. Charisity, though healing is the mantra, so it's a plus. Sha-Kong has better statistics and attacks, starting with very good poison shot attack (the ground, causes poison) and most likely spreading explosions too. They make it very strong for now, but you will get better characters for elemental
damage. Overall, The Charisity is more unique while Sha-Kong is more balanced. The choice is on you, but Charisity is very rarely that you will probably solve for Sha-Kong. Sha-Kong also comes with strength smell. There are only two of them in the game and you need at least one to produce the magi bloody later. It's not a good weapon to produce anyway, so don't let it change your decision. They look in when they continue. Charisity gives 50000 faxes and Sha-Kong gives a Prism gem. Go right for a scrap, go again. Save the right-hand
gesture. You can go right for the owner, but there are a few things on the left, so go first there. Be left in the next area and you will find a mini boss with a shell behind it. Preparation: Mini-boss is very high, but average RDM, so you want Alysia with The Miraj Pierce (RDM, remember), with the Supreme Press bow for magicians and archaris elemental attacks. Ice-high damage to them, so consider using the mathra for an easy time. Alm helps a lot in breaking the coach and reducing the damage with Sap power. Your fighters should be the
most at-it possible, or at least multiple hit attacks to help with venkata. Sudden death and immediate break do not work. Nevertheless, everyone should potentially waste for additional damage. Rufs and Sha-Kong can easily dominated the war with decent MA-boosting. __Cybersaurs (4) _____________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 17 2,000 HP 2,200 Communications 520 Fax . 260 It 140 MAG 70 Hit 50 AD . Race: Fast . Elements: Weapon sand is electric-50% , earth + 20% ; . Belt fire and land is-50%
electricity + 20% . The body parts have snow-50% , earth-20% . Risk for a physician (20%) poison (20%) frozen (75%) confusion (100%) | Stone (20%) And unconscious (20%) | | Guide Item: Flow Money | | Drop Item: Flow Money (80%) | | Recommended Level: 9 | | | | Parts: ||-Head (Important): 1,000 HP, 48 RDM, 20 RDM; Item: Red Dragon Safara (40%) ||-Body (Important): 1,200 HP, 48 RDM, 20 RDM; Alligator Skin (50%) ||-Legs (Important): 1,200 HP, 48 RDM, 20 RDM; Item: Vermillion Scale (60%) | |-Poonch: 300 HP, 48 RDM, 20
RDM; Item: Alligator Skin (30%) ||-Weapon (Coach): 400 HP, 72 RDM, 16 RDM; Item: Broken Sword (50%) ||Shield (Coach): 800 HP, 96 RDM, 16 RDM; Item: Shield Swearing (75%) | |-Belt (Coach): 200 HP, 38 RDM, 16 RDM; Item: Flow Money (75%) | Attack . : | | - (Slope attack): Small range, kills 2 characters for maximum damage. | | Need to use the slope. | | - (Sword Attack): Small range kills party (or at least 3 characters) . Twice for too much damage. | | After the auto-used dodgang is very dangerous. | | | | Strategy: |0 Like with The
Crystal Rose Em, if you want to run from war to collect items. Completely except instead of saith. Here are some good things and . Easy to get. | | | | The Lazordaman is a new enemy type, and a very disturbing fight when . Ungodly. Protect ing lot from damage from their mould and weapon. The sides and they will usually block attacks from the front. Fortunately . The decire is a protective care for wrath, but the mould break can still be. Take a while. Attack from behind only to avoid the most problems. Okay. . Except for the high, but it's
magic. | | | | The cameras and by themselves will not be dangerous. There are two attacks, and . . Although they are very strong at the moment, it is very easy to avoid. Just stay behind him. What it does is that there are four of them, . And they can surround you easily. Dash to woo them, then dash out . Do something you follow and take care of them at a time. Party Division . Good for him, as you show if that's being completely surrounded . Does not go well. Also, since they start a war close to each other, SAP . Power is perfect to use right
at the start only. | | | | When you actually get to attack, start the kombo with magic to avoid it. Constant counter attacks. Venkata also helps and lightning bolts are very. Good for him. Without poison it will take a while, but never. Really hard unless you often mess up. You can dash at the beginning. When they all together and use thunder storm, the chance of poisoning. All of them at once. It might be good to break your coach from one. Distance also . | | . Items. Alligator skin is a material for vein sax in valnoori, so . Get something for it. For
(new) red resistance, use (break their legs). Transmission of Alisia to get Vermillion scales). This allows you to acquire 1 skill. Now and later. Red Arms + Strengthening + Resistance Teach Guard . Movement is great for setting up a tank and when you know the enemy . The condition effects will not be used. It's also good when you want to be hit by a status. Effect. For example, toxic flowers are being silenced by. Bus Less Guard . Motion and first sound will be enough for wave This. | | |
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Yes, it divides all the damage in the game by 4. 30,000 crystals, so without some serious farming there is no dream of using it anywhere and so. You clearly want it in a mandeep, so go left and put it in one (leave poison
pin in the shell for it). There is also a sine here with a flow mini (smart with gas). Anyway, anyway, Now the bottom will deal with everything 1/4 damage and nothing can block, not to mention you're all venkatalysing with common attacks. Are the cellstone not great? Go to the right, then down and again. There's a crystal stick in a right-hand side (smart with gas). Now you shell I can take the blessing of poison, but only if you don't have the essence of the earth. If you do this, leave it in the spring to take the sword blessing. Then go back to the
safe point. Now is the time to fight the boss, but first a little more preparation: boss power (and there is some resistance to weakness on the ground, so Sha-Kong is a great choice). Without the earth's semen you want to attack multiple hit for poison, but not with electric bolts. Rufs Sap can help with power (level 10) and stone command. Light yukkas are best for fighting with saber for additional damage on animals (give the animal the other characters to the sukta), but the sialstone setup is really the most important part of the war. If you
have room for it, add the matahra to the party. This war cannot be fought again, so try to get items that interest you. __Griffon____________________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 22 2,800 HP 47,000 Communications 6,400 Fax . 480 It 350 MAG 54 Hit 45 AD . Race: Giant, Animals . Elements: Electricity in the head + 50% , Earth is-50% ; . Head Fan Power + 80% , Earth -100% ; . Power in other parts + 20%, Land 20 % . Weak to curse (100%) silence (10%) poison (100%) panes (25%) | Stone (25%)
unconscious (50%) And weakness (100%) | | Guide Item: Charge Brake | | Drop Item: Jed Selpovich (100%) | Recommended Level: 10 | | | | Parts: ||-Head (Important): 1,120 HP, 26 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Tamra (45%) ||-Upper Body (Important): 1,400 HP, 26 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Fin (45%) | |-Front Legs (Important): 1,680 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Great Eagle Heart (45%) ||-Low Body (Important): 1,120 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Fin (60%) | |-Back Legs (Important): 1,400 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: F (45%) | |-Back Between Fans
(2): 560 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; | Item: Gargavalley Arc (45%) | |-Back in front of the fans (2) ): 280 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Ass (45%) | |-Front Fans (2): 560 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Wing Wing (60%) | |-Head Wing (Coach) : 280 HP, 24 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Pure White Kakula (45%) | | | Attacks: || |(Double Attack): Short range, 2-attack hit with high damage. | |-Call Long, direct range. Too much power loss on the party. | | -Charge: Medium, direct range. Too much damage on the party. | | -Sudden Descent: Short but very wide
range, too much damage on the party, | . But if you're really close you'll not get it. | | -Darnsavanapuran swing: Average loss at a medium range. | 0 fight sat least dangerous attack. | | | | Strategy: |0 Ah, it's a lot of experience. Do not use double-check yet. The next optional boss gives more too. | | | | If you don't cut the donkey's top it and THE MAG will be very difficult. All damage in the phasing by 75%. You can use Sap power to reduce it too. More. It is also a choice of electric tinkkits for call power. But it's easy to avoid so it's not really
necessary. Attack List . High and very high says, but it is without loss. This | An easy battle with it, really. It can't attack from behind, so stay there. | | | | Anyway, use the earth's semen because of poison, or if you only have . Attack and poison will hurry soon or later. Save some AP for |0 Show if you feel you will need to, or just take such a loss. A Dwarf . The sour should take care of it. Its venkata really . Easy, almost uneffectual war. | | | | Pure white kulghis is a great one that enhances THE MAG when | . The character is toxic. It also
increases the key ranking. Try to get it. | | Later there is another item with the same effect, so although it is a | Lot if you remember it then don't have to start again. Use the attack above. If |0 is not a |0, then the You've got 12 level rufs they can do very easily with the goal shake. | | | | Wing fin is a very good item and easy to break the right body. Part of attacking by side. It is a misguided apparatus that enhances SC. 20% damage by. You can get it later as well. Everything Remaining | Get almost everything as an important part. | | | | The
best thing about this war is the drop item. Sialpovicas let you take you. Extra Sialstonos, so you can have 2 effects on you now! This means that | You can have sword blessing and poison at the same time. Now, get extra it and venkata everything. Limited to the extent that | Many selstonos may be out in one stathing at a time, though. If you are |0. Can't select an extra one from spring, you can .| One of the must-have-restore-the-folds. | | |
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Their leader for owners is decent for items, so you want to restore it. On the right are two chats with the ultimate treasure in the bottom: 7200 faxes and an iron
leaf... Yes, all the chats suck the sahee. Anyway, the real point of this fold, other than the enemy, is Jed Sialpovic. Poison Pin Blessing is a good selastomy that you can easily restore, but it does not get much use once you can buy ground gems. It is just more practical to use these people than to ruin a salstone slot. Remember the shethad power rage for when you have 30,000 crystals... Maybe you don't form for a while. It's all for the layer, so go back to the world map. Now go back to Dhanya and talk to the guy talking to the lady to finish
the sadeqist and get a potential finish. It is then necessary to unlock the next side search on the forest. ---Tuergen----Items: Money, Crystal Chainmail, Key of Ears, 20000 Fax (Total), Honiskkali Os, Anointing, Dwarf Shaveda, Overdrive, Prime Minister's Water-Inhinger: Archar [Malladia (50%). Or Lylia 50%)-Selstonas: Alarm blessing, bees rage, sinus law, gold-ger law enemy: lizard lord (sharp), giant slow (giant), Tatia Ghansla (ghost, insect), clay man (giant, plant, unclean)-again Paghatbali boss: No review: Everything is weak for fire



here, so use lezid. Boost their MAG with the scan of the scan and/or blue apples and they should kill everything easily with the fire storm. Tatia Ghansla, the main enemy in the fold, is a ghost, so you want elemental attacks and weapons. Besides mantra, a light yukdka with karsavat is the best choice here. The Supreme Body is also good with the smell and/or elemental attacks, while heavy yondkas are inimitable (they can't kill them yet). Honiskkali is along with The Daws. For enemies to look out for: Clay man is like his real sway ingboss
in Chapter 2, plus he is not the restorer. There are many items too, but not really interesting. It's a rare enemy: to find it to fight the enemies going. It's just the enemy who you should use the key skills here. Use unclean sanctomy. Giant Slow is acting as a huge shell. You can only damage it from the front, or you can use menu mantras from a distance to break the shell. Also As The Honiskkali Daws are ready, they can poison you with all the attacks. There is a long range that has poisoned you and one or two characters will be hit, and
another circular, short range that release gas around it. This one is more dangerous because it will most likely hit the whole party. Made by enemies, so avoid them if possible. If you are not ready, the tatia gnosals are very disturbing, but easy if you are. They are in the past, so you need ghost-booster skills or elemental attacks to kill them. The mantra will easily take care of them. Some of them are like mini owners unless you will not have to leave the fold, but they also appear with regular enemies. They can multiply by them, then kill them
fast... Or wait until there is a lot of them to do and get more experience. If you want it's a very good place on the surface. If you have trouble with them, sha-kong poison shot or earth Consider using (direct attack attack I have in the past, due to poison, so just let go until they are near death. Cheap and boring, but it works. Lizard Lord is like the kibars and sins in the ancient forest, but weak. They have most of the same attacks, but can use the doctor's Arcanum when they go under half to get fully healed. Make sure you kill them in a kumbu
to avoid them, or use the wild break of arrangram due to weakness and prevent healing... Or just break them with descaling. Attack from behind to avoid their coach. Good item drops: Heart core: Accordingly, HP increases by 10% and gives + 30% resistance to poison and weakness. Smash the flesh of the clay man for him. Very effective and easy to get. Rines and skills: Blue Resistance: Break the lizard Lord's poonch or legs for the raxscales. It teach 6 skills, but not the best. You can already get the most: Blue Head + Skit + Ice+
Resistance sorcery. Magicians just for now, it's possible to smooth the mantra. Dodgang often does not happen, so it is not very good. Blue body + earth+ healing + resistance treatment saith, one of the worst skills. It's only in this case the status effects period, but they are easy to prevent or treat without everyone's expenses. Blue Body + Leg + Resistance Force Field (100), a 100 HP mould that protects the role in all fights. It helps now, but it gets out of use very soon. I don't really recommend learning it. Blue head + arms + dark+
resistance taught counter attack. This allows you to avoid attacks when you count attacks, but donot often do so to make it very useful. Last but not less, blue head + arms + activation + resistance free item, the game learns one of the best skills. It removes ap price to use items in war. The only role in the party is its need, just make sure that it is one using items. Old Bay, but you can break the Giant Snoils' Shell for Black Pearls (Red Strong) case in which you could not find Baraka and don't want to go back to get it. Materials for the
creation of the item (only recommended items): Rig-zac: You can get dragon stone with lizard Lord here, just break their head. The second material is a alligator skin from the tail of the carbars and. It gives 15 RDM (best for a long time) under green leg, + 30% poison and + 10% earth. Highly recommended. Make it in valnoori. If you want to recognize more severely, just break the lizard Lord's weapon. -The heating walk-through: The search is very directly ahead. The first room is spring, so pick up the sword blessing. If you have it poison is
a good choice, but sword blessing is better. There are the layers to change on the light through the append. It only helps to see this space better and has no effect in game play, but there is no harm in illuminating the space. See you see all the nevers. Just go to the right to enter the ear. Fall down. Here's a lift. Just check it out When to go inside it. Pick up Mini on the left. It kills part of a random body of an enemy. Save it for hard-to-hit parts. Go down. There's a conveyor belt here. Walk down it to the right for a bag with a dwarf box and a
sand (smart with gas) with an water. Also another is with the sandgas. There is a crystal chainmail inside it. Equipping him! Now go belt to the right for a lower. This room is really black, so make sure you see it. There is an enemy on the upper left: Tatia Ghansla. Remember to use elemental attacks, especially fire. Their venkata will also help a lot. Behind them is the key to ears. You will need to reach this boss. Return to the elevator room and move to the right. Here's another levar. It doesn't change on a light, but keeps a bridge down. Do
not click it, instead fall down correctly. There are two tatia snobs and a mandap. Also a lower to light off. The left (behind The Tatia) has a sine with 5000 faxes. Go the right way for an elevator. go to. Walk a little left. Hard to see, but here's a bag with a honiaskkali. It has been left anointed with a sine (stuck with a blast), a red body happened to the archaris and magicians! It's the health, bravery and heat for them. Go left to fall. It's on the other side of the bridge. If you want to go back, click the lower to put it down. Go ahead. This part of the
sahen is influenced by the blessing of alarm selastoini. That means you will start all battles with 0 AP and probably be surrounded. Worse yet, here is a tatia ghasla. These bees have a shell protection with wrathal selastone. It prevents a double-jackand counter. It's good, but the bonus is not worth the 2000 crystal to restore until the fold (then it's worth it, maybe). I recommend you keep it right now. Now go right. Another tatia on the upper right. You will need to step on an enemy to reach it. It is protecting a bag with one dwarf box and, more
importantly, the other Anherjar Archar. Lylia or. Malladia learns all menu mantras, but he just does it too late in the game (his first magic level is at 55, the last is on 99), so you should not get for it just for him... And that's all. His figures are the worst in The Archaris and they don't learn either good attack soon. Lylia is a great character, starting with 2 sacred elemental attacks: the aim to shake and shake the rising. They are both strong and good with a M.G setup, not to mention the holy is a great factor. He is also one of the 3 non-magicians
who gets Astreal Labyrinth, and he does so on a good level (44), not to mention strengthening the guard on level 10. Easy choice. Go right. Here's another shell with the law of the sinus salstone. These are difficult. An easy version of what they do is using THE MAG to attack you instead of at, and get your attack fire element. More details in section 09.4.02 It also allows you to absorb fire, but you will get 100% weakness in the snow. Most of the time you will deal with less damage, even if enemy enemies Weak for the element you are using,
if you are not using a good MAC setup. This and 20000 crystal cost it's a calstone you probably will not use too much, plus the tag instead of completely it, the fire element thing on the attacks also apply to enemies, and you can easily get exceptions to catch checks and fire with The Alysia dress. You can use less than that and still suffer very little from everything. This means you can get closer to survival against all enemies in the fold, so you want to put it for it in the next mandap. Go right to a safe point and a gate. Check the door to use
the key and it will open. There is a mandeep in his favour (be careful to enter the next room) with the blessing of alarm selstooni. Now you have many different setup options. The only element of the earth in this war is Two attacks tomorrow. Easy to avoid, both, but one of them is dangerous. This means that you can put the law of the snob in the mandap and get fire protection (check the catch, Dress of Alysia) to get a tank which is to suffer very little from almost everything in battle. It's a bad idea if you don't have fire protection, though. If
you have it, don't forget Silver Cuirass (+ 50% land protection). Don't use the guard movement, the situation will have effects in the fight. So, you have fire protection then put the dirty law in the sand. If not, then let the bees rage. Maybe you want to first put the shackles in the mandap to rage. Put the alarm blessing in a shell. It's ok to defend, but things are more complicated to attack. The boss is very much RDM and RDM, much more in reducing your loss. Sap Guard (Alm, Level 12) and Important Hit (Asmani Power Mantra... Alm again)
help, but there is a very simple solution: The Miraj Pierce of Alsia. The easiest way to defeat the war is to attack a major part with The Miraj Pierce until it breaks down. However, this will prevent breaking down other parts, which means less items. The fight is not really important, but if you want to get anything it's a con. So, you can add as high as The It of Alisia. If you are on the level 12, they can also be strong on it. If you want to break other parts, focus on elemental attacks. Lylia is great with growing and tingle, and rufs can also be the
aim to shake. If not, then the Thunder is arrow (and stoney decree). Sha-Kong helps a lot with poison shot. Archaris should also take a big sowa. You can also do a light with karsavata, but it will not help much. A magician (laserd) should use the fire mantra, unless you are put the dirty law in the mandap. In this case, use ice. Don't worry with it for these characters, just THE MAC. Make sure you save before entering the owner room. __Queen Wasp_________________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 20
4,400 HP 57,000 Communications 5,950 Fax . 198 It 163 MAG 47 Hit 36 ADD . Race: Giant, | | Elements: Fire and Earth-20% . Weak to curse (100%) , paralyzed (20%) silence (70%) panes (70%) | Stone (50%) unconscious (20%) (20%) Weakness (100%)| | Leader Item: Royal Jelly | | Drop Item: Olive Crown (100%) | Recommended Level: 12 | | | | | Parts: ||-Head (Important): 1,320 HP, 42 RDM, 37 RDM; Item: Big Bu-You (30%) | |-Breast (Important): 3,080 HP, 42 RDM, 37 RDM; Item: Giant Uber (75%) | |-Pet (Important): 2,200 HP, 21
RDM, 19 RDM; Item: Royal Jelly (100%) |-Back (Important): 1,760 HP, 84 RDM, 56 RDM; Item : Banshee Scales (60%) | |-Poonch: 1,320 HP, 105 RDM, 74 RDM; Item: Bug Needle (75%) | |-Baths (3): 440 HP, 50 RDM, 44 RDM; Item: Insect Claws (40%) | |-Over Fin (2): 440 HP, 21 RDM, 37 RDM; Item: Indgo Wing (30%) | |-Low Wing (2): 440 HP, 21 RDM, 37 RDM; Item: Toning Wing (30%) | | | Attacks: |||(Double Attack): Short range on the front, 2 heavier to kill all letters. Damage. Eye of: Long range on front, kills party for average loss
and . . Causes confusion (not dangerous). Need fans to use. | | Difference Alpha: Very short range, earth elementattack, high due . Damage and poison on the party. | | - (Charging): Self-targeting, just a preparation for change and mega. When using |0. Low on health. | | - Change Omega: Earth Elemental. Anywhere the party gets to it, kills 8. Causes extreme damage time and poison. May |0 Save by hiding behind walls. | | | | Strategy: |0 It's a great place to use double check! I really recommend to do it. | | | | The Queen is not alone: there
are two tatya sansals in the fight, and . The 7 insect eggs are scattered through the battle battle (300 HP each). If you are |0. Kill a tatia ghasla, a new one will be spouted with an egg, and then . The egg is gone. You can destroy the egg before it, so it's on you. If you ignore the rot, kill 9 of them (more experience) or break . Egg. Beware that most of its eggs are in the back of the field, past . Queen Tatia. | | | | And the queen's past is not safe, or easy. Not only is it decent . Attacks, it's huge RDM and RDM. It's slow, and two of the most .
Dangerous attacks (different conditions) are easy to avoid. Alpha is really short. Range and omega are used only when it has half its health. Then it's very . More like the vashuwat of jherao: kills you anywhere, causes poison. And does more damage. | | | | There are three ways to avoid change omega. First is to leave a tank . Near the queen, and the other characters away. Changes will be stopped. In the tank. It's not really a escape from attack but it does reduce. The party is hurt. The other way is to hide behind a wall. Attack . Cannot go
through them, so you are completely safe. It can't always be. Although possible, and the show you have to attack will reduce ap. | | | | So the easiest way to avoid this is to make the queen never use it. | | It gets half health before you just kill it, which is easy if you just attack . Back. It's a huge RDM... But What a legacy of Alysia is Pierce. | | Better yet, the Queen can't attack you if you're behind it. Sound . Perfect plan, just attack back and quick, nothing more for painful. War. However, you cannot get other items like this. Nothing really |
Important here, but only if you want to get everything. | | | | Here are the best items big needle (poonch break), a red hard . The rinae, and the insect claws (break any arm), with red price cook. | | It's very difficult to break the poonch after it has the most RDM (and it's really hard to reach.| So I just suppose you don't get it. You can. |Take both of them from now on to two folds, so don't worry too much if | you don't get it. || Anyway, it's opening up a lot of skills for everyone. See the truth (hard + fire + | | strengthening), grass-hawker (red prices
+ weakness + fire), Big Ster . (Red Sharp + Weakness + Earth) and Magician Sorcerer (Red Prices + | | Weakness + Move). They're all good. | | | | Only two enemies in the game leave big Bugeye (head break), and | . They are both owners who you can fight only once. It's not an important item. Only 50% faint and when there is a low chance of being born to attack. If you do that, you don't feel bad about missing. | | | | Drop item, olive crown, is a decent (8-TAG, 4 RDM) head coach . Protects well from curses. This IS JUST GOOD FOR THE
MAG PROMOTION. Breaking | . The fans don't give you anything good either. Don't worry. | | | _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ A shell with the main reason to visit this append: Gold Grubber Law. This one gives you triple fax from fights, but 0 experience. Good for some farming, sure,
but the best thing about it is learning skills. You can leave characters that you don't like on a lower level and then use them with this selastone to speed up the development of skill learning for everyone. Remember, learning skills is increasingly low compared to your average level enemy leader. It's quite expensive, though 1200 crystals. Do not restore yet. The saith clean. Feel free to leave it, however you've got a good setup: very little (even invalid) with fire protection and 0 experience to make something difficult without harm (your skills to
get overvalued will be slow to learn in the future). I really recommend you take this opportunity to give you some important expertise for your central party. Try to fight the clay man as he is the most installed enemy. Anything works, though. To make sure that you are even needed, there is a complete list of much more expertise/misleading. If you need level swells then also are great for it. Just use fire storm or tough girl (with the law of the snob in a mandeep) to immediately end the war with just one + The role you want to level at the party.
Easy, quick to get to the lowest level 12, where most of them learn good things. Don't forget to go back to Valnoori and talk to the boy who was dead to get Tatia 10000 faxes, to finish this quest. It is then necessary to get the next sadeqist. And with that we have eliminated the optional areas for now. Go to The Odoula Temple on the Lake (section 04.3.04) to proceed with this story, or check the checklist below for some good things you should be first. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.3.03-Checklist I [04303]
This is just a short list of things you can do so far, including all the misguided, skill and best stuff. You don't have to do everything here, it's just a quick list of recommended items. ----Body, Arm, Leg and Head---Blue: Buy-prices in any shop: Blade Claws (Crystal Goem's Back Sandasi)-Katka: Wizards for Activation Now Only: To The Router From (Giant Hawk Fans)-Healing: Beetle Shell (Shield of The Bullet Beetle)-Strong: Little Devil Heart (Body of The Beetle)-Weakness: Stinger in Insect (Stinger in Pill Beetle)-Resistance Monster Scales
(BAKCO)-Training: Kaper Coin (Kogold Knight Legs)-Fire : Blue Spirit Flame (Warning Of The Crystal of The Zure)-Ice: Fish Scales (Flying Fish Guide Item)-Earth: Skull Basin (Extracted and Cinkalla Soldier's Head-Power: Tondarbarit Corps (Thunderhawks' Left Body)-Pak: Contract China (Living Coach's)-Darkness: Blue Doll (Buy in the World) Missing:-- Creating For Everyone For Sorcerers For Everyone : Dress up Of Alysia (The Early Luggage of Alysia), Anointed (Turgen Mary------- : Metal Slope (The Mountains Of The Mountains
Found In The Sands, The Cellular Es' Early Les.) -Leg: Buy at valnori and coriander-prices: insect claws (queen tatia's) , you'll soon find something easier. -Hard: Bug Injection (Queen Tatia's Tail), you'll get another soon dynamic: Red Cherry (Bought in Dhania)-Healing: Roby-Eye Flies (Buy in Sleddy)-Strong Making: Baraka (Body or Arm Coach of The Balistik Reno)-Weakness: Poison Seed (Body of Poisonous Flower)-Resistance: Vermillion Scales (Legs of The Kebarsanda)-Fire: Curse Spirit (Left Arm of Ghost)-Earth : Pirankong horses
(I suledi)-Asmani electricity: familiarity scales (head of the top lizard). You'll find something easy later. Missing Persons:- Training, Head, Dark, Sacred, Snow and Easy for Every Body For Creation And Light for Prices ---Green Brees----Leg: Rig Zac (Valnoori)-Strong: Feroza Chudi (Buy in World Buying) Missing.-Everything for everyone---Good skills should be learnt as quickly as possible for everyone Fists Iron (Blue Body + Fire)-Mental Development (Blue Body + Ice)-Break (Blue Physical + Prices of Color + To Move-Survival (Blue Body +
Healing + Training)-Free---- Item Head + Arms + Activation + Resistance-Guard Motion (Red Arms + Strengthening + Resistance)--Real Watching (Red Hard + Fire + Strengthening)-Animal Skit (Blue Prices + Weakness + Fire)-Grass Hawkkar (Red Prices + Weakness + Fire)-Big Ster (Red Hard + Weakness + Earth)-Magic The killer (Red Prices + Weakness + Activation)-Unclean (Blue Prices + Weakness + Holy)-Desing (Blue Prices + Weakness + Electricity) ---Important Weapons/Coach/Accessories Importance, Alphabetical lying or in
order by effect--- Weapons and Coaches. With light:-Karsanavat (dropped by Christ Goem in Karadakitar Edge) Heavy shears:-Sabir (Created in Valnoori)--Talk to him in The Release Of Karad (Valnoori and Aqti)--Supreme Krasbo (Created in Valnore) Arm:-Holy Guwardar (Wallanwar Creation in Leg: Rig Zac (Created in Valnore) Blue Accessories: Ram's Sing [ATK + 3%] (Serdberg in treasury chest)-Scan of the sorghem [MAG + 5%)(Kogold Knight's Body, Serdberg)-Shell []. RDM + 3%] (The Shell of The Built Beetle) --Empty Shell (Legs
of Living Coach, Santhean Plains) [ATK and increase disposition when the main ranking]-Great Eagle Heart (Body of The Owlbere, Serdberg and Ancient Forest) [St Promotion: + 15%]-Sharp Shearhead (Stay Coach's Medi, ATNCL) [Delicate Rating + 1]-Shell Shadow (Back Legs of Goat Man, Ancient Forest) [May Makaroh Mantra]-Catch Check (Formation in Soldi) [Fire + 30% , Faint + 100%]-Tini Flower (Buy from flower girl in Valnoori) [HP + 10%]-Wearing Shield (Shield of The Carbers and The Ancient Forest) [Extra Guard Opportunity]-
------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.3.04-Water and Fire [04304] Back to the plot! ---Avduula Temple----Items on the Lake: 10000 faxes, bad-sheath sinument, thunder money, charge break, anointing, ab, ice proof tawees, union kulghi, power smell, dwarf shadeda, crystal chainmail, thunder crystal-anherger: magician [Sorcerer [Sahanaon (100%)] Archar [Paheresus (90%). Or Aherdi (10%)-Selstonous: Ice Blessing, Crack Wrath, Gold Blessing-Enemy: Lizard Man (Sharp), Lizard Lord (Smooth), Deep One (Sharp),
Skull Fish (Sharp), Strabaala (Plant), Giant Crabs (Giant)-Again Faghitbali Boss: Krakan-Review: Travel Merchant Will Leave Coriander And Move To Next City When You Clean This Shear. Don't worry, they'll still sell the same items and keep all the material you've given it. A hard stammy. Everything but lizards attacks and opposition with ice. Frozen checks will save you from ice and freeze, but it's too much trouble. You can only solve for frozen protection for blue spirit flames and have forgotten about ice, or simply use the characters that
resist it (e.g. Alysia). Two enemies (one is the owner) also causes a physical outing, but I will not bother with any complete checks. You can just beat or pre around the routine, or buy some pearl grass. The tana water is also good. Everything works here to break, but you don't have the skills for teeth yet. Here, the sharp sparehads and the Asmani power mantra saith here can talk of hawkand grass. There are good elements for using asmani electricity and fire generally. I may not be stronger than The Laser for a Magician in it (he should
learn soon). SAP power is also very important, because enemies face the most attacks of ice blessing sialstone increased so much. You can't reach the sandboard with it until you wipe half of the saheth, and it allows the enemy to do more damage with 50% snow attacks. Fire attacks are the solution however... But here's just a fire attack. So everything has a big advantage until you reach the mandap. Clever. The battle is very complex. Show here is the best way to get past attack zones and most of the time the leader will be in a place that
is hard to reach. Keep an eye on the map for a possible shortcut. Be careful to move from the field of war to falling into the water. You can also do it to enemies. For enemies to look out for: The Lizard Lord is back, and the lizard man is similar. Just attack from behind to avoid the coach. These are only enemies that do not attack with ice. Skull fish is just like flying fish. It can deal with great damage, but just break their snare and they can't move now. They can throw electricity and ice. Deep is the most dangerous enemy due to a constantly
stiff girl, remember: if all is frozen, this game is over. Rst is not a lot against ice mantra and they are so increased at 150% , so you should be good at show and hope for a significant hit. Storupala is something like a strange plant that can cause a disease and poison. It's the guide until it's just completely avoidit. You have to be when you have to take on the karal enemies. For these guys, the grass is a hawk! There are many parts of them that it is a great way to increase your interval mode chances. Giant crabs have lke crystal rose m.
Careful with cold eye attack, when you are used to break both weapons. It is related to high snow loss. They also show up with trapped enemies. You can't break them yet immediately, but they're not very difficult. Good item drops: Vegetable seeds: instead of damaging the bus devices, poison heals, but only in battle. Break the body of the storeballa for this. Great additional survival devices. Karsavat: Old weapons, but if you're not yet, you're useful. The Brek is the lizard man's weapon for him. Stonekotang Sandasi: This increases sc loss
as an HP decrease. Break the well sands of the giant crab for this. Great instruments if you like using soul-jackal. Materials for the creation of the item (only recommended items): You need to have a very strong light sword for one's head, with a stone command (from the front) can break the head of the head of the deep one, followed by The Mounfalan. You can't make it until Chapter 4, however, so don't get it yet. - Sahen The through: Just go right to the next room. Spring You will not be reaching the mandeep or a good shell any time
soon, so pick up one of you. If you've got Jed Sialpovic, you can select two. The blessing of the sword should be one of them, and the other whatever you may have. Treasure Blessings? Move right forward. Shell Notice above ? Move on to the nearest enemy or jump the air after switching places with its reach. The wrath of the crack in the shell is sialstone. These parts RDM and RDM, but cost 4000 crystals. It's not very expensive later, but now there's a lot more way for it. Don't pick it up yet and definitely don't restore it. You're not reaching
a mandeep yet, and you'll have to make the best choice if you want to restore it or not later. Continue to the right. In the background there are two water- drains . You'll have to block them to reach the owner later. Consider that the mandap is at the bottom of this room, but you can't reach it yet because of the water. Just keep going right for now. Disturbing room. The only enemy to reach with and with 2 platform objects. It's hard and you'll have to take a long way to go back in the fall (or just have great ping skills). You will need to jump the air
and use the enemy as a step stone. The platform on the left is easy to reach and has 10,000 faxes, while the right side has a bad-scary ingot, but be ware of the explosion. It can easily throw you off the platform. There is also a Thunder Mini in one of the middle. The ingoti kills you 50 and allows you to resist after an attack (unnatural anti-attack skills) doting. Dodgang is not often, so I will not worry. Anyway, you want to fall, even if you've got items. I'll say how soon there will be, but first check the anherjar to the right: magician. I say he
knows life is a bad man hated by everyone, but all you should care about is that he is an earth magician who is very quickto protect and sap power. Actually they will probably join with these people and the fire storm, and will not take until then to get the electric bolt (level 16). He has a good role, but might be matahra and Alm with the power mantra (to break) are better choices. He's the only one in addition to that. Now get out of the left and go left. Here's another one on the platform here, but it's behind the fake mini-boss. It's just a regular
battle, but you can't crystallise it. To get as you will need to fight for it (jump to the sword and slash), or a very difficult photon warping with the enemy flying behind the mini-boss. Don't worry, just fight. After the mini-boss is gone you can easily end up with the flying enemy and then reach after that. Paheresus or Aherdi. Paheresus is the best choice for the main game, the best choice for The Hardi Bonus Saheeh (last 10% of the game). Paheresus has great statistics and 3 fire elements are included with attacks: shading (8 kill, too Damage),
flow blast (same loss as poison shot) and flame shot (really strong strong If it gets all killed the sordid is best, so flame shot is the strongest, most reliable Arthur attack in most cases. Better yet, Paheresus is involved with the pissichosome skill, which allows attackers to use AT and MAG data in all attacks. If you improve the CHARACTER's MAG, it can cause a huge damage, and is one of the best skills. Simple, important games for the onagi, win the pheraceus. Ahrdi is, however, the only male anhesiger, Arthur. He shot the flame and gets
poison shot, but no flare blast or the peel. However, once you reach bonuses you can find great devices that do double the damage in some situations, but only men can use it. So, if you want an archar with it, then it's either this or Rufs. Pheresus is clearly above The Ahradi in the main game, so if you get a role for most of the game or post games then it is up to you. Continuing any of these will take one of them back to the Church of Suledi. Ahreddy will not give you anything, but Paheresus now gives a golden egg. Now, with a charge
break, the upper right to the right. It's stuck with an arrow. The left side of the platform has a anointed (gas network), and an abyss on the left side of the earth. Now just come back to the area where you got the canon and get out of the right. Just to climb the stairs and go right. If you don't find the items you found the callion take the way down to the top of the room to return. Just go right from room to room with stairs to continue. You'll see a kotscana. There is a rock on the left. Push it on one of the water flow to block it. You want to block
one on the left, but if you push correctly there is no problem. Anyway, it's all here. Go back to the room where you found The Savanna. You can reach the mandap now, but before you do it, take the wrath of the crack. If you stopped the correct stream, you will need to reach the mandap from the left where you have said. If you blocked the left river, you can access it from the right side of the shell, which is more practical. Anyway, you'll finally reach the mandap with ice blessing. It's just 600 crystals and it's great use in the next layer from now
on. So restore it only and put a crack in the mandap . Once it has been done, go back to the left in the room with shell. Take the left path down (to the left of spring). Another complex room. Another platform to the left is the way, and it's very difficult to reach. There are two flying enemies in this room. It's easy to reach out without just worry about killing them, moving battles or enemies. Basically you want an air ladder, thus: = = = = = = = = 222 222 111 111 with 1 and 2 being enemies, and = platform. Make sure they are as high as possible.
To make them like them, close the two close to each other and close the enemy 1 as much as possible, then the enemy Aim, shoot photons and fast as fast as you can to go to the fast platform. When photonyou should be something close to you. Now step on enemy (1 or (or It and the wind leap) and then an enemy 2. Jump air towards the platform while you're pinged and you should get it. It has 3 chats: Ice proof tawees (save it for the owner!), union kalghi and power smell. Careful with arrows on it. There are only two power bows in the
game, and they need to create weapons later. This is the second, first comes equipped in Sha-Kong if you've got it. It's no better than the Supreme Sc. Smell now, but if you don't have it then there's a good alternative. There is a fourth item on earth: a dwarf sax. After that, just climb the right stairs and go to the next room. Here you will find a levar. It switches on water-drains at the door. You want to block each other with a river with rock and this lower. If you pushed the rock to the left there is no need to mess with this lower, because both
the streames are already blocked. If not, just click it and you'll block the left one. Continue correctly. Here's a crystal chainmail with gas trapped in the sine, but nothing... Yet. Go back to the room with shell and spring. Take the right path to a small room. There is a right side, kind of hidden. It's a Thunder Crystal, the last item in the fold. Move right forward. If you block both the stream, you will be able to move. Here's a safe point, but relaxing. There is another room in front of the boss. Save anyway, the next room is also complicated. Here is
a shell with gold blessing, which increases the fax received by 50%. It's good for a decent selastone and owner. Of course, this problem is reaching. On the top left of the map, notice the enemy on the other side of the fence? You want to make it, wait for it to go towards you from the other side of the fence, when it is near the shell and jumps the air with it. So you will need the right purpose with two times the weights. If you'll be on the other side of the mess you'll be on the other side of the fence and go all the way back. Or just load the
game, it's very fast. There is a step-by-step guide on how to get here: on the 1-down floor, position ye in a way that you see you can kill the enemy with the puttins. Just one jump and shoot. If it's great, it's great. If it does not, find a folder. 2-Now the enemy is crystallised, jump and shoot another photon, but move as far to the right as you can. If you're a fighter, it's been great. If not, try. 3-Now you are on the other side of the fence. Just wait until the enemy fighters break you crystal. 4-If you don't quite get over, the enemy will pass under the
platform and get stuck. To avoid this, kill the other enemy, castital it and step on it while the flight one goes towards you. You are more, so it takes a different path and may not be stuck. 5-Once the enemy ends up on the platform's tupwith shell, or close enough, fire two to immediately out-do this. Jump the air towards a shell as you can. May take a while. Anyway, take the gold blessing and leave your second selstone here if you've got someone. You should sleep and take the sword to blessings. I don't recommend restoring it, although it's
cheap (500 crystals). You want to save some crystals to the next layer. And now the owner, the fire and even more weak for electricity. Paheresus is the most useful role because he gets 3 fire attacks. The Rufs Thunder Arrow is also great with absolute wave and purpose shake. Both with the Supreme-Sc- Bo (give to The Pheresus at least as soon as possible). Since you are including Rufs, it is Sap power already, so you can use the matahra for strengthening and electric bolts, or using the callion to strengthen the guard. I recommend
matahra, because krakan can use two-degree effects (freeze and paralyze), and this problem solves the routine. If you don't want to use the matahra for this, use Pre. Better than destroying the equipment slot. For light players, The Elysia Is the Best Choice due to The Miraj Pierce and its natural ice resistance. If you've got the pareata on level 15 then it can also be used for (rather than matahra) can be strong, but it's very unlikely. For heavy yadkas, choose Dylan or an unranger for sc china better than Arrangram. Let the heavy yadka last
go. Focus on defense skills, first aid, survival and promise like Physique. Don't forget the pissychons for pheraceus! For items, you must add to the stat. The kaper coins, the great eagle heart, the ram's sing, things like that. Go back to the safe, then be right to fight the owner. __Kraken_____________________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 19 5,000 HP 38,000 Communications 4,200 Fax . 155 it hit 130 MAG 42 32 ADD . Race: Giant . Elements: All parts have fire-20% , Asmani Power-50% , Snow +
20% | . Left mouth branchisis is also pure and dark-5% . Risk for A Postage (75%) | Guide Item: Overdrive | | Drop Item: Time (100%) | Recommended Level: 14 | | | | Parts: |||Upper head: 1,000 HP, 36 RDM, 13 RDM; Item: Marine Diet (30%) |-Low Head (Important): 3,500 HP, 40 RDM, 15 RDM; | Item: Vermillion Idasti (50%) | |-Mouth Tentclass (2): 1,000 HP, 48 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Bones Busbasa (80%) ||-Legs: 3000 HP, 40 RDM , 15 RDM; Item: Tentclass (30%) | |-Right Back Branch: 500 HP, 40 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Stone Clause
(45%) | |-Left Back Branch: 500 HP, 40 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Stone Clause (40%) | |-Front Tentclass (2): 500 HP, 40 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Ammunition Shell (20%) | |-Basbasa Tentclass (2): 1,000 HP, 60 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Basbasa Sir (25%) | | Attacks| | | | - Non-small circlerange. Around 3 every character is hit for decent. . Damage and physical. It's the game above it, if all . Paralysad . -Long hand: Direct range, around 3 on each character. Average loss. | | -Double Conockali: Direct range, around 5 (usually) on 3 characters. | | More
damage, maybe enough to kill someone. | | -Water Lance: Ice Element Attack, 2 Kill Less On the party. | | -Bad Girl: Ice Magic, 3 observations of average loss on party, reasons . Freeze. Dangerous: If all is frozen, this game is over. | | -Sea wave (great magic): average range. Ice Magic will always kill everyone. Character. | | High loss, often used on HP at low. | | | | Strategy: |0 Big man, to break with many parts. All these tantclassis are hard to break, | You can fight it again as much as you want. Then, you .|0 Really don't have to break
anything here. | | | | The krakan starts fighting in a water pool. You can't enter the water, so that .| Hard to reach and you can't attack it from behind. Consider in 2 chains . Behind the battle, the mini-map marked in green. Attack them . (800 HP each) to drain the water. There is no reason to do this because it is | Allows you to reach Kracan more easily, to avoid attack and their attacks from behind. Without show up all the time. Do this and then enter the pool. You can want . To heal and cast menu mantras by leaving a magician out. He is
safe. There. | | | | You can also network the krakan in the stairs. Just try to get him on the stairs. . Then go after him and attack. Krakan . I can't change around. Stairs, so it's imbeuse until you walk from ap. It's an easy trick, but | It's not always easy to get there. | | | | Sap power and can get a lot of help here. Once the krakan is low on HP, | You've got in this sahey use ice proof tawees to protect you from the sea. Wave. It's very dangerous, but easy to avoid the greatest magic. | | Remember, great magic kills everyone, regardless of where
they are. | | | | Paheresus, Rufs and Alysia can deal with a lot of damage, so the Matahra cast . They can be strong on. Get it even if you've got heavy yadkas. If |0 is not a |0, then the If you are not using the mathra, consider a possible look at the pheresus anyway. This | When you get rid of water, it is not difficult to damage the krakan, especially . Matahra outside for help. | | | | Items. Vermillion Cartlaj in the bottom head, is a red snow rinai. This | Hard to break and you'll find another one in the next layer, but if you do. Now get it you can
learn ghost-booster (red prices + weakness + snow+||resistance) and health parks (Red Arms + Ice + Resistance). Only good item . Breaking, too... I'll ignore it and get the next Red Snow. | | | | If you want, break the busbasa tentclass for the busbasa head. Her Blue . Katka Maheed You will also find it in the next layer, and even get it in. After a city, it also feels free to leave. | | | | As for the drop item, the same time allows your letters to attack for a long time. As you've had, but the cost of additional attacks is double AP. There is no way.
Stop it, but it There's no reason for that. It's a great improvement. The war system and you can use it well with its proper time. Attacks. Button-Tehsil ers will often be found Without AP, try . Master is using it. | | | _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Remember that you can fight the krakan again. Now is a good time to decide if you want to
restore crack rage. I don't say do it yet. It's a good Seastone, but the next layer is a more useful one that's also expensive (2000 crystals), and you can always come back for it if you feel the need. Don't let ice sing without blessing though! Go back to the world map. The Calstad will be displayed. Before going back to Valnoori and to talk to the first man in the city, who has told you about an oduula. Answer the prism crystal sans there to get. Great! You can now go to Calstad. ---Calstad----items: 5000 faxes, Borgondi flasc-interest approach:
Give this guy money now the travel merchant is here, and he has only the same shop in town. Look for them, the first house by door (ignore the way). Many new things, so check the shopping tips below for an idea about buying. Talk to adventures in them to learn about a volcano. This is your hint for the next layer. They leave and go right to another house. Check it to its left for 5000 faxes. Leave the house and take the path ahead of him. There is a guy on the left. Talk to him twice and he'll ask for money. You can only give 10 faxes, but it
can do as much as you want. Depending on how much money you give it before chapter 6, you will get a different item: 100 to 290 faxes: Sun shower (can be created in suledi, after chapter 4 300 fax es: The clyama solis (1 can be achieved in the final fold) the sun shower is really weak for Chapter 6, not to mention that you like this Much to it, so just talk to him 30 times to give 300 faxes for the clyyuma solis. Next to it is a borgondi flasc on the home right, and it's all in this small town. Just go right to leave. The Sahma desert will be shown,
connected to the eastern part of the world map, where your next destination is lies. Shopping and new expertise: Merchant still has the same items for creation, but people for regular sale receive an update. Light the mudkas get the furstobani, a perfect weapon for the next layer, especially the ice blessing you restore with the selstone. If you buy this one for any light yukka that you plan to use in the next layer, it doesn't allow it. The Wizards finally get a weapon with a great magic: the infiniti stick. It's the best stick so far, so buy one for your
mage. They are very good at the next layer. Matahra, Keanaon and Vallatra could fill the heat-gage in the third position of a soul--singing China, just like rufs. The Heive Yadkas and The Archaris do not get a weapon upgrade here. The Callmore element is no better than the edge, which is worse than the crayadacutor. Comprehensive Strong for a daxat, but there is no SC and lacks a factor. The Supreme-Sachars smell is still much better, although the archaris are not that great in the next fold than others. Feel free to ignore the coach for
them. Here's the red body out for everyone, and red head for light and heavy yadkas. It open up many new, important skills, so buy everything. Full list: Body: Very easy. Light/heavy yadkas get Dundwivedka Coach (Asmani Lightning + 20%) while Archaris and Magicians get supreme clothing. They are quite expensive, so you don't have enough money, if you don't already have money, feel free to ignore the Supreme dress, as you have two anointers as red bodies for the archaris and magicians. Sir: The Archars and the Magicians get the
Olive Crown (you have already got one from Queen Tatia), while the heavy yadkas get the Dundwiveduq patwar. The light will benefit more than the mudkas crown, because it increases the MAG and they are using an elemental weapon, but you need the dandwiduq patwar for the red head for the psychchosum. Valnoori's holy guwardar Dundwiveduq is better than Guwardar, but both have a 15 percent chance of preventing and Dundwiveduq Guwardar can only be purchased. So get a light/heavy yadkas without the holy guwardar. The
archaris and magicians still keep the old things (metal mould). Leg: Place the archaris and magicians with the sabar shoes, while the rigs of the yadkas are on the hawk. Finally, buy some Idon apples. The next boss can cause weakness. For skill, here's a list of what you can get now: Pisceschosome: Red Head + Arms + Active + Snow. Great skills for light music, especially with furustoni! Learn immediately if you've got red snow. If not, you'll get it in the next layer. Reduce magic: red body + head + ice + chalo. Healing of damage/mantra in
parts. It's great, but cp's worth is very high. Missile Protection: Red head + arms + resistance. Good skills for a few fights, but high CP costs. Letter Attack: Red head + leg + prices + resistance. This allows you to set up a 4th attack to use them instead of on the attack inglot once regularly. This increases the diversity in your own combos, as you can avoid using expensive attacks in terms of your AP and similar. It can be used exceptionally during visit break mode. It uses many, but they depend on the player. Old skills everyone can now
acquire: bravery (unnecessary), heat (decent) and imaginative health (unnecessary). ---Saahma desert---- Aanherjar: Hiwei Yudka [Aaron (30%) Dyn (50%) Or Zunde (20%)-enemy: sand flower (insects, plant), giant scareab (insects), desert animals (giant, animal)-review: another small area is two parts of the world, such as. Only 3 enemies here, but you get a new anherger. Big Ster is a good skill here. For enemies to look out for: Sand flowers are the same as poisonous flowers from ancient forests, but instead of just scuti you can cause a
paralyzed haze with a paralyzed mist. Remember, if everyone is paralyzed then playing on it. A serious problem However, division only division Party, a character can kill him alone. Good chance to get silence on the letters with empty shell. Giant Sabrabs are like pill-baring, but very dangerous: when they have a case of a funny amount of injury damage when they have a fire attack (around 600). Divide your party to avoid all being killed if things go wrong. To break a key part is the opportunity to attack them from behind or around them.
Consider Big Ster. Desert animals are like the first owner, the beasts, the beasts. For breaking down many body parts and attacking the same. Just attack from behind, when you're there it's too slow to do anything. They are animals, so use animals to break the sabir or smash them easily and to make them equipped with it. Good item drops: Prism Mini: A random body part of an enemy. Just attack the desert animal directly. Good to break these hard to reach these parts, but you can buy it after that. Misguided and skill: Red prices: Breaking
the sandasi of the giant scarerb for insect claws. This is one queen dropped Tatia, but it's easy to get here, of course. Now everyone can acquire the skills that were for the light-yodkas only . Red color: Break the desert animal's sing (the aim is to shake it up to use a good attack) for ram's sing. It's not the same thing you can get with Queen Tatia, but it works as well. Materials for the creation of the item (only recommended items): Magic Gloves: High and Gloves with RDM. All 4 classes can be used by, but I am using the holy guadar for light
and heavy music. Anyway, you can get 1 hot plate by breaking the arm coach of the desert animal here. You only need 2 non-laden-resin-dial scales, in which you can get back with less lizards or wait for the next layer to get it easily. Green Bloody: Last material here: The sarpal tip arrow, by breaking the arrowhead (tip of their wells) of the desert animal. Other materials have 2 hard recognition and 2 night colors (poisonous flowers). Although still not possible to create, you will have to wait for the next city. -The-bottomwalk-through: Just go
right for 3 screens and it is. You'll find an anireger mail near the exit. I recommend you first get past this place, save it on the world map and then come back to check. The selection here is important. Second heavy yadka: Zunde, Dyn or Aaron. Aaron has low HP and his other figures are just fine, but soon learns good attacks. Dyn has better figures, but does not get good attack at most later. Zunde is the best of both worlds with very good statistics and very good attacks. He is involved with two strongest heavy yadka attacks (dangerous
radius and sharp kodo) and also a very good skill that affects most owners: the giant killer. He's the best choice here. If you care, try your best to get it, even if it's very low. They will return to dhania when they continue. Aaron gives 50000 faxes, but others right now Nothing has to give. Just keep walking right and will reach your eastern part The world map and its volcanic courswill be shown. You know what to do.---Sorga volcano care----items: dwarf shaved, union kulghis, palasach, overdrive, ice crystal, 15000 faxes, spider fighter, royal
gloves, maybe akhd, attention ahinger: Arcana [Arcana (50%). Or Supaullah (50%)] Magician [Psoron (40%) Or Farant (60%)-Selstonas: The blessing of fire, cotton-wash rage, lafiforka blessing, barrier blessing, enemies of the law of snow, the laws of the scorub are: red lizard (sharp), red-zure (magic), kaancla soldier (no race), fire b The Elemental Folds are good because you can only come up with a setup focusing on the opposite element and easily kill everything. It's even better when the previous city just happens to sell weapons of
this element. It's good to break immediately, but the cincla does not work on soldiers and red zure. So that's the Bug Ster, the sour and the animal's fault. The light is great here with the prosandian furustbani and ice blessing selstone, although the shell is not right at the door. You can also bless the ice in a mandeep to reduce enemy damage. I will not capture it instead, but keep in mind if enemies are damaging you too much. The pissichosum, iron and mental development fists are great skills. Turn your weapons into sabir when fighting fire
bat and hellhondas. Magicians, or rather matahra, have a good idea. Matahra should have a pink storm on this occasion, it faces good damage from a distance. And there's also great magic sea wave, which lets you use third in China, let you use 4 spirit scolds. It may be even stronger, but you can use the pareata (if you have it) because you also need light yadkas. There are only one good Archaris Rufs (high non-elemental damage) or Lylia high holy damage). Others may not compare the elements they use because of them. Heavy
yadkas can routinely matter more damage, especially with The Kardaacounter Zunde. I would recommend a party of matahra, 2 light yadkas (Tereta, Alysia, pre-good choices) and Zunde/Dylan. Accessories should include adding THE MAG to light yadkas and mathra and heavy yadkas to increase the it. Light yadkas will also benefit from it, of course, especially a great eagle heart. You can also use catch checks to protect the fire. To look out for enemies: Remember The Deepan-Kaisel and the jewellery warning in their deadly fire storm?
Well, red zure is the same, but more deadly too. Show up to rescue some AP when they are around and just attack it, because a fire storm can destroy your party if you are attacking from behind. Again, you can use a character who is setting fire as opposed to bait. Maybe even reduce the magic for this character. The fire is a mid-range attack with the bat which causes silence. Decent loss too. This is yet another opportunity to make good use of the empty shell. Other than that, they don't Anything special. Just break the fans. The
Helhoundas are very deadly with their fire breath, but they will be killed to break anything other than the poonch. Attack from the sides and stay in front of it, or get ready for high fire damage at all. Other enemies are new versions of old enemies and are not a real threat. The cint is very easy to kill the soldier, attack from the left to avoid only him, or only until possible. Don't break on it, or it will often start using toxic blowing. Good item drops: Flame Coach: Coach with decent RDM. Only noteworthy because it is + 50% fire and + 100% freeze,
but-50% snow... Anyway without freezing is not as dangerous as snow. This is a very difficult item though: it's a 15 percent chance of getting the cint out to break the soldier's body. Don't go out of your way to find him, just try to break the soldiers you fight. If you get it, good. If not, then no big deal. From now on you will start looking for color accessories that damage elements, such as weapons. However, their effect is very low--you will use your device to improve the slot if you want elemental damage. Their items will not be mentioned,
because they may not think in any situation. Misguided and skillful: Green Fire: Break the body of wild lizards for peritutosis. You can't learn anything yet, but it's used for a great skill (the algemosis, the double's HP), plus two others that only helps in certain situations. Blue Katka: Break the cint out soldier's for the caught crew. You can get someone in the next city by talking to him, so feel free to ignore him. Red Ice: It's very easy to get here. Just break the red zure crystal for the core rubi. Make sure you get the minimum number of
pissichosas at the earliest. Materials for item creation (only recommended items): Magic Gloves: You can take the wild lizard unexpectedly by breaking the legs in front of the lizard, which is easier than breaking the less lizard in the seded. You need 1 hot plate (desert animal arm coach) and 2 non-laden-to-resin-to-the-resin scales to produce this item. Highly recommended for archaris and magicians. -The Bath Walk Through: The first area is influenced by two selatonos: the blessing of fire and the cotton-wash wrath. First of all, snow is the
opposite of the blessing, increasing the damage of fire but reducing the snow. The other enemy is light, so you can easily start them in the war... Which will probably mess up your compos, especially with fire leather. Avoid the adventure until you know what you're doing. Go to the right until you see a shell on the top right. Use the flying enemy to get there. It is lafiforka blessing, one of the best in the game. It double all healing effects, be it items, mantras, accessories or expertise. This healing ingot, first aid, is especially good with the
imagination of health and vegetable seeds. All this for just 2000 crystals. You will restore it to be sure after you reach the sanddrop or spring. For now, just pick it up. To the right of the shell A bag with a dwarf powder and a union sine with a wet. Now go down and go south to the next room. There is a lot of ma'ama in favour of preventing you from reaching the other side. No other way to be left but first to al-Ahit. Go left only until you find the unranger before this append: an arthur. Arcana or Supaullah. Arcana learns healing, soheaallah
learns routine. Their figures are almost the same, but Supaullah is the top HP. On attacks, they're not really good. Arcana gets only 3 element al-Attacks, and Sopallah gets 2. They are beautifully just ongoing candidates. Either feel free to take one. They come back to Calstad when they continue, but now you will not give anything. Go down now. There is no mandeep in effect, but holding an enemy is a selastone: obstacle blessing. It's not as good as all the damage stake under 50, which it looks, but works well for this layer and the enemies
hold it. Go right to the wall. Hit the opponentdown in favour of outthere enemy. This is one with Celastostoi, but check out the spring before fighting it and pick up the ice blessing. Restore the lafiforka blessing and also raise the sword. There's a mandeep here, but don't put anything there, or you'll attach this area to the next and add beneficial effect to the next fight. Now you should be ready to fight it. Just just go to the left and slash it. You should have to deal with more than 50 snow attacks with damage + snow and sword blessing, so it's
no different from a regular fight. Once it is dead you can pick up the salstone. It's not worth 1000 crystals, but take it anyway (leave it by the sword back in spring). It can help a lot on the owner. Maybe you want to bless the ice in the mandap to reduce the enemy damage, but I'll keep it for now. You need to kill enemies fast here, especially the giant scareb. Go right: This area is also affected by the blessing of fire and the cotton-wash rage. There is a maemma pool, but you can just dig at it. You will need to crystalle the enemy to the third to
get a quote (use it as a step stone or to konda ye). Go all the way, ignoring the path. You'll find a pillar. Slash towards it to break part of his support and we've just ignored go back on the way. Go left. Notice the enemy's path there: finish it with a little bit on the left wall and the poutons by the shooting opponents. They will consider and reach the enemy. There is a gas network and a sand with a palalasuch inside. Bad weapon at this point. Now notice the other platform on the left (you were shot at the protons). Two more gas with an overdrive
and an ice crystal to tap there for the stranded chats. If you miss the jump and just come step on the enemy. Anyway, go all the way to the next room. There is a bridge in this room. If you cross it, it will break and you will fall into the room below. If that happens, you'll have to try to take the bridge back and make it to the back. Just a good time. Be right fighting or crystallising enemies. However, here is the only way to get two items in the fall room, so what we're going to do. Get past the first bridge without breaking it. On the other hand, focus
on the mini map. Looks like this on the bridge mini map: ___ _. ___________ _________ _______ _____ X is where you want to be to give and break it. It will not feel if you are not watching the game, but it is not difficult to understand when you do. The platform we want to reach down is very small, so make sure you put yourself right. Once you fall into the next room, open the map (R2) and check the location of the platform you are trying to reach. Try positioning the map based correctly if needed. If all goes well you will stay in a platform
with 15000 faxes and spider fighter, natural Big Ster with a strong light sword. You will deal with more damage with furostbani, but it delivers 3 CP for your lighting music and it is great against giant Sabrabs. You can get this weapon with enemies later, but it's hard. It's a material for a good weapon in the saddy, so sell it nowhere somewhere. This room is zero of an adobet. There is another item on the ground: a royal glove in one of the right (smart from the explosion). Now go left and leave the room going down. Still in an adohist. Go again
and up left. You'll be back in the room before the bridge. Keep trying to get it right until you get it right. When you go past the bridge after you get the spider fighter. The sahen is almost over. Just go right and after that. Here's the second anherger, just on the right. Sorcerer . Easy choice here: (fire) or forant (lightning). Alm is worse than, and Pant is either the best or second best magician, depending on whether you use magic later or not. Make sure you get it. If they continue they will appear in The Turgen, and both will give you a more
drive. It will give you everything. Go left now. You will find a mandeep with cotton-wash rage. Just 200 crystals, but don't restore it. Leave it in the sandor or just take it to a shell. Go left and break support on the pillar and it will fall. If it was not because you forgot to break it on the other side, so you'll have to go all the way back. Anyway, go to the pillar and go up. Save location! Go to the right first for a shell, with the Rogu law, which appoints all elemental resistance (and weakness) in 0. It's only good when the enemy opposes all the
elements, because it removes any weaknesses. Perhaps the most useful to put in a mandeep at the end of this game is the selastomy, but not necessary for everyone now. Remember for the last chapter, when 4000 crystals will not be so. Leave it in the shell for now. There is a bag with butter. With the blessing of fire, leave another mandeep past the safe place! You definitely don't want it here, but want to put it to the next layer, so restore it for just 600 crystals you can. This boss has a good idea of leaving the ice blessing on this mandap
for war. More details on the setup below. Go left. Big Ice Crystal here. Slash it to break and remove the large maemma pool on the left. The ma'a and the saith-to-the-side-side-of-this pillar is now very easy. Anyway, you'll also find the ultimate selastone of a shell to be a saine: the snow law. It's like the law of the sand, but for ice. It would be a good idea if it could not make everything in the fold killing you in an attack. Yeah, just leave it in the shell. Boss is on the way that's covered by the ma'a, but first of all we need to make a good setup for
him. First on the boss is some information: Boss Two Form. Breaking the second thing leaves no item, while first of all is only 3. One of them is a new one and you can get two copy of it. It's not new but not worth the trouble, because it's hard to fight in an attempt to get it. You can only fight once in the first form, but you can fight as much as the other one, although there is no reason for lack of items. In both forms there are the jinns, the resistance of the earth and the weak of the ice. The first form is immune to fire, while the second absorbed
it. The biggest problem in the war is that it's not hard to be killed. Fortunately this appendalso allows you to create a survival setup without the crystal cost. Boss clearly attack with fire, so the more fire protection you do better. Like you're being done by using ice blessings to increase your damage, put it in a mandeep by a lot will cut the boss' loss. With things like Alysia's dress, catch checks and flame coach you will take very little fire damage... So small that you can probably make it completely redomy with the blessing of obstruction! Boss
is a joke with this setup and probably will never hurt you. You can add lafiforka blessing to double healing manages to kill you in any attack, but personally I will use the sword blessing instead. I have good characters to use include matahra (ice mantra + can be strong), Zunde (giant killer, great attacks) and Alysia (Dress up Of Elysia for fire protection, Miraj Pierce, Furostbani). The fourth iPad can be any, really. You can add Alm, Rufs or Ayanoon for the strength of SAP, compared to it, even more frustrated than it is. Pre-pysychosome can
be very harmful. Once you finish your setup, go to the right to save, then go to the room. Just go right and just go over the diva. If you miss the jump, heal immediately. Keep going right for the owner. __Evolver____________________________________________________________________ | | | Aeovallor (first form): | Lv 26 6,500 HP 72,000 Communications 0 Fax . 285 it 185 MAG 55 hit 45 ADD . Race: Giant . Elements: All body parts have fire + 100%; The hand is also snow-100% ; . Snow in other parts 50% land + 50% | | . Status of
The Socket . Guide Item: Flow Crystal . Drop item: (100%) | || | | Parts: || -Head -Head 6,500 HP, 50 RDM, 15 RDM | | -Body (important): 6,500 HP, 50 RDM, 15 RDM . -Legs (2, Important): 6,500 HP, 60 RDM, 15 RDM . Right hand: 325 HP, 50 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Flare (100%) ||-Left Hand: 325 HP, 50 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Peritutox (100%) | |-Face (2): 6,500 HP, 50 RDM, 15 RDM | |-The-Lawa Hand (2): 1,300 HP, 25 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Pisphet (50%) | | | Attacks: ||(Hug): Medium range, Average on party Damage. Damage is a fire.
Elemental when hands break. || Flame Lance: Long range, Fire 4 Air balls in fire, kill everyone 4| High fire element damage Time for. In your time . There are from Aovallor, reducing the accuracy of. | | -Large-splysh: Mid-range, 5-hit of heavy fire elemental damage on the party. | | Only any hand is used after the break. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Aeovallor (Second Form): | Lv 26 7,200 HP 72,000 Communications 10,500 Fax . 300 It 200 MAG 60 Hit 50 AD . Race: Giant . Elements: Absorb fire, snow-50% ,
earth + 50% . All Status Sockets . Guide Item: Flow Crystal | | | . Parts of the Body: |0 -Head (Important): 7,200 HP, 45 RDM, 20 RDM . -Body (important): 7,200 HP, 45 RDM, 20 RDM . -Legs (2, Important): 7,200 HP, 45 RDM, 20 RDM . -Right Clip: 7,200 HP, 45 RDM, 20 RDM . -Left Clip: 7,200 HP, 45 RDM, 20 RDM . -Weapons (2): 7,200 HP, 135 RDM, 20 RDM . -Hand (2): 7,200 HP, 45 RDM, 20 RDM | | | . Attacks: |0 Flame Lance and Big Spesh, Like First Look . . . -Fire Breath: Short range, average loss on 3 or less characters.
Reasons | Weakness. Dangerous. | | Heat: It increases the target of small fire damage and it over the surrounding area. 50% by. | | -Flame shower: Medium circular range kills several of different fires . Loss on party. The total loss will be really high. | | Away you are from low accuracy Aovallor. | | | | Recommended Level: 16 | | | Strategy: |0 These are actually two separate fights, but the other is ok after one. First, so you have to use the same setup for both. Do not disturb. Try to get direct attacks. Most of the break-up is also inuse. If you are
|0. Using the recommended setup, you probably will not take any serious damage. This war. All the damage comments above are based on what will be without it. Proper setup. | | | | First about farm hands: He covers in dry maemma. . But once you break them (and it's just very easy with 325 HP), hands . Will be pure ma'ama. It increases the loss of the neck and allows it. Use big spout, so war gets tough. Only one goal in breaking them . Is (green healing) from the hands of the phasphet, but I . . . Really will not try it. The boss already does
high damage with them. Maintained, you can get green healing 4 threshing from now on and one of . Don't give any great skills soon. If you've got a good fire. Move ahead again and try. War will be hard to lose | | | | The second form is pure ma'ama from the beginning, so it can use anything. Post | It gets around 60% HP using this heat and flame shower almost all . Time when you are in the range. This means you will probably suffer. You finish your attack round, which is dangerous without preparation. | | If you're in trouble, consider sap
power at this opportunity. | | | | Other attacks are all furuntal, so you can avoid harm by attacking it. Sides or back. Circle around the pillars or get behind it . Recover AP if needed. If you are smart, it is a very easy battle. Sialstoneas | | | . Flambira (first-form drop item) is a strong heavy sword. Causes weakness and fire damage. Just an attack, but the soul is being run over . Enabled. Good weapon, especially if you could not find the chadacator. | | |
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Go right on the extra pit and check the mandap for a focus. If you want to fight the owner again, just check a rock on the pit, on the left. Experience will be the only reason to do so since there are no objects on The Second War. Now, Sialstoneas. If you have not already done so, make sure you restore lafiforka blessing. It's a
great selastomy to use when the boss does not need specific setup. Fire blessing is very helpful because fire is the best factor to use, and it's not expensive at all. Forget about the Acharola law for now, but you can come back for it later. The obstacle blessing is not worth the price at all, so don't waste your time with it. Leave the fry when you are ready and the Crell monfagniwill be shown in the map. Before you go there, go back to The Calstad and talk to the new adventures at the door and pay attention to get him stupid tawees. If you
want you to first visit The Crell Monfagni and move on to the Middle East map without needing to cross the desert. ---Cll----Items: Caught Staff, Busbasa Head, Snow Crystal-Points of Interest: 3rd Poem (Tri-Kash Sadeqist) If you have paid VP1 you can remember the city setting. The main road is mostly the same. First of all, the hotel is there, with nothing interesting. Just go right and take the stairs. Here's the exit from the right. Before that is home with 2 old people. Go on the left-day and talk to the woman before she shifts back to get a
caught crew and a busbasa head. They are blue. Talk to the old man (elderly) to know about the chassos forest's sanctors, to the next story. Leave the house and leave for them. Talk to the man here to learn about the chatu obsession, the next optional stambar. Go to the next house on the left and check right, behind the flower bouquet for a poem. If you got into Suladi and Deepan, then this is the third. Just one left. It is important that you read in this chapter 3. This Also where Lylia or continues. Malladia gives 50000 faxes, but Lylia gives
nothing yet. Go back to the main road and stay on the right. Here is a house with a book about bhims, lord of the undeed. Next is Arunavari, so check the details about the purchase below. Here are some good things. Go to the stairs on the right and check out the first house for ice crystals. On the right you will find another dog. You can also feed meat chips, but you will find a crystal and healing item instead of materials, so it's just meat chips waste. Here are the things you get: 3 meat chips: Chips Crystal 10 Meat: Goddess Khasanda (full
HP healing at the party) and it's all for Cll. Leave the city and new dungeons will be shown: the chatu mania (optional) and the chassos forest's scrates. Where do you go, but I really recommend going to chatto mania. If you want to leave it, just go to section 04.3.06. If not, then keep reading the next section. Below are the purchase recommendations-- follow them even if you're doing extra heating. Shopping: Start by buying a map of eastern land. It allows you to access the eastern part of the global map without going directly through the
Sahema Desert. There are new healing/war items. The Arcanum of Apothecary heals 1500 HP, which is now way too much but you want it soon. You can get the johar here too! They are great for creating the effects of data on enemies, so buy some earth (poison) and clean (silence) to as many people as you can. Prism gems are also present, which are good for non-elemental damage and are a random body part of an enemy. It's good to break some hard-working parts, so try to get anything. Although the ships don't go, because they are
quite expensive: 4000 faxes. Weaponnow. Light-up sancliar saber, gets a very expensive and inexpensive weapon. The power edge is an electric version of Furostabani (duh). Some enemies in the boss are weak to power the arbitrary, but not buy it, in the optional layering and next story. These are only new weapons for regular sale. Coach. Anointed crowns are great and can be used by someone. No one should get to heavy yadkas, but everyone should use it. Silver miles for light and heavy wood is great: 55 RDM, 10 RDM and it's not
too expensive. He has some weakness espherifying electricity and protection from the earth (20% each). Leg. The archaris, night-zac in light and heavy wood, is with some RDM and ADvD. It's low for vein sax, but Archaris can't use it. Only new devices with red resistance have red-tana dint. There is not a new thing and it is not even a good equipment. Ignore this, unless you have already left. Now, karyatbali things. Its pert is a great light sword. Expensive, efficient and easy to make. It is 90 at 20 RST and the natural magician is bloody, but
only 2 attacks and no soul-singly. Very capable of it, and it just needs 1 tugh In The Calstad, 1 Black Crystal (Living Coach) and 1 Hard Imperant (Goat Man, Lizard Lord). Try to get one of them! Natural magician is bloody very important. Green Bloody is a daint. It's also easier to make it cheaper than it is. 110 it,-10 RST, 2 attacks, no soul-run, natural grass-hawker. You only need 2 hard recognition, 2 night colors (poisonous flowers) and 1 serpall tip arrow (desert animal). You will be back here later for other items, but are unable to suffer
from material wands, weakness/silence/stone testing, grand loot and instilling arundage. There are grand arundacity and good weapons, but you have better alternatives which are easy to get, and you can get both of these weapons later without their creation in any case. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.3.05-Sadeqists, Part II [04305] Warning: This sadeqist on the layer must be completed in Chapter 3, but if you don't, you will not miss future sadeqists. Still, there is no reason and you have to do better now. ---
Chatu mania----items: Dwarf shading x2, silver scales, silver slope, double check, Laymore, Golden eggs, Kemaya-Anherjar tome: Magician [Seluvia (100%)-Selstoneas: Spirit-Carver, Street Light Wrath, Mould, Giant Experience Pig Law Enemy: Giant Uncle (Uncle), Satsal (Animal, Animal, Satan), Balsatia Chief (Giant), G-o'-Jhanga (Ghost, Unclean), Garbage (Ghost)-Mini-Bass: Dragon (Giant, Sharp, Dragon) + Maximum Ghost (Ghost, Magic-Again-Fagatbali Boss: Any Review: A short, simple-steaming puzzle or difficult plotfordemand,
but interesting fight and selstonous. Works quick break for everything, but Zunde is the only one to get the giant killer for now The way is, and you don't need satan for the garbage debris. Here things are too weak to fire, so you can only take fire blessings and use things like flame shot (paheresus) and fire storm (PACs) You can. The enemy should die in a scroll anyway, and it works on everything without any CP spent for specific enemies. A note about the battle battle: You can attack the gate (150 HP) to open a shortcut on the northern
part of the map. This is generally not necessary although enemies are at the bottom of the map. For enemies to look out for: Heal the ballast heads and fantasise the parts of the lost body like the Trollins in the ancient forest. They are still slow and can't attack from behind, so just dash their backs and hack away. Quick breaking (The Giant Killer of Zunde), Poison (Earth Jewels, Poison Shot) and Weakness (The Wild Breaks of Flambira, Arrangaram) are always good ways to handle their healing. The g-o'-was are past, so you'll need to hit
them with elemental attacks or ghost-booster skills. I'll ignore the ghost-booster and just use elemental attacks. They deal with high damage, but die easily. A magician throw fire storm should be enough. They are dangerous with thunder storm (can complete) and Guard. Waste waste, satsal and giant canaul are not a serious threat. Nothing you have faced before. Good item drops: The teeth of the monsters dogs: As well as this, the MA increases 15%. There is no hack. Easy to get, just break the head of the waste waste. It's good for
everyone and for heavy yadkas. Material for the creation of the item (only recommended items): Zoyahandar: 100 it, heavy sword with 10 hit and 2 attacks, but no soul-to-run and-10 RDM. Almost a chadaatoter, but you can get many of them and they have a big advantage: the natural giant killer. You will need 2 caught Greatsoverdus (The Weapon of The Giant Cinkall), 2 Ballastia Clay (The Head of The Ballastya Legs and Weapons, Also The Ballastin in the Ancient Forest) and 2 Rooted Katka, also with the Balsthya Chief. Just break his
weapon. Monfagni in Karyatbali The ballast soil is easy to get after when they imaginatively tarls from the break, not to mention continuous healing, so you can get both in a fight. Akakali Plate: Now you can make it back with merchant sin in Calstad if you want. It is 50% snow opposition and 60 RM, 50 but can only be used by heavy yadkas. Ice is not a dangerous factor, so just worried with it for RDM, really. You will need a 2-wearing mould (balstok reno or any lizard), 1 salam azure (ka'lsoldier) and 1 tamra, which you can get by breaking
the body of the Chief of The Balsathi. Good coach and other than that is not difficult to get apart from. If the high RDM tanks are not your style then don't blink to leave it. -The tehen walk-through: He's been released so Alm or The Vallatra will be here. Alm gives you 50000 faxes, The Vallatra gives a stupid tawees. Not important. The first room is a shell with a spring and spirit carver. It is one of those selatonous that looks good, but are not worth the restoration. This causes damage as time flows, so you can only walk from enemies and they
will take the damage. The loss goes down over time though. It is very decent in this stacointotoprevent the chief from healing, but not much more. Pick it up and avoid fights until you reach the mandeep (next room). Pick one from spring too. Fire Blessing is the most likely best choice, but the sword blessing is also decent. Go to the next room. There is a mandeep, so leave the soul-carver wrath. On the next room, left all the way to a hidden sine behind the box with a dwarf box. Now go right and you'll find a stone with red mark and a closed
door. The floor to open the push/door had stones on the top of the symbol and continued on the right. If you want to go back, just remove the stone through the door. Another mandeep here. Ignore for now and go. Go to the stairs on the left and pick up the silver scales (smart to blast) in the bosom. This is a great coach for the next story boss. It's not the best thing in this room though. Go to the left to reach an unranger. Here's just one character: Seluvia, the lightning wizard. He is a very good magician, especially You will remember (or
continue) join With Alm and most likely healing, explosion and fire storm. He also comes with God-velvet skills, which will help a lot in some boss fights. It's better to use it just for now, because they soon get better mantra. Sends it to Odoula via Seluvia, but he gives you nothing yet. There is still a shell on the left. Enemies where you got through Seluvia and then go over it. There is a mild anger in the shell. It's only 100 crystals, but... It's completely incompletely unused. It prevents your protons from boasting, but why the hell do you want?
Anyway take it and put it in the back room in the sand. At least it spreads the spirit-carver effect to this area and is nothing good for enemies. Next is another closed gate. There is no stone here, but the enemy. Before you close one of them, out the next enemy of the mandap on the part with the symbol. With both enemies at the same height, open the door to open one on top of the symbol. Pass the door, but don't go. Where are you and stand on it to reach a hidden bosom with each other blastwhile leaving each other to catch each other.
It's a silver slope. Now go to the next room. It's the most complex room in the bath, but the hardest thing to get here is completely unusable. First move the enemy to the right near the door to the left, then rotate the enemy flying to the other side of the door. Here's a double check behind the barrel. Go back to the moving enemy. Near the door, bring the enemy flying to the right. Get the right near the door, jump the flying enemy and get rid. If you have achieved this right, the enemy will be right before the door. Stand back from the door and
turn the now moving enemy. Make sure he's not under the flying enemy. Walking around the enemy now. Open the bosom to the sand, but there is still another treasure to get from this side. It's just a Laymore, so it feels free to ignore it. If you want it, wait for the enemy of the flight, jump as high as you can to the right and fire a photon on the flying enemy. If you did it right, in the past enemy door of the flight, the air will be up. Now just re-create it and jump an air in favour of reaching the breast, with a gas network. Is The Callmore All Worth?
don't. Finally go and leave this room. This room has another mandap, another spring and a mini-boss right, which is the most exciting battle in the dungeon. You need to fight it to reach the mandap. Before we're going through the door to the left in the next room to fight it. Save the point here and route to the owner's room. Don't go yet, Bulky. First right, jump and fire 2-footness to straighten the top right, in front of the shell, stone. It increases rdm by shell in which the shield is blessing salstone, by 20% and costs only 400 crystals to restore. I
really recommend you a restore through this In the back room. It's a good idea to save. Now you can only go up stairs and fight the owner, or go back to the back room and fight the mini boss. This is what I recommend: it's an easy, interesting battle with very good items. So, set up for Mini Boss: There are two enemies. An opposition all elements by 20 percent, while the leader is holy, opposition is weak to darkness and everything is neutral. So Lylia is a good character here, but you can just live with fire attacks anyway. Heavy warrior with
flambira (or the karadaakitor, zoyahandar), with fire shot with the archar, fire storm and fire blessing with the selstone. However, here's the most important difference. The guide is sharp and magic, while the other is big and fast. He's a third generation too, but you can't use it yet. The focus here is on sharp, because it affects both of them. You can sleep. Zunde can also help with the big killer (as can any heavy yadka with Zoyahander), and use the errant fallow for any light yeadka magician bloody. Your second selstoonian blessing may be
lafiforka, or at least on blessing. For items, add fire protection (check the catch), but don't go to the plane. You should be fine as long as you don't have a weakness for it. Don't dress up, You're more than fire protection. Save before fighting anyway and go back to the back room, then go to the right to fight... __Greater ghost &amp; Dragon_____________________________________________________ | . Greater Ghost (Leader): | . Lv 25 7,500 HP 12,000 Communications 2,100 Fax . 220 It 240 MAG 60 Hit 32 ADD . Race: Devil, Sharp,
Magic . Elements: Coach is earth + 20%; All body parts are pure- 50% dark + 50%. Weak to freeze (50%) And extreme (50%) | | Guide item: Flow Crystal | | | | Body Parts: ||-Sing (2): 750 HP, 60 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Ghost Sing (60%) | |-The Right (Important): 4,500 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Dead Man's Money (80%) ||-Right (Important): 2,250 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Devil's Fire (80%) | |-Foot (2): 3000 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Devil's Rough ((60%)| |-Right Arm : 1875 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Red (60%) Blend ||-Left Arm:
1875 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Seruline Blend (60%) | |-Weapon (Coach): 1,500 HP, 40 RDM, 52 RDM; Item: Lotus Stick (100%) | |-Frontal Right Wing: 2,250 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM ; Item: Jet Black Wing (65%) | |-Back Right Wing: 7,500 HP, 50 RDM, 65 RDM | | Attack: | | Spirit of Remaking . : Increases the TARGET ITSELF, 50% by THE MAC. | | -Evil evil: long range, used remotely. Moderate loss on the party. | | Either pure or arbitrary electrical element. | | -Diatagrap: Medium Range. 2 Weak hit on one character, reasons for the
other hit . Torment. Dark element, very dangerous. | | -Thunder Storm: Circular range. Power spelling causes. Stroke. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Dragon: | Lv 25 35,000 HP 30,000 Communications 1,500 Fax . 250 It 200 00 00 00 00 ADD . Race: Giant, Dragon, Fast . Elements: Is The Sing -50% , Other Elements + 20% ; . All other parts have all the elements + 20% | Weak for silence (50%) frozen (80%) unconscious (50%) And weakness (100%) ||||| Parts: ||-Sing: 1,750 HP, 96 RDM, 96 RDM; Item:
Dragon's Sing (80%) ||-Head (Important): 10,500 HP, 80 RDM, 120 RDM; Item: Dragon Eating (60%) |-Body (Important): 17,500 HP, 80 RDM, 120 RDM; Item: Dragon Sapphire (80%) | |-Right (Important): 21,000 HP, 80 RDM, 120 RDM; Item: Holibrate Core (80%) | |-Between Poonch: 1,050 HP, 8 RDM, 12 RDM ; Item : Dragon Bloody (100%) | |-Tail Tip: 350 HP, 8 RDM, 12 RDM; Item: Dragon Scale (60%) | |-Fan (2): 2,800 HP, 80 RDM, 120 RDM; Item: Spiked Claws (60%) | |-Baths (2): 10,500 HP, 80 RDM, 120 RDM; Item: Dragon
Movement on (60%) ||-Legs (2): 21,0 000 HP, 80 RDM, 120 RDM; Item: Dragon Scale (80%) | | | Attacks: || -Photoon Breath : Long, narrow range. Heavy loss and silence on a straight . Line. | | -Charge: Medium range. Heavy loss on a long straight line, will be the most . Chances hit everyone. | | -Cutting the claws: short range, 3 hit kumbo, average loss on party. | | -Fire Storm: Fire Magic, 2 or 3 characters in the highest for average damage. | | | | Recommended Level: 17 | | . Strategy: |0 The first dragon in the game is more weak than you
will have to. Fight later, but still a great enemy. Dragon is not the leader though, and | Although the maximum devil is just average, he is still a decent threat. | | | | Dragon attacks from the front, but it can quickly change around, so you can . If you run out of ap, it's not safe behind it at all. Advanced &amp; RDM . Make this a long fight together with funny HP. Sap Power . As usual, or at least reinforce the guard on someone. | | | | When you are dealing with dragons, the devil is quick to approach (he || is really fast), but at this point of his loss
there is kind of less for the mini-boss. Game. It increases rapidly with great loss of dragons, though. | | | | So, here are two clear strategies. Fastest and least dangerous . Just to attack the devil. It is much weaker and more harmful, and . . . The chances of Thunder storm swell are the lowest. You can also cast Sap . To speed up the work (Psoron) guard. | | | | But that way you miss good items from dragons. If you are |0. Fight the huge lizard, show behind it and start by attacking the tail. This | It's very easy to break, and it's always a big
heavy sword: Dragon . Bloody, with the natural skill of the same name. Although it is weak (only 80 || it, but 2 attacks and sc enabled), additional expertise allows you to have heavy yadka. Dealing with extreme harm, especially in a way with other racial skills. Make Sure . Equipped with it as soon as you get it. | | | | Once you get dragon bloody, well planned combos should be able to cope. Decent damage to it. Anyone is probably getting too big with Desing. Also promotion. Here are the best things you can get from dragon: || . Cover: Blue
Pure. 40% Poison, Physician, Extreme. . Confusion, silence, freeze and stone... Yes, it .| Attached. Do your best to get this! . . Dragon Sapphire: Easy to get. Blue Training, increases 3% by HP. | | Dragon Scales: Neither. When affected by poison, THE MAC increases and increases the important. | | Very easy to get and very important. | | | | Dragon scales are a very important item, as more empty shell. What |0 Get something! Remember that you can break it and escape from war again. . . . More and more giant doesn't really leave
anything special, but two are astray: | Dead Man Gem is green earth (no new skill with it yet) and red blend . Red is light. This is the easiest way to get old rinco. It is used. For trouble (red body + fire + snow + earth + electricity, not a good skill). And soul control (red arms + prices + asmani electricity). This one is great! This | You get from the combos the number of purple jewels double, let you do a lot. Save a lot of long-time ambos or just AP. | | | | Red adulteration is also a material for later-on-the-screen Garbs. | | |
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ If you don't have any aggressive selastosoni to put, first take the spirit-carver wrath from the sandup and put it here instead. Use any aggressive selastone that you've got though, there's no need to put a specific person. Go back to the safe location. Setup is the same for most boss, except just use unclean miscin. Magician bloody works too. It's a simple fight, and it does not leave
much room for the different appendtosis. __Lady C&amp;Berserker______________________________________________________ | . Lady Clyu (Leader): | Lv 22 7,800 HP 44,000 Communications 2,800 Fax . 200 It 280 00 00 00 00 ADD . Race: Unclean, Magic . Elements: Spirit is fire, snow and electricity-80% , earth and darkness-50% . And pak-100% ; electricity in other parts is 50% , land + 100% and | Holy + 50% | Risk for a physician (50%) frozen (20%) And confusion (50%) | Guide Item: Supreme Dress | | Drop Item: Water
Syalpovich (100%) | | | Parts: ||Spirit: 4,080 HP, 0 RDM and RDM; Item: Blue Spirit Flame (80%) | |-Projector (Important): 4,080 HP, 10 RDM, 50 RDM; | Item: Salorororic Arcade (100%) | |-Back Inn (2): 2,040 HP, 10 RDM, 50 RDM; Item: Salorororic Arcade (80%) | |Side Ox (2): 1,020 HP, 10 RDM, 50 RDM; Item: Icon Piece (80%) | |-Front Image (2): 340 HP, 10 RDM, 50 RDM; Item: The Icon Piece (80%) | | | Attacks: ||- Pak Ray: Long Range. High Clean on Party 3 observations of element allotation. || -Light-mischaspic: Short range, 8
observations (!) very sacred element | Loss on party. | -SAP power: Medium range. Reduces the att of characters in range. | Gravity control : Lifts all the letters on the roof, no matter where they are . Are. The damage depends on this part of the roof. Contact. Once Used Low HP. | | -Cosmetic Missile: Sacred Magic. High Loss on Party . The small chance of causing many situational effects. Less HP when using. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Berserker: | | Lv 26 7,800 HP 44,000 Communications 2,800 Fax . 300
It 50 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0 Race: Giant . Elements: The body is neutral, every weapon has a different weakness. Weak to curse, paralyzed (50%) silence (40%) poison (100%) punishment . (40%) frozen (50%) stone (50%) unconscious (20%) weakness (100%) | Drop item: Harpe (100%) | | Body Parts: || |-Right Body (Important): 4680 HP, 35 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Harpe (100%) ||-Left Body (Important): 4680 HP, 35 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Bad Hair Ingot (100%) | |-Up Right Weapon (Coach):
780 HP, 53 RDM, 12 RDM; | Item: Polishblue (80%) | |-Up Left Weapon (Coach) : 780 HP, 53 RDM, 12 RDM; | Item: Indgo Quartz (80%) | |-Low Right Weapon (Coach): 780 HP, 53 RDM, 12 RDM; | Item: Seruline Adulteration (80%) | |-Low Left Weapon (Coach): 780 HP, 53 RDM, 12 RDM; Item: Chati Spall (80%) | |-On Weapons (2): 1560 HP, 35 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Caught Gretsvoord (100%) | |-Lower Weapon (2): 1560 HP, 35 RDM, 10 RDM ; Item : Broken Sword (100%)| | | Attacks: ||Magic Harder: Long range, 2 average kills on a
character. || Magic Blade: Short range kills 4 averages on the party. | ||(Sword Attack): Short range, 4 strong hit on party. || | Recommended level: 17 | | | Strategy: || | | 2 waste fins are also devils in the fight, but they are not a threat. | | The easiest boss chapter has no stability in the war. Lady Clio has no stability. Parts have really low HP. The main part here is not Ghost . Although, but the miscopic behind it. Small is responsible for the in-smaller intake. Attacks. | | | | Despite dying so quickly, there are many powerful holy attacks in Lady
Clyu. See | 50% HP out for gravity control when gets under. All of this . Characters for the roof, regardless of where they are. There is no way. Avoid it. The damage you hit depends on the part of the roof. May |0 More or less, but it's hard to control it. Just get ready for healing. | | | | And then there's Berserker, which is really weak, but not as much as it can be. Clyu. There's not much to say about it... Attack from behind and | You are safe. | | | | Just make sure you kill Berserker to get some items. Not a Chati-Spall. There are new effects, but
it can't be found anywhere. Finally there is | Harpe, a light sword with a light sword can fall into a light light. You can't get it anywhere. Other. There is no real need to do two, but it is not difficult to get. | | | | The pieces of the menu are great objects, with a decent opportunity. Reflecting the aggressive mantra. It just drop another good thing. Item: Another Cellpovich! You can now have three selatonos! | .
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Shell's experience is pig law selstone. It has been tested, but you will not get any fax. 1200 crystal is not too much for it, so you like the effect so it feels free to restore. The treasures are a golden egg and a tome of the campya. Both are good. The chemical tome is a limited item in the main game and is then used to produce a weapon, so always try the same in inventory.
If you do not have negative selstomy (such as crack rage or masokashist wrath) restored, restore mild anger in light of it. You will need something that does not benefit enemies in the next layer, and the suber light is very cheap (and harmful). And it's for this layer. If you want to accelerate the level faster without spending 1200 crystals on a selastone, then just fight simple enemies such as or as well as experience a-ws with pig law. And now to finish it, go back to The Crell Monfagni and talk to the man in which he told you about this fry. Say
it was a rasp to get a Baba's Arcanum. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Back 04.3.06-Hunting [04306]---The crayons of the forest----items: Apothecary's Arcanum x2, Silver Zac, Stupid Truncat, Loghenangproof Truncat Light Yadka [Frodir (40%) Or Rashack (20%)] Hewei Yadka [Adonis (60%). Or Falan (40%)-Selstonas: The blessing of Asmani electricity, the blessing of the land, the Mudbank law, the Tonderklaw, the law of the enemy: electric chip (ghost, insect), bolt dragon, vamper bat (animal), Dasguastang
shell (Vishal), Land Krakan (Vishal), Napak (Vishal, Plant, Unclean), Vaiper (Unclean, Magic), Tear Spirit (Ghost, Magic), Preet Lourkar (Unclean, Magic)-Mini Boss Wild Balsathya (Giant) + a Chief (Magic) ---Fugatbali Boss: Hydra-Review: Kravos is yet another elemental layer, but with difference: there are two elements and a puzzle that includes environmental threats both inside and outside the war. This puzzle you need to set up the selatonos everywhere, so you can finish making the enemy even harder. It's very difficult first of all or
when you don't know what you're doing. There are asmany electricity and earth elements. Just focus on protecting from the ground and poison, the electricity is less dangerous. If you have them, a little help checking poison, or you can only stock up on Hoiniskkali Dews. Vegetable seeds help a lot. For loss of land, use only any silver coach. You can buy it in The Crell Monfagni. To attack, Fire is the first best choice, so you can copy the setup from The Chatto Mania: Psoron and Pheresus + The Blessing of Fire Selstoney. Lafiforka's blessing
helps a lot, because enemies will already face heavy losses. And, as you have felt, there are many enemies here. Here most enemies are threatened to break immediately, although many people get some resistance to it and there are many generations. Bright Magic can cover, Archaris with insects and their weapons, bloody plant for plant and is located in zuyahdaind for heavy yadkas. That covers everything. Only light is also the soul-booster for the Yadka Tear Spirit that ensure (or just kill it with fire mantra), and use elemental attacks on
the archaris electric chip. The battle of the war is also in a disuse. It's full of water, which slows you down. Just dash past it, or wait for enemies to get out of the water. Long range menu mantras are another great option. For enemies to look out for: electric chips that absorb arbitrary electricity, but are neutral to fire which are past. They often appear and can complete you, but can die easily. Tears are past the spirit too, but without the effects of status. Weak in the fire. Bolt Dragons are the same in The Warren, but there is no pit on the field
after that it is much less dangerous. Quick break works. Do for the fans and can do nothing now. The vampere bat is very weak and all elements are weak. A scroll should kill them, but if not, look out for the lifefree girl. If you see you're going to attack just split the party and leave someone with the item behind for free. This is the first place where you will fight the pitch. They may be dangerous later but the only thing that is the first one is cast pink storm and the sought-after wimper is the bat. When it appears first kill him, you don't want to be
more spuped in enemy fight. Quick break works. Hate the gollies are the same ones that slow the giant in The Turgen Min. Long range poison attacks, shell protects most of it. Break with Zoyahander immediately, or just use fire attacks. Preet Is Like The Lourcar Lady Clyu: Holy Attacks, Less Stability. A good kumbo can usually keep its end. The misguided pert is also very good against it. The old owners come back here: the real sway (unclean gourd) and the krakan (the land krakan). First is easy to break immediately and danger, the
second is the toughest enemy in the fold. Just don't fight it. Fortunately both have only one 2-spoon locations, and the land krakan only appears if you have the land blessing or mudbank law in the mandap. Good item drops: The Chemical Stick: 60 MAG with weapons for magicians, but no great magic. Break the projector of Preet Lourkar for this. Gm deficiency hurts but it is a good weapon and very easy to get. The pieces of the inlet: outside instruments, the opportunity to reflect the mantra. Obviously useful, just breaking the price-silver
car's inthe ine. Spider Fighter: The only reason you found in the volcano and fighting an earth-scarcan. Just break their head. Consider the Prism Johar. Misguided and skill: Green lightning: Tear for the spirit cells, break the blood-out suo-su, or bolt the Boltbreath cover as for the dragon's body. This dragon is used for bloody learning later, but nothing more. If you want you can ignore it, because all dragons are other generations. Materialfor creation of item (only recommended items): Luminous Break: First Material: Ammunition Hate by
breaking the shell sides of the shell. It's a good smell that you can only produce later. Wind Gloves: Just green arm coach for the Wizards in the main game. It doesn't really need anything other than that, and the green arm is just used for finish. Unbow to leave it, unless you want to acquire all the skills for all classes. You will need 2 bat fins (In Goblins), 1 bones (low tantclass of clay man in The Turban Min, or upper shoulder of unclean globe) and 1 Ghli scales (bolt dragon fans). It's not very difficult to create, there's not much just because
of it. -The sahen walk-through: The quick explanation of the stammy and puzzle: Here are three stains here. Everyone must be set to open the way to a selastonoi (any) owner. If the salstone seat is related to the power factor, there will be electricity in the area. Some rooms have small white pillars that work as electric bars. Power issues are damaged if it kills you, but nothing. If you are salastoonian to the earth, water in the area will be toxic. Touching will poison this water-enabled party, unless you are immune to poison. It also influences
the battle, where it can also make many enemies. Nothing will be if the salstone is not related to electricity or land. The first area is under the influence of The Asmani Electricity Blessing Selstone. There is also a spring: bless the fire and pick up negative selastone. Nobody works: Crack wrath is great if you have it. If you have no negative selstooni to take, consider using something that will not benefit enemies, such as gold blessing, solo light rage or fog rage. After making a decision, go to the left. Make sure you don't attack the electric rod.
You will have to leave this stainto to return to you and you will be hit by lighting while lighting the light in this room. Fly to reach the shell with the blessing of the earth (or jump wind) to step on. This is the least useful elemental blessing selastostomy, but it helps to restore it. Pick it up. There is a son next to it with arcanum of apothecary. Go up and then all the way left for a chest with silver zac, another green leg EA! It can also be used by a acharya. Go again. First the mandeep here. Restore the blessing of the earth if you can: it will let you
take another salastooni later in the spring. Then, you put the negative/neutral salstone raised here. Just leave in the next room. Here's a mini-boss Mudbank Law Selstone. It has the turn of the earth's effects, so load your letters with the protection of the earth. You can now ignore it and get the coach in the next room, with 50% protection from the ground. Silver Mail, Silver Scales and Silver Cuirass also works great. One of the enemies is a ballast, so some form helps weakness. It is a heavy yadka with flambira, or arangram with a wild
break. Fire attacks are still preferred. Quick Break will not work on The Balsatia, but it will On other enemies, one heads. They are magic, so get the magician sorcerer bloody on everyone (light level). The refore , the weakness is important as well as the main thing , but it is very important because of the silence ( holy johar ) . You can try to ignore it and just kill The Ballastia (it's the guide), but it can make you difficult with it with the mantra you have. There is someone with a free item. __Wild A Dandi A
Chiefs_______________________________________________ | . Wild Ballastia (Guide): | . Lv 26 65,000 HP 15,000 Communications 8,400 Fax . 303 it 154 MAG 55 hit 44 ADD . Race: Giant . Elements: Body is electricity-100% , Pak-50% , Earth + 100% , Dark + 50% . Weapon is also fire-100% . Risk for a physician (20%) silence (10%) freeze (20%) stone (5%) | Unconscious (20%) And weakness (100%) | | Guide Item: Minister of Water | | | | Body Parts: ||-Head (Important): 1,950 HP, 63 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Fighter Teeth (75%) ||-
Body (Important): 3,250 HP, 63 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Tamra (40%) | |-Right (Important): 3,900 HP, 63 RDM, 10 RDM; Item:? (40%) ||-Legs: 1,950 HP, 63 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Water (20%) | |-Wells (2): 1,300 HP, 63 RDM, 10 RDM; Item: Ballasticlay (15%) | |-Weapon (Coach): 1,300 HP, 50 RDM, 8 RDM; Item: Polishred (40%) | | Attacks: || - Fan: Targeting yourself, lose limbs again. Used immediately when legs are broken or weapons. | | Short range, 2 hit of average loss on the party. | | -Earth Shack: Medium range, high loss on party.
Weapons needed to be used. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Shams is a Chief (x2): | Lv 25 3,600 HP 10,000 Communications 5,250 Fax . 285 it 217 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 :00 AM ADD . Race: Magic . Elements: Head and Body Asmani Electricity + 100% , Earth-100% ; . Mantlas is snow + 10% , Asmani power + 70% , Land + 10% , Dark + 20% . Fire-10% , Holy 20% ; . Weapons have electricity + 100% , holy + 50% , earth 100% , dark -50% . Weak to curse (50%) silence (50%) poison (100%) punishment
(100%) | Freeze (100%) confusion (50%) stone (100%) unconscious (100%) | Weakness (100%) And migration (100%) |||| Parts: ||-Head (2, Important): 1,440 HP, 35 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Mask Piece (30%) | |-Right Body (Important): 2,520 HP, 35 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Thor's Anger (40%) | |-Left Body (Important): 360 HP, 28 RDM, 52 RDM; Item: Solar Liver (40%) | |-Front (2, Coach): 360 HP, 28 RDM, 52 RDM; Item: Red Mixture (20%) | |-Back (2) , Coach): 360 HP, 28 RDM, 52 RDM; Item: Athapita Pit (20%) ||-By Curtain (2, Coach): 360
HP, 28 RDM, 52 RDM; Item: Seruline Adulteration (20%) |-Wells (2): 1,080 HP, 35 RDM, 65 RDM; Item: Ray Force (30%) | | | Attacks: || || -Fan: Target yourself, change again. After all the lost parts only used . | Broken. | - Sujt: Medium range, 1 hit average loss on party. | Sound of terror. Medium Circular Range, 1 low loss target on party. Reasons | Confusion. Not really dangerous, just disturbing. | | -Explosion: Medium Range, fire magic on the party. More damage. | | -Spiritual Fork: Middle Range. The punishment on an ally (immediate
death). | | -Healing: Long range, heals 80% of an enemy HP. When used more frequently . Enemies are low on health, but can also be used in full health. | | -The invoked fin: Restore an enemy. Whenever there is an | Dead allies. | | | | Recommended Level: 20 | | . Strategy: |0 The ballast is no different from others. Just stay behind him and . . . You are safe. It should go down soon if it has since. | | | | A heads of solar is really a dangerous part of the fight, only . Their attacks and all his coaches. They have only one head, but this one . To hit
the left and right. Either smash him to kill. | | | | What is the difference is to prevent their healing, in very little. If you only have |0. Want to kill the ball, so there's enough of weakness on it. ' ' | Beucof and will keep trying to get it healthy when it goes down on health, but . They will still attack, and things can get indifferent with two of them. Killing them. Because of the difficulty of the incantation, try to get the important hit on either. Due to their watals breaking immediately or somehow quiet. Holy jewels are . Best choice. If you silence them,
either do not kill them or not. Only one. | | | | As for breaking, just a good item here: The right color, with a new one: Red . Darkness. You can learn to overload (Redhead + Ice + Darkness + Activation) . Now. Dangerous skills, don't use it unless you know what you're doing. | | | | Mask piece is a like shell shadow: The opportunity to defile . Aggressive mantra. The shell shade in the ancient forest is easy to take back. | | | With polished red
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 1. Polish edit eduation, 1 familiarity scales (bolt dragon, head break) and 2 raxscales (Turnen min and i legs by the Lord's poons or legs). It is a green body coach for the archaris and magicians 55 RDM and protection from ice and electricity. Good stuff,
but don't go out of your way for it. If you are there to collect content, just get it. Pick up the stupid tancit on the mudbank law and bag on the left, then go south. The enemy here is either unclean, the CB, or the land of the krakan . This is the best place to fight them. You can't fight the land krakan, because no earth-related salastooni has been set, but keep in mind the place when you want to fight it. Go right to a LoggingProof Transaction (gas network). Go left and use the enemy walking in the water as a step stone to reach the Arcanum and
Miraj dress of The Apothecary (blast network), inside the first green body! It is a magician and acharis is for just and is very valuable. Never, never sell it. It protects 50% from the earth and is 100% from migration. Equipped it immediately. Very important skills now: Archars can learn the green body + leg + the fire with the fire. This skill doubled in a character HP war. It is probably the most useful skill in the game for general use, and it costs only 5 CP. They can also learn observations with green body + fire+ strengthening. It would be great
for the owner's battles if it did not cost 5 CP. Finally, green body + earth+ is the winner's life for the archars and magicians with healing. It heals the character completely after the war and it is also very expensive. Don't worry. The first more to the left is The Anherjar: a light yadka. Important selection here, so you want to save it before checking it out. Rashack, Karka or Farodir. Poor Rashack is only average with less damage. Faraodir is very well a great one, which is also initially hit on 12. Its loss is not very special, though. The advantage
of starting with the karka great stuff and an elemental attack is: energy theft (darkness). He is also the only light to achieve two elemental attacks of class, making it the overall best for elemental damage. He's well rounded on everything, without being hit... Special of The Farodeer. So, get too much for the combos If you got the pareata (or if you want to use it with it for 24 easy hit), otherwise select Karka. When they continue, they come back to Calstad. Karka gives you karadmel, a unique green body coach with good RDM, but I will not
release it for it. You'll soon get better stuff. Rashack gives a Baba's Arcanum and Faraodir gives nothing yet. Go south again. On the right is an azure on a bag, and a silver mail on the left (gas network). More land protection! The second mandam is here: Mudbank put the law and the water will be toxic. Equipped with these vegetable seeds! Since the third mandap is already the blessing of the asmani electric selstooni, the puzzle is solving. This is one of the best setups to use here: everything is attacking with the earth, weak for electricity,
earth strikes are solutions and you've got lots of land protection. Great, the dessert is really easy now. Go back to the door in spring and select any founder sealstone you want. Lafiforka blessing , sword and etc . Whatever you like. Now go left twice for a kotscana. Here's a safe point. Now you can be left to the boss, or to find the rest of the bottom bottom. Let's go first. On the right side is a sine with an arthproof truncit (and a gas network). There are two routes to the left. First go down the platform to a silver patavar in the next room, then
come back, climb the enemy and leap on to the platform. Go left. On the right side with a dwarf box is a bag near the wall. Go left before water for the second anherjar: a heavy yadka at this time. Adonis or Falon. Difficult choice. Adonis figures and will reach maximum diheer, but he only does it too late in the game (level 48, which should be in Chapter 6). Fallin is better But a good role overall and you get more in the game remains falling behind. I'm not recommended to get either now and coming back in chapter 6 to get Adonis. Then
you've got another Zunde. If you get them and release them, Adonis will give the intellect of The Odka. Falon does not give anything yet. Both come back to Valnoori. Go back to the right and then go south . Last room of the saith! The third mandeep is here, with the power blessing. Leave here and go all the way to a holy mini in a bag. Another money boss is the right, the Tonderklaw law held. It diverts it to the effect of electricity. Also fighting is the same, not just using lightning strikes/weapons. You don't even have to fight it, but if you want
you feel free. Behind it is a sine with a union kulghis. Smart with the arrow network. Go back to the safe location. It's time to fight the boss. Boss poison and earth attacks, but only poison can be dangerous because you are only very well protected from the earth. Heavy fighters for crime, giant killers and descaling may face some serious damage. That's all, really. The first time I was in it is easier. Don't forget to save. __Hydra______________________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 29 11,000 HP
160,000 Communications 12,600 Fax . 348 It 212 MAG 64 Hit 30 ADD . Race: Giant, Accelerated . Elements: Absorb edited earth, electricity + 50% , dark + 50% , snow -50% . Weak to freeze (50%) And faint (20%) | Leader Item: Fission of the fallow . | Recommended level: 20 | | | | | Parts: ||- Middle head (important): 55,000 HP, 60 RDM, 56 RDM; item:? (75%) ||-Front Right Head: 550 HP, 48 RDM, 56 RDM; Item: Black Breath Core (60%) | |-Front Left Head: 550 HP, 48 RDM, 56 RDM; Item: Posonbaritcore (60%) | |-Back Right Head: 550
HP, 48 RDM, 56 RDM ; Item:? (60%) ||-Back Left Head: 550 HP, 48 RDM, 56 RDM; Item: Dragon Scales (60%) | |-Frontal Body (Important): 7,700 HP, 60 RDM, 56 RDM; Item: Xangar Scales (80%) ||-Back Body (Important): 6,600 HP, 60 RDM, 56 RDM; Item: Dragon Sapphire (80%) |-Poonch: 3,300 HP, 48 RDM, 56 RDM; Item: Mitboliser (70%) | | Attacks: || ||Renigraity: Self-targeting, restoring a head. Only used if a head | | breaks. ||Poison Breath: Very long and wide range, average loss and poison on the pary. | -Dark breath: Long ren J.
Hit a decent loss on party 1. Earth elemental. | - Indigent pain: Circular range, when low on health. Average loss | Party causes weakness. Very dangerous, but fight | Almost when it is used. Just attack, don't worry. . . . (Head scroll) : Short range. The party, with all the head of attacks, depends on the damage. Number of heads. | | | | Strategy: |0 Funny amount of experience! Found on your double check (chatto||mania) here. | | | | Anyway, tough battle over here. Water will not be toxic and Hydra . Can't leave it. Don't enter the water, you'll
move very slowly. The Saith . Setup will really reduce the loss of Hydra, so it should not be very difficult. | | The loss is only average, and you can dash into some of the where Hydra . You cannot reach. Poison breath is just an attack that is difficult to trick as. You will stay out of the water until you stay out. | | | | One thing about Hydra though: it's too heavy to start (and || water either does not help), so don't try to get crystals or | Ground-bounces. Ground-combos for purple gems are fine, though. | | | | Useful items here: Mitboliser from Poonch
is one of the most useful. Accessories in healing. When you |0. And when they take it away, half of it heals the damage . Attack, like first aid. Although it is dynamic, it is better. No attacks per hit, so you get picked during the attack and it's easy. To keep him alive. If you use it with first aid and lafiforka blessing. Sialstone it is very likely that you will actually be able to get it. Attack. It's easy to get it with regular enemies in the next layer. . But it's also easy to break the tail. Just attack from behind. | | | | Here are two new green runhere, breaking
back right head (green darkness). And the zingy scales (green challo). The body is pain in the furonetal. Break: It keeps it in front of your owner and you will take the damage there. . Although recommended setups can take care of it. Green Activation . Need for dragon bloody, and green darkness needs to end. Only | One to the same left for him. | | | ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ Consider restoring the Asmani Lightning Blessing. If you can't keep
in mind after that now. Power time is a fine factor most of the time but it is very useful at the end of the game. Go back to the world map and the next folds, the dragonscript, will be displayed. First of all there are some new things to buy in Crell Monfagni, so go back there. The bright yadkas get another ice-elementsword: the Akakali Sword. This one is insimitable though, and there is no reason to buy it. You will be more harmed with the misguided pert. But a good weapon of heavy yeadkas is found . The hrunting is high it with 3 attacks, but
no SC. It's no better than Zoyahander (and definitely not the creator), but if you don't want to bother creating it, there's a good alternative. Then there is a material for the sleddy shower as well. Restock on items too, you will need them to make the next 2 folds. ---Dragonscrap----Items: Magic Wide, Arbalest, Dwarf Khasda, 20000 Fax, Arbalest of Apothecary, Double Check-Inhranger: Arthur [Atrasa (50%). Or Ladda (50%)-enemies: Green Coral (Plant), Gun Fish (Sharp)-Review: Really short-layer. Something other than a few items and a
new character is not really interesting here. Just use quick break, or fire element attacks. Be careful to waste your items here. You'll need them to be next to the fold. Since the dodgang attacks Easy, just dash to a right-of-the-right and heal with the mantra when needed. To look out for enemies: Attack by gun fish just throwing electric balls from the front and you can't attack if you break their spoon. In other words, just attack from behind. Green chicken has a short furontal range, so the same strategy works. Be careful of the effects of the
condition though (like a physician). Good item draps: Apothecary's Arcnum: Healing item, restores 1,500 HP to a role. Just a direct attacking coral. Mitboliser: The same person who is dropped by Hydra. Break the stock of green coral to get it (small thing attached flowers to the body). Just use the attack above and you should hit it after breaking the flower. It's a good idea to get enough mitboliserus for everyone, because they are easier to get than the healing ingot and have the same effect. You can always get it with Hydra, if you find it
easy. -The-sahen walk-through: Nothing on the first screen, so just go in favour of the next one. Here's some hard jump. Look at the map and use the first flying enemy to get platforms in the air, to the left. The other is a son with a magic wide! It increases the 30% with anything and THE MAG by pot! Depending on your party setup, give an acher, magician or light yadka. Continue to go right now. Before the next room you will see another flying enemy and one running on. Kill both to make things easier. Some complicated warps here:-
Crystallae enemy flying near the wall on the right. Not right next to it. -Fly an enemy near Crystally. Step on it. -Go to the flying enemy. It's out, air and, while the air is still doing it again. Try to get as close to the upper right path as possible and stand on it. -Jump from the enemy flying on the way to the right, with a breast. It is an Arbalest, with decent smell 2 attacks and no soul-to-soul-run. You probably have a better one, but it's a unique thing that is essential to create shiny breaks. You can stop here, the next item is inuse. If you want it
though...-waste the enemy flying on this path. Air jump to get back on it too. -Treasure this at the top of the sine. Stand on the edge of this path, jump it again in the air. Jump air over it and you should be able to reach the other breast, along... A dwarf sax. Go to the next room. It's also an easy one, just until you can climb or fall down. Go down to an unranger: The last Arthur. Atrasa or Lda. Atrasaa is great: maybe they will join with low magic and soon learn swell shot beautifully, level 24 (46 on the lda). He is also involved with other 2 fire
attacks. The only thing that prevents the pheresis from being ' competitors have its low INT, but he's still a great arthur and should be your choice here. Lda has worse attacks and mantras, so she doesn't really offer anything that Atrasaa does. They will be back in The Crell Monfagni on release, but you does not give Yet. Go back now where you can go up and down. Go all the way to the right for a blast network and a sine with 20,000 faxes. Just climb after that and get right to the final room. Keep going right. There is a small part where the
floor is low, where you have to be able to get a bag hidden in close. This is an Apothecary's Arcanum. Right and go up. Use a flying enemy to reach this platform at the top and open the final sine, with a gas network and a double check. All this is for dragonscrap. Just go right and you'll go straight to the next bottom. Views of dragons---- objects---Palace: Sunlight Stone, Eclipse Stone, Apothecary's Arcanum x2, Defeat Tome, Union Kalaghi x3, Amart Okhad, Fins Khasanx3, Charge Break, Dragonalore, Hala Stone, 7 00000 fax (total),
spelling, valour, zac valour, paint cloud stone, goutlet, perhaps aokhad, kimia, crystal dress x2, guard cover, black moon stone, power wide, qaramisi flame stone X2-Anherger experience of expert: Magician [Muscat (10%), Water, Soft Stone, Dragon Coach, Sun and Moon Stone, Golden Eggs, Boroaos Os Symbol, Expert Or Xyya Non (90%)] Hewei Yadka [This transaction (30%) Gerald (20%) Or Goylum (50%)] Light Yadka [Crescent (60%). Or Loan (40%)-Selstounas: Experience Friendly Law, Wrath of Force, Wrath of Bread Alone,
Wrath of Stone, Unempowered Hat Wrath Enemy: Iron Rose (No Race), Huge Panji (Giant), Sage (Magic), River (Magic), Green Zure (Magic), Preet Patron (Ghost, Uncle Anime, Warankaram Knight (No Race), Dragon Bat (Giant, Sharp, Dragon)-Mini-Boss: Adli Stalin Ker (Giant)-Again Pagetabli Boss Dragon Zombie-Review: This is a lot more of a saith and is far harder than it is. Enemies hit hard and, although you can only catch fine selstonous, there is no easy way to use them. There are many enemies and objects too. There are two
types of day and night areas in the dungeon. The battle is too small and enemies can be upset because battles in the day areas are difficult. It can't beat anything without your preparation, though. Many of the enemies are immune to breaking immediately, but not all. A complete lying key setup is not the best choice because of this, so focus on IT or THE MEGA. The best element is fire. No enemy is actually weak for it but it's still the strong estuade, and you'll find a great fire weapon for the light yadkas here. There is a magician around with
the Asmani power mantra, and an archar with supreme-scented pass. To look out for enemies: the new enemy types first. Iron Roses are the worst here, with no breed and many parts to break. While it's hard to get to this important part that it's really good to get break mode. Their bean attack has long fontal range, so attack from behind, or break their slope from the sides. They'll block from the front most likely. Let's absorb the dreads and have no weaknesses, but they can break immediately. Silence also works , and it is a good idea.
Healing their cosmetic missiles and mantras. The cosmetic missile is extremely dangerous and can end a war immediately by dealing with high damage and can cause status changes. The misguided pert killed them very easily. Dragon Bat, Huge Claw and The Wannakarma Shurviras are like old enemies they look like, so apply the same strategy. The only thing worth mentioning is the coach of The Wenkaram Knight (not the body, a plate to cover their right hand), with 100% protection of all elements. It's totally unused magicians against
them and you have to attack from the front to get rid of it. It will only be better to attack from back and forget about it-your other characters can still harm them (archaris their loss will be very little, though). The goodromancers in large groups are a serious threat, as they can burn each other and heal. Just try to go for the leader in these cases. They are at risk for breaking, so at least they are easy to kill. You can silence them too. You've got war under control so you can use their resurrections as well as form items, but watch out for their
mantra. Warning and attack with red jewelry fire, green ornaments attack with ground. Normally it will be less dangerous (the fire is strong), but if you are fighting them in the areas of the day, you probably will not have enough room to be tout their attacks. Fortunately the land is easy to get protected. Just keeping those who can't make silver coach less than fighting. Magicians can attack with menu mantras, or use support ones. Under this the heavy yadka may be that he is good enough to kill them. Consider reducing magic even if the
damage is still high, but it is not possible. Preet guardians are past, can cause curses and use dark attacks. They are weak to break, but you should not need it with holy attacks. If you're using the Supreme Sco, your arthur will probably kill them alone in an attack without past boosters. Good item drops: red shoes: decent shoes for magicians, just breaking down the lower part of the river body. 8 R DM, 10 RDM, 20 ADD, Red Leg. Sersine-Lock-Gun: 110 smell with IT, 2 attacks and SC enabled. Break the big panai head for it, but it has a low
drop rate (15%) Is. It's a green bloody one that trades natural grass for soul-shack, so if you don't like it, just ignore it. Nectar Plants: The exception of status effects for a long time. Just attack the huge panji. Very easy to get and is a great item as well. You can buy it later. Guard and Magic Plants: Battle objects, cast guard/spelling strengthening. Straight strikes are really cool and magic for iron roses m you can buy after them too but they are great to collect now. Adamantaty: Then the user's HP is full when x increases it by 1.5. Just break
the iron rose M's mould to get it, but the drop rate is low. Many enemies can be found later. It's great to make fast fights. Misguided and skill: Skills: Resistance: Break the iron goem's slope to Damascus. Attack only from the sides. It is used for alone sai (green body + fire+resistance), which increases user data when other characters die. Not my type of skill, but it could be great for him. Green Color: Breaking for The Warankaram Knight for caught. Now you are an E-far from Dragon Bloody. It is also used for triple edge and post-God
macorab. Red Holy: Break the dimensions of the Warankaram Knight for a spherivore. Now you are an E-away from the Giant Killer. All this is the red holy need for you. Material for creation of item (only recommended items): Sun shower: Third material here: 2 Adamantaty (Iron Goem's Slope). Other materials are found in 1 spider fighter (volcano, or ground-krakan head in Kravos) and 1-Hrunting (in The Boyabali Crell). It's a great sword, but if you don't have another spider fighter you can want to leave it. Dress up the price: Great coach for
women. You can get a Flamebreath cover from the dragon bat body here, and 1 red mixture from the front of the gentlemen. Monfalen: Soon The Second Karyatbali Material is 1 Holy Crystal, Direct Attacks by Dragon Bat. The third material is here too, with mini-boss. First, if you forget, by breaking the head of the deep one, coming back to Odoula. -The bath walk-through: Go to the right for two rooms, ignoring the path. Raise the sunlight stone on the right side of the third room on the sine. It's not a usable item or stuff, but part of the saheth
puzzle. You will get different stones and use them around. Go back to the room ignoring you to find a safe point and a statue. Save, then check the statue to use the light stone. You will go fighter and find a sand stone with an eclipse stone. This is what you use to go back to the door/safe point. Go down and leave for a tome of chaos . Now go to the next room. Another is a sine on the right with Arcanum of The Pothecary and one in the platform in between with a gas network and a nectar overlooking. This blocks the status effects for a long
time. You can get more direct attacks by the huge panji. Now reach the top to waste the flying enemy. The first to be right is a mango with the selastone: the experience-friendly law. It's great, allow passive party members to get experience without fighting. They will get 1/6 of tomorrow, which a very active party members get to consider 1/4. Nevertheless, 4000 crystals are not worth. You might want to take it for now, but remember that the low level characters you don't use is good for getting the skills faster. More than left-to-the-left............
To get to the third step on a statue on the second floor, where you will find a blast network and a shave with a union kulghi. This is a puzzle room, where you need to break the sculptures from behind without another statue. If you fail, you will go to a toxic room fighter. There are some good things in it The room, then go there to slash a figurine from the front and return to the puzzle afterwards. Poison room has treasure paste and an anherjar. The chats, scattered through the room (nothing hidden), is: the fission, charge break and
dragonalore. They're all stuck with gas. Dragonaluary has a very good stick with 80 MAG, 4 RDM and 10 RDM, but no great magic. Anyway, the extra MA is good. The up right of The Inherger is: a magician. Important choices! (a) (Fire) or Non-Earth (Earth) is not the reason why you have to get. It's not that bad, it's just that X is either the best or the second best magician and the only one who gets all the mantra. He has a lot as well, but with less HP and unusual lying misguided. If you like to stray in an unusual way, X is unimproved. If not,
then is it. She is also included with another miraj dress! Get it... Which is very easy with 90 percent chance. When they come to the Sahema desert continue. Mato gives a significant water, but Xehnon never gives you anything. Poison to leave Rome, examine the statue in the first floor and use a stone. Use sunlight stone to return to the back area and return to the puzzle room. The puzzle is simple. First go to the second floor and slash the leftmost figurine from behind to a sine with hala stone. Slash the next two to the bag with 30,000
faxes to the right and that's all. Go back to the statue and use hala stone to get to a new area... With a spring! The blessing of fire helps a lot here, as blessing and lafiforka blessing sword. Go left. Here's another puzzle. A blocked door is asking you to master the sword, the slingshot or the wimper. It's talking about the sialstoneas in the bath. You will find them soon and will have to keep it in a nearby mandeep to open this door. One in this room is actually in a shell in the upper left. Use the flying enemy to get there. The wrath of force is
cheap (500 crystals) and triples it, but there is a 20% chance of you breaking weapons in every attack. A broken weapon has gone forever. It's still used to be selstone, but don't even think about taking in common battles or setting it in a mandeep. Just leave it here. Use the enemy of the flight to get two sets of broken stairs on the right. The top one is a magic flare and flare (gas network). It is a very good light sword, with fire element, 3 attacks, soul-run, 65 at t and 50 MAG. With a pissichosome that is like 115 it... Better actually, since you
will use THE MAC twice because it is an elemental attack. A great weapon, of course, it's got you immediately even if you have. The bottom of the ladder has 25,000 faxes and a green leg for valour, heavy and light yadkas. The same AS RDM is the ground and the zac rig without the protection of poison. Good only if you could not find the rig. Go left to the next room. Ignore the path and continue to the left. You have a one with a selstone Will get: just the wrath of bread. It allows the holder to be absorbed When attacked, but the war menu
is inactive. It's no harm to enemies and healing them can be very disturbing, but not good for you. I'll just ignore this enemy. Selstone expenses 1200 crystal... Not worth it. Go to the left for another unranger: the last heavy yadka. His goylum, or gerald. Gerald is the best choice here. He is involved with dragon bloody skills and soon learns the sharp ergonous (level 24, may also be earlier). Gualim is the most HP in the game and is involved with the jifakshi, making it a very good choice. My lane is the weakest and actually a bad character,
with less diarr for the whole game. It will take a very long time to improve The Gwelum and that, so their loss will be much less than Gerald.' If you like weapons for some reason, Then Goelm is joined by the other Flambira. When continued, they will return to the ancient forest. This fax gives 50000, but others have nothing to give yet. Now go back to the way you ignore. Here's another cellstone in a shell on the left: stone-hurr rage. This one is great: it doubles the loss of all the snob attacks (arrows, or anything that is thrown), but slows
down the holder. A team of archaris is deadly with it and it's the only one that harms enemies when it's set in a mandeep. So you can either put it or put it in a sandup (coming soon) to solve the puzzle and slow down enemies. It costs 2500 crystals, which is fair price. Don't restore yet. With this selstone, light yadkas are also unbelievably deadly when using energy theft, dorpoc throw, shadow snap or magic lock attacks. Energy theft is particularly impressive because it heals the user. If you've got it, try with Karka! Go right to the mandap.
Leave the wrath of bread alone, stone-hurr wrath or the wrath of force here to solve the puzzle and open the door. I recommend stone-hurr wrath or the wrath of bread alone. It looks like everything in the room, but actually there is a bag in the ceiling. Use both flying enemies to get there. Not difficult, but if you make mistakes, kill you first to avoid ambushes. The bag is 15000 faxes. Go back to the blocked door and the path will open. Go for another safe point. To the left is the mini boss: The muscular stoker. There is always more than one
(up to 3) and there may be other enemies in the fight as well. There is no need for preparation here at most. Mini owners are at risk for breaking immediately, so you can easily destroy them. Remember Zoyahander for your heavy yadkas, or use this skill with Zunde. Any factor you use is ok. This fight is a random type. There is always a muscular Stalin Ker, but other enemies and stay are different. Nothing special here, it's the same as fighting Berserker back in the chatu mania. All you want to do here is to have it on the left body side (just
attack from left, of course) for bloody patch. This The axle has a 40% drop rate and promotes 5% HP loss x 1.5 in return for each hit. It's great to make fast fights! Get at least one. If you need to, run from war. You don't really need more than one, so just solve it for it. You can also want to make the sword caught later on. You will need 2, and you need to break any of the upper arms to get it. After the war, the paint cloud in the sand lifted the stone. Now go back to the room with the safe point and go to the right. You can't reach the top of this
room, but can open the chats at the bottom: the fission, the Union Kulghi and the Arcanum of Apothecary. Go back to the statue and use paint cloud stone to get to the new area. Go down. Here's a statue. If it touch you, you'll go back to the Poisson Room. If that happens, just come back here. Start by going right, where you'll find 3 chats and a shell. The chat is another fission, a chivalor Gauntlet (for non-magicians, 25 RDM) and a maybe a butter. Opening the second to the right will reveal two enemies, but they are easy to avoid and the
gauntlet is good. Shell is the unempowered hat rage selastooni. It will be necessary to get an item and an adhesive here and shine by you to the press and conduct. However, you can't get items from breaking or open chats/bags. Huge glitch, so leave it in the shell now. Leave the room behind (remember the moving figurine). It's a two-running sculpture. They left to a breast with a blast network and a tome of the camera. Go up (two more sculptures here) and then leave one for the left in the next room for the sine. Here is an arrow network
and a crystal dress, a 50 RDM coach for magicians and archers. Now go all the way to the right for a mandeep. There is nothing here even this area is not connected to any other and you have already done everything. Anyway, for another bag, then get on the roof from that time. It's a guard guard. On the right is a sine with dark moon stone. Return to the shell with the unempowered hat wrath and pick it up, then use the black moon stone in the statue. Go left. You'll have to be here immediately. Now ignore the mini-boss and just crystalle
the enemy. Go over it and (the unempowered hat to the left while holding on while holding with wrath) all the way to the left. There is a son, but you can't open it while conducting the selstone. Stand near the right and out the enemy. Now you have to go down, leave the selastone in the mandap and the enemy before you come down after. It's not hard, you just have to be quick. If you get dirt you'll have to find a statue and go until you come back. There is an electric wide (and gas network) in the right. It increases 30% with anything and it by
pot! Equipping it on a heavy or light yadka. Mini-boss (as already) protects a sine with the cormatic flame stone. Now pick up the unempowered hat wrath again. Go now For a god lying is false. Leave the next room on the chat: Union with the kallagi and the water. Uh, nothing important. Come back and go down, then quit. Two suins. One is gas, the other sinks an enemy. She consists of another crystal dress and a soft stone. This heals weakness and unlimited times can be used. Great. Now go right. It's on top of one you could not find
before. Use the unempowered hat wrath to shine the truth and find the final light with the yondra anherjar. Crescent or loan. The easiest choice for a light yadka: Win the loan. Crescent is less dissuading, a few hit, no elemental attacks and the same random stat-development as Jessica. The loan is not really special, less than just not painful, but it is better than the crescent on everything. His ALG is too high. Just left an unranger! Now just go down and go back to the statue. If you did not manage to use black moon stone again to try to get
the lightning wide. Before you use the qadmasi flame stone, pick up any negative salstonous you want to use in spring. The blessing of Asmani electricity (the owner uses earth strikes) and crack wrath are good. Don't make stone of wrath! Unfortunately, there's not much. Don't forget to leave the hat wrath anywhere before. Shell where you got it is a good place to do so. Use the qarmasi flame stone to get into a room with a sandand and a safe point. Leave your negative selstone here (and then take a good one in the spring) and save the
game. The boss is in the next room. Preparation: Boss is here weak for fire and attacks with holy and earth. Then use silver coach, and avoid dark, earth and snow attacks. Archaris dominated the fight: Paheresus/Atrasa use fire attacks and can use fire and clean from it. Light yadkas can also help a lot with it, such as with a magician (Xa non or Psoron) fire storm. For important expertise, boss is a big unclean dragon. Every person has access to unclean and heavy yadkas, which are gaining access to the large and the dragons through
weapons. As you can see, the damage will be easy to deal with. Don't forget the blessing of fire. Save and be left to the boss. __Dragon Zombie______________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 35 18,500 HP 220,000 Communications 21,000 Fax . 495 it 362 MAG 82 hit 44 ADD . Race: Giant, Dragon, Unclean . Elements: The core is fire and clean-100% , earth + 50% , snow and darkness + 100% ; . The rest of the fire and the holy 50% snow and darkness + 50% land + 100% . Risk for silence (60%)
frozen (60%) And Stone (60%) | Guide Item: Earth Crystal | | Recommended Level: 25 | | | | Parts: ||-Head: 5,550 HP, 57 RDM, 39 RDM; Item: Dragon Skull (40%) | |-Nec: 3,700 HP, 86 RDM, 31 RDM; Item: Dragon (60%) | |-Core (Important): 1,850 HP, 29 RDM, 20 RDM; Item:? (80%) ||-Body (Important): 14,800 HP, 57 RDM, 39 RDM; Item: Routed Scale (75%) | |-Poonch: 9,250 HP, 57 RDM, 39 RDM ; Item: Routed Scale (40%) | |-Front Legs (2): 3,700 HP, 57 RDM, 39 RDM; Item: (45%) ||-Back Legs (2): 3,700 HP, 57 RDM, 39 RDM;
Item:? (50%) ||-F (2): 5,550 HP, 57 RDM, 39 RDM; Item: Vrankaram Wing (55%) | | Attack: || -Deep Migration: Long range, Dark Attacks, High Damage. Causes poison. | - Non-confort: Wide, but short frontal range. Average loss. | |-Madness Eye: Medium frontall range. More damage causes confusion. | - Unclean smell: Medium circular range. Average earth loss due to weakness. | | -Maleficent damage (great magic) : Large circular range. High Ground Element . Loss of magic on all characters. When using |0. 50% HP Down || | . Strategy:
|0 First, about the dragon's body. The first to reach the cover is | Neck, so don't think it means less HP is a short battle. If you want to focus . On an important part, focus on the body. | | | | Before you decide to attack the dragon, notice the symbol on the floor. This | Point to three places on the wall, which you can target. Behind these walls . Orbs are powering, increasing all its figures. Everyone has you . The ruin will be much more weakened than this, making the fight easier. It is recommended. You do not attack the dragon unless you have
to break three orbs, or . You will have difficulty dealing with the damage and will get a lot of pain. Walls | 500 HP, orbs is 1000. Dragon Zombie is exposed behind a rabbit (no || wall hidden). | | | | Once it's just doing normal work: get behind and attack. Can Boss . Still attack when you are there and it really changes around the fast, so if you .| You need to charge show first try to do away with and do so as far as you do. Can. Look out for cloudy damage when it gets low on HP. It's strong, but not . Indeed it is dangerous with the blessing of
Asmani electricity in the mandap. Still, you .|0 Probably not be able to avoid it, so keep your HP up. Remember, Great . Magic kills all the goals, even if they're not in the range. | | | | Here are only two items of interest. First of all are the rooted scales, | . Which poison, physician, unconscious, confusion , . . . Gives protection by 40%. Silence, freeze and stone. It's all great, but the best part is that . . . This is the first green weakness. Easy to break the poonch (and || recommended), so there is a fair chance that you can get it. With him . Finally
dragon bloody (green sharp + weakness + asmani power + | activation). | | | | The other great item is dragon. It kind of like the fantastic . Armed, increase your figures in war gets your HP, but . Better because it also gives + 10% it (this pot). High Drop Rate . It makes it easy to get from even armed, but it can be very difficult. Now. Keep it in mind later. To break the neck, just attack . Break the front and head first. | | | | If you are getting a dragon, you can try to get a dragon. Scalp. This devices double the loss of significant hit, but the user has
to . Take the damage along with it Does not kill the enemy. A very severe | Devices, it's not really that useful in practice but good for 1-hit kill . Setup. | | |
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Great stuff. Check out the boss of glitter on the left to fight the owner if you want. Go back and save. Also, a warning: you will need
to rage the unempowered hat to get an item in a later stutter. All this you will need, but remember to restore it if you want to get all the items. Stone-hurr wrath and the wrath of force are also great choices to restore, but depend on your personal game style. Now you can go back to the statue and use the sun and moon stone, but there are some things you want to do before. Check the next section (04.3.07) for this. If you just want to move it on, read it. Go left after using the stone and see. Don't worry about any stuff on two characters,
they're still in your inventory, with some extras. Check the next section for details about this. Anyway, open here to open the chats here the Roves Os symbol (Red Training!) and 2 expert experience. Red Training allows you to learn double edge (red prices + hard+ arms + training, very expensive, not really worth it), giant assassin (red prices + holy + weakness + training-get it!) and devil-velvet (red hard + weakness + dark + training-really good too). Now go back to the statue, use the eclipse stone and go back to the world map to finish the
chapter. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.3.07-Checklist II [04307] Here is a list of things you want to check before completing chapter 3. Most of this is optional, but the rest of the game can have a huge impact. If you're going to hunt for items, check the end of the section you're interested in using for it. --- the --- you did the ancient jungle, The Turgen Mine and The Chatu Mania quests? You must now unlock these folds, or will not be available later. Remember to get their rewards as well as to inlock the next
quests in the ancient forest and The Turgen Min. If you wasted it, go to section 04.3.02 for the ancient forest and The Turgen Main, and section 04.3.05 for Chatto Mania. --- Skills and Misguided Es---Please check section 04.3.03 for a list you can have and master after this. This list only shows that the new misguided and expertise is also included:-Blue Katka: Basbasa Sir (Green Coral's Tentclass)-Red Body: Stores-Sold in Redhead: Between each other's red prices, Buying anointed crown in Crell Monfagni: Insect Claws (Sandasi,
Sahema Desert of Vishal Saarab)-Red Hard: Ram's Sing (Desert Animal's Sing, Sahema Desert)-Red Training Boroto Os Symbol (Palace of The Dragon Eyes, Last Room; As long as you believe you have Everything you want to do in chapter-Red Snow: Core Rubi (Red-Zero Crystal, Cert Volcano-Kover)-Red Pak: Kaper Kanda (The Bathrooms of The Wannakarma Knight, Van. Dragon)-Red Dark: Bottomless Color (by a chief or by the gentlemen's waist). The Palace of The Kravos Jungle Skhador or The View Dragon-Green Body:
Karadmel (Talk to Him in Release Karka and Calstad), Dragon Coach (Palace of The Dragon Of Eyes), Miraj Dress (Kravos, x Non-Initial Luggage), Crystal Dress (Of The Van's Palace) Elfin Taffatai (Of The Van's Palace) Elfin Taffatai (2 Nd Paul in Suladi with Karyatbali Red Minerals, 2 Galaxy Scales and 1 Familiarity Scales-Green Arm: Holy Gantlet (Starting Equipment of Karka)-Green Leg: Rig Zac (formed in a alligator with 1 valnooric skin and 1 dragon stone) , silver zac (found in Kravos) or chivalor found in the palace of the zac (van.
Dragon). Not yet available for magicians. -Green Sharp: Caught (Van Dragon of The Wenkaram Knight)-Green Activation: Zingar Scales (Hydra's Body)-Green Resistance: Damascus (Iron Goem's Sheds, Van's Palace. Dragon-Green Weakness: Rooted Scales (Dragon Zombie Wipe, Van's Palace. Dragon)-Green Fire: Perituthanac (Wild Lizard Body, Cert Volcanic Cover)-Green Earth: Dead Man's Semen (Great Devil's Breast, Chatu Madness)-Green Power: Spirit Cell (Tear-Spirit's Wells, Chatto Mania)-Green Darkness: Right Head Break
Behind Hydra. Missing: Green head, holy, snow, training, green leg for everyone sorcerers-skit for blue, red and green creation for every skill that cannot be learned yet: for magicians, the jaundral (green body + leg + fire)-Force field (1000) (green body + head + healing + holy)-mind lock (green head + snow +)-God marub (green color + skit + weakness + weakness + Holy-Finish (Green Arms + Dark + Strengthening + Training)-Force Field (5000) (Blue Body + Healing + Resistance + Creation)----------------- (Red Arm + Katka + Training +
Creation) Skills you should really learn as soon as possible: iron, mental development fists, pissitudes, extrusions, soul control, survival, magic mail, first aid, free item, guard movement, all important skills. ---Important Weapons/Coach/Accessories--- Please check section 04.3.03 for a list of your belongings thereafter. The list includes only new good people published from now on: Light-Related :-Flow (Palace of Dragon Eyes)--Zoyahander (created in crell monfagni) Heavy shaved:-bows (created in crell monfagni) Bloody:-Green Monfagni
(Created in Crell Dragonanore):-Dragon Coach (Created in Crell Dragonaly). Palace of The Dragon-Silver Mail (Buy at Crell Monfagni)-Crystal Dress (Palace of Pojana Dragon)-Miraj Dress (The Krevos Forest Skhads, Also The Early Stuff of x) Arms:-Magic Gloves (Configured in Valnore) Grey Accessories:-Adamantite (Iron Rose M's Mould, Dragon Eyes) [It promotion when HP is complete]-bloody patch (left body of the muscular Stalin Ker, Kravos forest skhads) [-Dragon Oily (Dragon Zombie Neck, Palace of The Dragon Eyes)
[Performance: It + 10%, Effect: Figures Increase AS HP Decrease]-Dragon Scales (Dragon Legs, Chatu Madness) [MAG and Significant Level Rise When Poison Status] Magic Wide (Dragonscrap) [Performance : THE MEGA + 30%]-MITBOLISER (Green Coral Stocks, Dragonscrap) [Can be Taken]-The-Ink Piece (The Eye of Preet Silvercar) [Can Reflect The Mantra]-Teeth of The Monsters Dogs (Devil's Head In The Eyes of The Devil, Chatto Madness) [MAC + 15%]-Power Wide (Palace of The Dragon In Vision) [Performance: It + 30%]-
Stonekotang Sandasi (Giant Crab Sandasi (Giant Crab Sands, Odoula Temple on Lake) [HP reduction as soul-shear and great magic loss increase]-vegetable Seeds (Storavbala's body---, The Odoula Temple on the Lake) [Recovering HP of poison] for the overcome---Powerleveling you first got when, Lyon, Dylan and Argarram were mentioned that their levels would be important later. Well, now is for Aringram and Lyon. Later on of Dylan and Lezard, at the end of chapter 4, but if you decide to get the letters on a certain level you can get
their level snow. Here's a quick explanation: You'll find items according to arrangram's and Lyon's levels when you finish Chapter 3. These items appear automatically on your inventory, without warning, when the next chapter starts. Here's a list of items for 4 characters (remember, you will not get the laserd and Dylan's now):-Lyon: Level 1 to 19: High Level 20: Expert Experience and Perhaps To Level 25: Expert Experience x2 Level 28: Expert Experience x2 and Phatic Astiation 34 Levels 35 to 39 Prices: Talwar Goodbye, Expert
Experience and Awareness Level of Pykit 40 : Prices Sword Goodbye, Willkaari Truth, Expert Experience and Knowledge of Pyaaat-Arrangram: 1 to 19: Safety Of Khadi Level 20: Expert experience and guard level 25 27: Expert experience x2 and 34 Yadka's X2 levels 35 to 39: Improved Dragon-Wits, Expert Experience and Blood Level of Yadka 40 or higher Better Dragon Whats, Bahamat Tears, Expert Experience and Yudka's Wits-Dylan: 1 to 24: Charge Break Level 25 to 29: Expert Experience and Charge Break Level 30 to 32: Expert
Experience x2 Level 33 to 39: Expert Experience x2 and Immortal Level 40 44: Undead Sword, Expert Experience and Nectar Level 45 or higher Undead Sword, Haleem Sword, Expert Experience and Amit-Lezard : Level 1 24: Spelling To Surface 25 29: Expert Experience and Magic Surface 30 to 32 39 33: Expert Experience x2 and Magician's Premium Level 40 for 44: Philosopher's Stone, Expert Experience and Magician's Premium Level 45 or A quick look at the philosopher's stone, the homenocous seed, the expert experience and the
magician's premium list can show how useful it can be to promote certain levels, at least for expert experiments. They are good and stat-promotion, but each role also has 2 unique objects to get up to very high levels. The question is if it is able to get these items, consider how long it levels take. Let's first see what these items do:-Prices Sword Goodbye: Light Sword, 210 It, 30 Hit, 3 Attacks, SC Enabled and SC Damage + 30%. - Valecairi Right: Light Sword, 500 AT, 50 Hit, It + 5%, 3 Attacks, SC Enabled. -Better Dragon Bloody: Heavy
Sword, 200 Att, 3 Attacks, SC Enabled, Natural Dragon Bloody. -Bahamat Tear: The Hewey Sword, It 600, 3 Attacks, SC Enabled, Natural Dragon Bloody. -Undead Sword: Heavy Sword, 260 at, 2 attacks, SC enabled, it as it, to deal with the sword of the meek heavy sword, 850, 2 attacks, SC activated. -The stone grey instruments of the philosopher. 100 MAG, causes migration when attacking. -Homeoncocous seed-winter appliances. + 20% resistance for all elements. 3 Weak weapons are the strongest by chapter 5, which is not really
that much. Their additional effects include some more use for them, but not much. As you can see, they're not really a grinding affliction. 3 other important games have the strongest weapons of their class, but bonuses will be insignificant in the fold. They are very, very overcome, and you should make the game easier than you with 15 levels. Surely, you don't need to simplify these weapons for the game. As the method used to get them will show, you have the right objects and skills so you can easily kill most enemies, that weapons at this
point will not be able to make much of a difference. A 1 hit kill is good, but is it better than a 3-hit murder? For random enemies you can also, in many cases, use the key skills to kill them immediately. Good items and skills will finish you throughout the game and will take long to get, while the weapons will be eliminated, and the fastest known method can take up to 40 minutes. It's up to you if it's good or not, but when you use weapons you spend to get them when you save less than the time you save. The post in The Post in The Right has
the added use of being good for the game, though. The philosopher's stone is not really special. 100 MAG is good, but it's not enough to verify too much grinding, and random migration can be bad for experience. However, the homenocous seed is the best thing you can get from powerleveling. While weapons will eventually become immutable, the shard will always be good. Using it later it is possible to get a role around 80% resistance for all elements. That doesn't mean that this is something you need to achieve, just if you want to invest
time in grinding, then this is the best thing you'll get. So you have many options here. One of them Don't take care of and just move with the game. Move. That's what I personally do and advise, because all the items are things you can live without and it just has to move at high speed. Still, the choice is yours. If you are close to the level that provides you with something that interests you (say, a level 17 leone) then you can get anything. Or maybe you just want to get everything, either you like to do everything in the game or you enjoy
fighting the same enemy for a long time. In this case there are several ways to get a little faster. The best plan is that, to use these 4 characters and fight an enemy provides many experiences and can be killed fast. A good way to get started is to experience the pig law in chatu mania getting the salstone. If you don't have enough crystals to restore it, use it to fight into chatu mania until you do so. O'Was from just direct attack, they give great experience and are very easy to kill. If you increase it to some MAG, the fire storm of the laser
should be enough. You can also take this time to collect any itemyou need from the above lists. If you want your entire party to level up, consider the experience-friendly law from the Palace of The Dragon. If you do this, try to dead one or two characters so you can use them to quickly learn skills. Once you've got the experience pig law, the Kravos move on to the forest's sanctors. This is a great place to get To Lyon and Arrangram to level 40 and Dylan and 45 laserd (or whatever level you want), by fighting Hydra. No, dragon zombie is not
better. No matter how fast you can hit it, Hydra is fast and much more directforward. Make sure you are using these letters and have the following weapons and skills:-Deszuyahander (or any other strong weapon, but it is best)-Fists Iron (not for Lezard)-Mental Development (Laserd only, maybe Even Lyon)-Training (only if you have spare CP!) Lezard and Lyon use the best weapon seisting for you. Perhaps from the Dragon's Palace of Dragon, the eyes flare up both. Level 20 you need is CP for everything. Before it can be preferred for
everyone, or you can ignore it for Lezard and Lyon and use training instead, because Dylan and Arrangram should be strong enough to handle hydra only in this way (but make sure they can. For accessories, you can use empty shell + silence Are. Just dylan is enough, but Dylan+ Is better than The Arrangram Course. If you've got anything more then it can be ignored. Make sure that both heavy yadkas also have bloody spinches and great eagle hearts. Don't bother with giving this lyon and the laserd. Dylan power wide and arrangram gets
anything that can boost his at (ram's sing or something). Most of it is better for you. Be in the difficult parts only And being quiet. If either is taking long, do not bother and ignore it. Do not exist Examples below to consider. For attacks, just use the strongyou've got. From the weakest to the strongest, the best attacks are:-Dylan: Absolute strike, double-swaying (included with both, all it needs)-Aringram: hurricane banks, double air, wild break, high wind-lyon: whatever causes the most heat, just don't put any gainful person. I'll choose to crack
wrath if you have it. Experience it catch the laws of the pig and the blessing of the sword. If you prefer, you can use your experience friend law instead. Go fight hydra. Here's your goal to do a strong scroll that kills Hydra with direct attack. It seems that it's easier than it is-just dash in his back and attack Arrangram and Dylan until you run out of the AP, or until you get 100 heat. Use Lyon to attack if you need his help to build heat. First you will need to use soul-cleave, but eventually Hydra will die before. When using s, start with Lyon, then
the arrangram, then Dylan. If you've done everything right then it should kill Hydra. The first battles (around Indralevelthat the characters are on 15 levels) should take 40 seconds. Once your level is 20, les leone and training with the laserif they haven't yet. They most likely don't have to attack you to win now--Dylan and Arrangram should be able to end the war without the spirit-run. Once it is constantly training for them. It will come to a point where battles will take more than 10 seconds, maybe less. Empty shell + bloody patch + zoyahindr+
descaling should be causing you damage to about a 300% , neither iron blessing and iron fists. The only thing you have to look out for is your HP because of the bloody patch. Since hydra's leader item is a fins yam, you can only use it for healing. You need every 4 fights or so, so you'd get enough. You can first heal with the dwarf titudes. Once Lyon gets on level 40, remove it from the party. Things will happen faster with just 3 characters. When Arrangram gets on 40, you have a choice. Either keep it with 3 characters to reach Dylan and
Lezard level 45, or go to the Dragon's Palace, check in the final room, get the special weapons of Lyon and Arrangram and use only Lezard and Dylan against Hydra again. Dylan Will Kill Hydra in 1 Attack with Bahamat Tears! It's a 5-second battle. It can be slow compared to just having a fight with Arrangram, considering that you have to enter and then leave the palace. The whole process should take around 1 hour for a level 10 party to reach the level 45 if everything goes well. It can definitely be faster than this, as little as 45 minutes. If
they already start with 20 or something on the surface then it should take only 40 minutes. Below are some numeric examples of damage and the worst state in Dylan's level 15 Do with. It is likely Do more than that. All Dylan examples power wide, great eagle heart, bloody patch, sword blessing, and consider it with iron fists. Considering all of this except the arrangaram power wide. For examples without zoyaandar, consider the cardacutor for Dylan, and The Hrunting for Aringram. -Dylan No Empty Shell and No Zoyaind: Around 2000 with
absolute strike with only empty shell or just zoyahand: around 2400 complete strike with absolute strike with 3000-aringram no empty shell and no suo-ointd: around 660 with wild break with around 790 with wild break : With wild break around 1400 their examples ignore many situations which can improve your loss. You should always do more harm than that. Hydra died with 13200 damage to her body total or 9240 damage, whichalso comes first. As you can see, it's not hard to get direct attack. = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 04.4-chapter 4:04400 Simple, quick, severe and difficult. Get ready for the toughest fight in the game. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.4.01-moved to [04401] now you're back in the northern part of the world map. You can do this through the new area that shows you that when you return to



the world map, you go back to Sukavia by George or just through it. Sukavia through The Unherger is enemies, misguided, objects and ultimate, so it is better to go back through. Now there are some new extras available that you can do, but it is recommended to wait until you go back to the sleddy for them, because you will find new, better stuff to make some things. For now, if you need to restock on one or items then head the Crell Monfagni. Leaving the city will give a short optional view. Once you're ready, go to Sukavia by head. ---Via
Sukavia----Enemies: Winter Wolf (Beast), Ice Devil (Ghost), Ice-Ballastia (Giant)-Anherjar: Magician [Tatuaodan (100%)-Review: Another short migration area with a few enemies and something. Load on ice protection here (or at least with some resistance to freezing someone). Ice devils are immune to fire, then select another element (like lightning) or use non-elemental attacks. Can also be broken by important skills. Look out for the battle also. It's very easy to close the mountain by enemies here (especially the snow ballast), but you can
always do the same. If you attack you near the edge of them, the maaaaris will often be overtheir death in winter. To look out for enemies: nothing new here, only old enemies with ice attacks. Ice devils can freeze you easily with the girl, so try to stay out of their way. Ice Of The Ballastia Also, it can push you away from the mountain and result in a game Just stay behind it and it will not be able to do anything other than heal itself. Just break it or poison, or use weakness if you feel necessary (it should not be). Good item drops: Dreinwang:
The damage to absorbed is likely along with this. Break the ice devil's fans to get it. Great on your tanks. Misguided and skill: Green ice: Break the back of the ice ballast for Yamer's tear. It is only used to lock the mind later... Not an important skill. Feel free to ignore it. Items for Item Creation (Recommended Items Only): Sun shower: This particular light sword can now be produced in soldi, 1 spider fighter (from volcanoes, or from the head of the earth kracan in Kravos), 1 H 3 red fings (winter wolf head, very easy) and 3 red fings (buy in
Crell Monfagni), 2 adamantaty (iron rose m's slope, palace of the dragon eyes). It is 130 at, 20 MAG and 2 attacks, but no soul to be run. What makes this weapon special is that it is double the amount of increase in your attacks, like double edge skills, so the damage will be more than the regular sword with similar figures and it increases the sc loss for everyone. It's also double and pot with triple edge, so you can get many kills. However, spider fighter is a good weapon too and hard to get each other from the krakan. Dress up the sins: The
fourth material here. This coach actually needs 5 materials to produce. Anyway, get only 1 yamer tear from breaking the snow ballast's back. Really easy. -The sahen walk through: The saying will be here when/if you release it, and he gives a great waterfall. All this you'll ever get from it. Just go all the way. Near the end you will find the last Anherjar: Tatuadan, the second ice wizard. There are only two of them, so the question here is very clear: Is he better than Matahra? End. The mathra soon gets better mantra, but The Tatuaodan is
much better INT and gets the same mantra as Matahra. No more than Xattoudan/Pon are better than both of them, but good--they also give you freedom to release matahra without losing much, whatever you should do in the next city. Tatuadan will also be included with the third (and last) miraj dress. Tatuaodan appears in the suledi when ishes, but you don't have to give anything yet. Just continue after that and you will be back in the northern part of the map at some point. You must go to the lost forest, but already the soledis are
recommended. ---Suledi----Points of Interest: 4th poem (Tree-Sadix Sadeqist) Go all the way to port on the right of another optional view. Also, take a look at the poem you've read before and if you read the second 3 it's going to be his age. If it's the same yet, you left a poem anywhere. If he made the change you just have to wait for chapter 6. The shop has also been updated with a new light sword. Not much, but check the details below. It's a good time to release a character. Once you're ready you lose to move with this story I'll go or go
back 2. The Western region of the global map for 2 sadeqistas. If you want to go to the lost forest, go to section 04.4.03. If you want to first sadeqist (recommended), keep reading section 04.4.04. Purchase: Map of northern land is finally available. You will never need to buy it and cross Sukavia from its George or through to get around now. Lotus Slicer is a new light sword. It's not very strong, but it's natural grass-heakkar. Get one of these for emergencies--you're fighting some plants soon. Don't forget to make sunshower even if you want.
Continue: It's a good time for matahra's release: you've got a good alternative and they'll be in the lost forest after release, next place you'll have to go. This way you can get their item immediately without wasting any time. The best weapon to release now is Dragonaluary, but it's a unique item. If you're using magicians, you'll be without comparable weapons for a while, but it will not take long to get a better weapon. The choice is yours. The Dargonalury, Anointed Crown, Crystal Dress and Red Shoes will give 90 MAG, 68 RDM, 35 RDM and
20 ADD. It has a total of 9 magician's premium, 2 nectar, 7 Widts of Yadka and 2 thief views. You can solve for this, or use the Kiritbali magic gloves for +1 Nectar and +4 Widts of Yadka, but lose the thoughts of 2 thieves. You'll always get a mini as well. Another thing on release: You have to collect the first items from your anherjar until the end of the chapter. Here's a complete list of things you can talk to: Matahra (Lost Forest): Sacred Waters of Matahra Raakylli (Dhania): Expert Experience Pre (Dhania): 50000 Fax-Craft (Valnoree):
Karadakater Holland (Valnori): 50000 Fax Alm (Chi 50000 Fax-Vallator (Chatto Mania): Stupid Tawes Charisti (): 50000 Fax Sha-Kong (Expert Ship): Prism Mini Malladia (Crekamonfagni): 50000 Fax Khanon () : Nobel Ab Paheresus (Soldi) Golden Eggs: Aaron (Coriander): 50000 Fax Forant and Psoron (Turstad): (AFP): Karadmail Rashek (Callad): Baba's Arcanum Adonis (Valnoree): Wisdom of Yadka (Sahma Desert): PM's Water (Ancient Forest): 50000 fax-------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.4.02-sadeqistas,
Part III [04402]---Dhania and Valnoori---items (Dhania): Core Amynia Sadeqistas is found in these old cities. Talk to the boy with the fishing pole in the world to learn about a new dano in the ancient forest. If you beat the donkey and have been rewarded before it, it will only be available. Also, while in the world, check the first home. Remember what a woman was in here to stop a son? He's gone now, and you can take you basically with green healing. Now go to Valnoori and look for the boy with blue bandanan in the eastern part of the city.
He will tell you about a new dano in The Turgen Mary. Like Looking for the new ancient forest, this one will only be available if you have killed the previous one (Queen Tatia) and won the prize. However, it's not all. Why it's currently unknown, but sometimes humans will not tell you about the new data in Chapter 4, meaning that you can no longer quest it. Although don't worry, it will be available in Chapter 5 for sure (if you did the same earlier). --- old forest--- nothing different in the other folds except the owner. Take the shethed power wrath
to fight the cameras and again and put in a sandto to weaken the boss. You'd really need it. The other mandeep should be blessed with ice. The best factor of using the earth is, which is bad because you don't have a very good land attack except for the poison blow. Luckily the boss does not compete with anything, so you can select any other element and still have more damage to deal with. Better yet, the boss is a beast, and every animal should be a from now on. Make sure you use heavy yadka with flambira. The boss can heal, but it is
also completely at risk to weakness. Attack with only Flambira until the weak in the cook, then switch to a stronger weapons. Thunder storm and a magician around with a major setup (see the truth, sharp sparehads). __Kobold King &amp; 6 Kogold Warriors____________________________________________ | . Kogold King (Leader): | Lv 40 16,000 HP 15,000 Communications 8,000 Fax . 3,200 it hit 2,400 MAG 85 75 ADD . Race: Animals . Elements: Body parts is earth-20%; Helmet Lighting-50% , Earth + 20 % ; . The fire in the arms
tape is-50% , earth + 20% . Risk for a physician (5%), Poison (20%), Confusion (20%), Stone (20%) and || Weakness (100%) | Guide Item: Gold Coins | Drop Item: Magician Hat (100%) | | | Body Parts: |Ear: 160 HP, 115 RDM, 30 RDM; ||-Head (Important): 8,000 HP, 115 RDM, 30 RDM; Item: Holy Spall (30%) ||-Body (Important): 9,600 HP, 115 RDM, 30 RDM; Item: Crown (30%) ||-Legs (Important): 9,600 HP, 115 RDM , 30 RDM; Item: Gold Skaka (30%) |-Tail: 3,200 HP, 92 RDM, 34 RDM; Item: Lucky Tail (25%) | |-Helmet (Coach): 4,000
HP, 173 RDM, 36 RDM; Item: Indius Silver (15%) | |-Weapon Sp (Coach): 4,000 HP, 138 RDM, 24 RDM; Item: Caught (15%) | | | Attacks: || ||Vawella: Self-targeting, It Increases. | | - Throw: Long thin range, a character suffers high loss. | | |(Taste) Very small range, kills a character with weapons. Average loss. | | -SAP Power: Wide-farontal range reduces the itt of targets. | | -Fire Storm: Long wide range, fire magic. Too much loss on three, maybe | All the characters. Dangerous. | | -Healing: Self-targeting, heals 80% HP. When under 30%
HP. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Kogold Yadka: | Lv 35 4,000 HP 8,200 Communications 1,610 Fax . 434 it 289 MAG 78 hit 48 ADD . Race: Animals . Elements: Body parts is earth-20%; Helmet Lighting-50% , Earth + 20 % ; . The fire in the arms tape is-50% , earth + 20% . Weak (100%) for all situations || | | | Parts: |Ear: 40 HP, 72 22 cents . -Head (important): 2,000 HP, 72 RDM, 22 RDM; Item: Animal Stoneing (30%)|-Body (Important): 2,400 HP, 72 RDM, 22 RDM; Item: Animal Stoneing (40%) | |-Legs
(Important): 2,400 HP, 72 RDM, 22 RDM; Item: Silver Sok (30%) | |-Poonch: 800 HP, 58 RDM, 18 RDM; Item: Lucky Tail (25%) | |-Helmet (Coach): 800 HP, 108 RDM, 26 RDM; Item: Adamantaty (15%) | |-Weapon Sp (Coach): 800 HP, 86 RDM, 18 RDM; Item : Koboldriver (15%) | | | Attacks: || ||Vawella: Self-targeting, It increases. | Run: Target itself. As long as the battle runs on low HP. | (Taste): Very small range kills a character with weapons. Average loss. | | Recommended level: 26 | | Strategy: | Yes, there are six enemies in the fight.
Kogold Yeodkas Only . Strong Kobolds and, while they can be dangerous in such a big group, | It is easy to kill. Just your delicate magician and you put the same thunder storm with . Should be more than 70% an important chance to get in which all will be killed. The yadkas. Just try to get a key as long as you can and keep focusing on your attacks. It does not do on the king. Or you can just try to stay away from it. Until only the king is left. | | | | The figures of the king are very scary. You will need to without the cold power rage. After every
attack, heal, which is very bad. The king can heal. So you will need to stop it because of weakness, or you can fight. Last forever. Watch out for fire storm-ice blessing and shethaded power . Make it less scary, but it's still quite a danger. | | | | Items. Kogold will be a regular enemy later, so do not worry. A lot about their stuff. Silver Sasiki is another red training eA, but . Other than that are not really special. Kogoldrivers is a new one: Green . A saith. It's needed for the triple edge and God's velvet (important!) . After. Their other items are not
new and drop rates are low. | | | | King's items are better, but are the most difficult parts to get. The Atlas Crown is a green weakness, but you'll better get on with it. Dragon Zombie. You can sleep and | Will try to break the body for better. Helmet for the indimitable silver, both with new green training. | | Try to attack directly for this if you can too, because it is guaranteed as much as you can. 30% and 15% of items work against drop rates. You can get it. The next chapter, too, so don't worry too much. | | | | If you have trained green, you can
learn to finish. Archaris and | Light students want it in the next chapter, but other classes . There is really no use for it. The Runsy Green Arm + Darkness + Training + . Strengthen. | | | After the war _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ---Turgen My---Here's no different, just make sure you remove the alarm blessing from the
mandap. At this time one of the enemies in the boss war uses fire attacks, so you'll get free healing. Take the blessing of fire and use as many fire attacks as you can. So it's a light yadka with fire storms, alighting with the archaris and magicians. Remember that your att doesn't matter the law of the sandhook, so master the likes of the pissichosand iron fists, power wide and great eagle heart like goods and sword blessings like selstonous. Use only element weapons. The main skills are Big Ster and Giant Assassin. Light yadkas can only
use spider fighter if you don't flare up. You can get as much land protection as you can (perhaps set the power blessing in a mandeep). War is like the first owner in the fold. __Gigantic&amp; 2 During The Cameltoe Swarms__________________________________________ | . Huge Tatia (Guide): | Lv 42 20,000 HP 72,000 Communications 12,000 Fax . 1,200 it hit 1,000 MAG 100 120 AD . Race: Insects, Giant . Elements: Fire and Earth-20% . Weak to freeze (25%) stone (25%) unconscious (25%) And weakness (100%) | | Leader Item:
Royal Jelly | | Drop Item: Rose Syalpovic (100%) | | | | Parts: ||-Head (Important): 6,000 HP, 132 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Big Bu-You (30%) ||-The Right (Important): 14,000 HP, 132 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Uber Core (50%) ||-Pet (Important): 10,000 HP, 66 RDM, 35 RDM; Item: Royal Jelly (75%) | |-Back (Important): 8,000 HP, 264 RDM, 105 RDM; Item: Banshee Scales (40%) | |-Poonch : 6,000 HP, 330 RDM, 140 RDM; Item:? (50%) |-Upper arm: 2,000 HP, 158 RDM, 84 RDM; Item: Insect Blade (45%) | |-Low Weapon (2): 2,000 HP, 158 RDM,
84 RDM; Item: Insect Claws (30%) | |-Upper Wing (2): 2,000 HP, 66 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Indgo Wing (25%) | |-Low Wing (2): 2,000 HP, 66 RDM, 70 RDM; Item : The Toning Wing (25%) | | | Attacks: || -Imitation Eye: Long range on the front, kills the party for average loss and || causes confusion (not dangerous). Need fans for. | | Difference Alpha: Very short range, earth elementattack, high due . Damage and paralyzed on the party. | | - (Charging): Self-targeting, just a preparation for change and mega. When using |0. Low on health. | | -
Change Omega: Earth Elemental. Anywhere the party gets to it, kills 8. Causes extreme loss times and a physical loss. May |0 Save by hiding behind walls. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | During The Camelk Sheep: | . Lv 33 2,350 HP 8,500 Communications 700 Fax . 450 It 430 00 00 00 00 ADD . Race: Insects, Ghost . Elements: Absorb fire, snow-50% , sacred and dark + 50% . Risk for a disease, poison, punishment, weakness and transfer (all 100%) ||| | Parts: || Internal congestion (important): 1,645 HP, 0
RDM, 0 RDM; Item: Lyon (40%) ||-External Congestion: 705 HP, 0 RDM, 0 RDM; Item:? (25%) ||| Attacks: |||||(Furontal): Short range. Deals around 4 observations of fire element damage | | 2 or 3 characters. | | |(Fire blast): Short fontal range. Average fire element hit . | | | | Recommended Level: 26 | | . Strategy: |0 A very, very easy fight. If you have remembered your first boss fight, then . There were two tatia snobs and 7 eggs. A New Murder of A Tatia Made . An egg, but you can first destroy the egg to stop it. Same Deal . Here, other than
you don't want to destroy the egg or kill to let the camel go during. | | After all, they attack with fire, and with the law of the snob, you absorb it. | | | | So it's simple. Just bring a great number of people to get near Tatia and give them. Attack (heal you). You will also restore ap when you attack, so you only | There needs to be attack and everything is fine. Loss of Tatia . High, but not enough for healing you are often. | | A physician can be a problem, so be prepared to correct anyone who is affected by it. | | | | There are no interesting items to
break here, so only | He killed Tatya. However, drop item cannot be better: Final | Sialpovich! | . ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ Man for Mitboliser talk to a last time and the optional appending casts are finally over! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.4.03-Combating the parable gods [04403]---Lost Forest---Nothing even if you released it waiting for you on the path to Matahra. Talk to him to get the holy water of Matahra
now, an item that damages any enemy 10000. It can help a lot in some fight, like the next owner, but later it will not be important. Basically, then save it for more rather than get into trouble when using it. Move on to the Royal Underground Route. ---Royal Underground Routes----Enemies: During The Camelsheep (Ghost, Insects), Animal Fort (Giant, Animal), Huge Insect (Giant), Flight Killer (Sharp), Lizard Night (Sharp)-Review: Enemies changed and there are no sperings, goels or faults, so you will need to deal with them without
selstonous. This is not a serious problem because all of them are at risk for breaking immediately. Get only the giant killer and descaling, and everything but during the cameltoe will break the crowd easily. Don't bother with ghost-boosters or Big Ster for congestion-only use lightning strikes. They work just fine on everything. For enemies to look out for: no new enemy types, and here people don't really do anything new. During the fire attack the Camelk sheep, the killer flying with lightning. Huge insects can poison an area around it, like all
snoils. Nothing you've already seen. Misguided and skill: Green activation: Jet objects and huge insect body break for. It's easier than breaking Hydra, but not good for anything other than dragon bloody (which is very important anyway). Green resistance: Follow edit with Damascus to break fort's weapons. Again, new but not easy to get here. Content for item creation (recommended items Monfalan: A very good light sword with 280 it, 2 attacks, active SC and holy element. Really easy to make... But unbelievably expensive. It's worth
700,000 faxes if you have it, but if you don't ignore it. Make it in valnorewith 2 caught, 1 sisandant, 1 pak crystal and finally 1 giant pearl, from the top shell of the huge insect. -The sahen walk-through: just changed the enemy, so just go to the safe point. There is a new boss in the next room, and it's a tough battle. Big preparation for this. The lack of selstonos will make things more difficult because they have been so far. At least the boss is weak for fire and holy, elements you can use without archaris without trouble. Don't forget to smell the
supreme Make sure you have found someone with emergency healing and free items skills for some sacred and earth gems. Each should have two State Department coffees. Archaris can take care of yourself, so you can use a light edud with the control of the spirit and perhaps shower for sun support and AP restoration. The sword coming down for him is great, especially after a flame shot launch. So if you like Seluvia, give him God's velvety skills. Still not a good choice for the fight, but now it's the only one with it. It's also your best one
tank to do. A heavy yadka is great for this, with the best RDM focus inguation you can give it. The guard also movement. Sap is any one great help able to use power. If you've got one, don't worry about plant protection instead and just use the guard. Missile protection is a great defense skill for this war and will help everyone a lot. However, it is also very expensive and prevents you from using other useful ones. If you have enough CP left for it, use it, but just remove any other expertise for it. Save, go to the next room, see Kotscana and
then keep reading. __Ull &amp; Ayser (Defence) ____________________________________________________________________________________ Al (Leader): | . Lv 42 27,000 HP 280,000 Communications 31,500 Fax . 700 It 600 MAG 100 Hit 75 ADD . Race: Alhi . Elements: Fire and Pak-50% , Snow + 50% . Risk for silence (100%) poison (30%) And unconscious (10%) | | Leader Item: Stupid Tawes | | Drop Item: Doublecross (100%) | | | Body Parts: || -Body (Important): 27,000 HP, 40 RDM, 25 RDM | | -Bow (Coach): 27,000 HP,
40 RDM, 25 RDM | | | Attacks: || Dual-Zwart: Long range, two hits on a role for high loss. || -Goal Blink: Long range, 3 observations of high sacred damage at 2 or 3 characters. | | : Long range, 6-hit of average fire loss on the party. Goes through . Walls. | | -Moon burst: Long range, too much asmani on the party hit power loss. | | Goes through the walls. | | -Healing: Self-target, 80% HP restore. Only once used when 30% HP. | | -Fan Guard: Works as a coach with self-targeting, a barrier that is . Around 2000 HP. The obstacle is until al can
be damaged. Breaks. | | -Desperate-horse (soul-run): Extremely long fontal Deals Really . High loss against a target. When using |0. Under 30% HP. | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Aiser (Defense): | Lv 38 4,600 HP 90,000 Communications 3,500 Fax . 825 it 450 MAG 65 hit 50 ADD . Race: Alhi . Elements: The body is sacred + 50%. Sword Land and Holy + 50% Electricity - 50 % . Risk for a physician (10%) silence (15%) poison (20%) punishment (5%) | Freeze (30%) confusion (50%) stone (10%) And faint
(20%) ||||| Body Parts: |||-Body (Important): 4,600 HP, 92 RDM, 15 RDM; Item: Kaper Shoulder (40%) | |-Sword: 920 HP, 138 RDM, 23 RDM ; Item: Caught Sword (30%) | | | Attacks: ||-Fog-Re: Small Frontal Range, Regular Attack with Sword for Average . Damage . || -Falls Drl: Very small range, 3 on the scroll 3 characters. Average | Loss. | | | Recommended level : 27 | | | | Strategy: |0 The holy one has weak asayer , but good . When you can see from attacks, | Al is a very good risk. Before you start worrying . Although you should get rid of
the guard about it. He's not very strong, but . . . Any additional hit here could mean the death of a character. Work Routine: Dash . Back and attack. A period of spirit-play will surely kill the guard. And you'll just need to worry about Al. | | | | Start your attack on Al with the Holy Johar. It's easy to do. And then it prevents them from healing, which will heal it completely. | | He does it only once, but it's still disturbing. You can poison him too. | | The damage is not big, but you have a lot of time running and . . . Recover ing ap in this fight, so poison
will help a little. Make sure it too. You don't attack his lower back. It's incredible HP, so breaking it's just a | Time is lost. Yet, he'll just change it. | | | | The loss of al is high and you can reach through walls from far away too. | | One of the best ways to avoid the extent of their attack is to recover the PPs circle . Around the pillars near the tellporter, maybe you follow with it. This | Sometimes it is an easy way to avoid it, but it does not always work– it depends. You are also controlling the character, because they are different. Speed of walking. It
helps a lot and is easy to try, though. | | | | Once Al gets around half of his health he will start using his soul. The run, the disappointed harer. You will need to be really high to survive this, so use . The sap power on it is nearly half of his HP and a guard is on you . Tank. Now divide the party and stay alone in the tank limit. When it appears. So you will be sure that the target will be done, and . . The tank might survive. If it is not possible, try to protect at least as soon as possible. Show off your loss dealers and leave a weak and behind. | | | | If
things are getting very difficult and you can't keep healing as often. If you need to, it can be a good time to use the purifying water of the matahra. | That's sure he has 10000 hp or less when you do. | | | | Doublackross is a rather weak smell at this point, but it just double kills. Like a sunshower. Best for boosting loss of soul-to-soul- but not much. Other. Any other interesting/important items here. | | |
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ---Deepan &amp; Deepan ---items: Expert experience x3 You can't visit the city, so just go to The Excel. Once inside, go left and talk to the soldier on the floor to get a specialist experience, then go south. Save the hint to the left, but no boss yet. Three rooms left for you and you will leave the empire. Here is a spring and you
can select 3 selatonos (even if you have all 4 syalpoochas). Further left travel is merchant (yes, which one was in Calstad) and a safe point. There is also a way where you will fight an owner. So, time to prepare ye. Merchant is selling some new items:-Holy Sword: Weak light sword with weak holy element. Don't buy it. -Venslaer: 95 at t, decent heavy sword with 3 attacks and dark element. Buy if you don't have a zuyaander or a caradacar. -Valor-Patwar: 15 RDM, but-20% dark. For light and heavy yadkas. You will need RDM for a boss
who is coming soon. -Valor Coach: 65 RDM and + 50% confusion, light and heavy again for the yondkas. Very good coach and it's a green stray. No excuse to get the firenow. Buy you need, including a few sacred gems. You will need to silence the next owner. Therefore, time for setup. Get as much elemental protection as you can, and consider reducing magic. The fire chooses to attack again, so take the fire blessing and use it with light yadkas with flame shot and archaris. Magicians may be good, but it will not help much. Other
selstonos should be anything to add to it. Stone-hurr wrath is great if you are using Archaris. The battle is very small so moving forward will not do much damage. And of course, lafiforka blessing. For important skills, get the magician bloody. The most important thing in the war is causing silence . You can use low magic, target solution, noise foretelling, magic lock... Or just buy sacred gems from this merchant and use them. There is someone with free item skills to make things easier. You can now remove an enemy completely from the
fight without wasting any AP. Once you're ready, save and go up. If you see Kotscana, continue reading. __Walther &amp; Gyne_____________________________________________________________ | | | Wallas: |0 Lv 42 17,000 HP 250,000 Communications 7,000 Fax . 500 It 820 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0 Race: Magic . Elements: Earth, Holy and Darkness + 20 % . Weak to curse (50%) , Paralyzed (10%) Poison (70%) Panes (30%) | Unconscious (50%) And weakness (100%) ||
Drop item: Storm The Royal | | | | Parts of the Body: |0 -Body (important): 17,000 HP, 50 RDM, 80 RDM | | | Attacks: |0 - (Snare): Very short range, less loss on a character. | | Unusual movement: Huge circular range. Reduces all party status by . 20% each. | | -Thunder Storm: Large circular range. 7 Observations of High Magic Lightning . Loss. Can cause a physician. -Deep Savior: Medium Frontall Range. 3 observations of average darkness loss. | | -Fire Storm: Medium-level fontal range. High fire damage. | | | |
_______________________________________ | | | | Gini: | Lv 40 15,000 HP 230,000 Communications 31,500 Fax . 550 It 780 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0 Race: Magic . Elements: Fire, Snow and Electricity + 50 % . Weak for a physician (10%) silence (100%) poison (50%) frozen (20%) || Confusion (50%) unconscious (30%) And weakness (50%) | Drop item: Crystal dress (100%) | | | | Body Parts: || -Body (Important): 15,000 HP, 40 RDM, 85 RDM | | | Attacks: |||(Slapped): Very short
range, low loss on a character. | | - Strengthenspelling: Targeting yourself, increases THE MA G by 50%. | - Healing: Self-targeting heals HP by 80%. | | - Asmani Lightning Bolt Medium Shink Size Limit, 6 Observations of High Magic Power . Loss. Can cause a physician. -Poison Blow: Medium-shink size limit, high magic earth loss. Reasons | Poison. | | -Earth Grave: Medium Circular Range, High Magic Earth Loss. Reasons | Unconscious. | | -Moving Style Earth (Great Magic): Large circular range. High Fire Element . Loss of magic on all
characters. When using |0. 50% HP Down || | . Recommended Level: 28 | | . Strategy: |0 The battle is very small, which makes the duping attacks difficult. m age is also a large range, so get ready to attack often. | | The way you can block their loss with RST, then elemental resatanax is all. You've got it. Also, there's no guide here. You'll have to beat both of them. | | | | If you are not ready, this war can be very difficult, but basically one. Joke if you know what to do. Just use holy gems on until you quiet . -- Should take two or three at most.
Once you quiet, war . Basically won. They will try to cast the mantra, but will fail and you will . Recover ap anyway. This means you can only sit in one character. The extent of the attack is the maintenance of healing duties for others who are killed. With free 60 AP they attack whenever they go. | | | | Here's an important thing that nothing has to attack until Walla is dead. Gini . When hp is low, the move able to start using the land and is not blocked by it. Silence. Since it is a great magic, it will also kill the entire party, so it is . Can be
dangerous. It will be very much managed when The Gini is alone, so . Make sure you don't touch them. I mean, he's actually helping. You tried to put these mantras. | | | Back to safe location ___________________________________________________________________________________________ Now you just have to go right for another boss and end chapter 4. Like with the end of 3, you'd probably like to check out some things first. Please check section 04.3.07 for one of these, on the Powerleveling section, if you are interested.
These traders will also go for a while after the war, so you have to do something from it now. You will need a lot more RDM for the next fight. Guard motion is a great skill to use (even the saith, of course) and a good selastonoi blessing for taking the obstacle. Make sure you have someone, maybe Rufs, even with Sap power. Also, do not use elemental attacks, or at least not fire. Important skills will not help either. At the same time, heavy yadkas are the best choice for war. Light yadkas can help a lot with the moonfallin, or just the
sunshower. Buy some land edifice with free items, or just get a poison attack. Save and keep you going right until you reach the owner. Then, first view and then keep reading. __Hrist &amp; Arngrim____________________________________________________________ | | | The Best (Leader): | Lv 45 20,000 HP 320,000 Communications 17,500 Fax . 850 It 600 MAG 92 Hit 75 ADD . Race: Alhi . Elements: Holy + 70% , Dark + 30% , Everything + 50% . Immune to all levels . Leader Item: Godaspaid's Tome . Drop Item: Queen Kaoronnet
(100%) | || | Body Parts: ||-Body (Important): 20,000 HP, 80 RDM, 50 RDM | | | Attacks: |||-Admission: Medium range, 2 observations of average loss on 2 or 3 characters. || -Trial of existence: Medium limit, average damage observations on 3 parties. | | - Cyclone Bolts: Small range, a hit of high loss on 2 or 3 characters. | - Anger advance : Medium range, a hit of high loss on 2 or 3 characters. | | Split down: Small range, 4 of the high losses on the party. | | -Nabalong Volleyball (Soul-Run): Large circular range. More loss on one . Character.
Hp is used less when used (30%?). | | | | _______________________________________ | | | | Arrangram: |0 Lv 42 210, 00 HP 270,000 Communications 10,500 Fax . 1,000 It 250 00 00 00 00 00 ADD . Race: None . Elements: Fire + 50% . Weak to curse (100%) silence (100%) poison (50%) frozen (20%) | Confusion (20%) unconscious (20%) And weakness (100%) | | Drop item: Grand (100%) | | | | Body Parts: || -Body (Important): 21,000 HP, 40 RDM, 25 RDM | | | Attacks: || -Warichang Swaying: Small range, a hit of high loss on a
character. || - Dead end: Small range, a hit of too much damage on the party. | Side of the storm: Small range, two more damage, maybe three | Characters. | | - Last blast (soul-run) : Large circular range. A really high loss on . Character. Hp is used less when used (30%?). | | | | Recommended Level: 30 | | . Strategy: |0 Wait, what happened to his sword, and where he got it? | | . Tough fight, but not extremely difficult. The battle here is disturbing. The harist starts in the back, which is very tight. Don't go there, ever, or . . You will not be able
to avoid the limitations of the attack. Don't worry, you'll leave the christ. There soon... Very soon. Both owners Extremely fast, faster than anyone . At your party. | | | | You can try to ignore Aringram but the cause of their high loss will be on the antaly. Problems. Open Battle Casting Sap Power on both and remember to do it . When you feel their loss, it usually gets back. | | | | Make the right decision on the start if you want to beat both or just The Best. If |0 is not a |0, then the You are getting rid of Aringram then he first attacked him until he is
gone--you . They don't want to both use their spirit to be in one another. Use on Earth Gems . Aringram to poison him, which will give things a little faster because they will still do. Take some damage when you attack or you recover the AP. Just | Run from The Best until she left. | | | | With the best alone, just dash in attack, dash out to escape. He is very . Good ADvD and can block very often and from the front, so watch out. This | War is all about positioning. Party division is a great help, and | Their range of attack is small (although their
weapons are too large). Outside of this attack one can do two parties with each other. Range. | | | | Once they start using spirit-cleft, you did on the al- tank behind to take the damage. It is easy to live it with the right skills. But they are still quite a threat. It's a long, tough battle that . . . Your knowledge of party control will be checked. Too bad no other war . For such a long time. | | | | See the long scene after the war before you continue reading. | | |
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 04.5-Chapter 5: Hidden hand [04500] A long chapter is
again filled with changes. First of all are the lines of Alysia: they are different now, both inside and outside battles. He also has a new profile. Also, you lost two characters too, so you will need to use The Inherger for a full party. Luckily for two characters yourself balance game type, so things will not be difficult if you have only two characters... But if you have a full party then get very easy. Left which was unequipped before leaving the letters, so you didn't lose any items. Maybe you can get something actually, just like with Aringram and
Lyon, depending on their level. Last, you can't make the anirejar for a while now, so you'll have to wait if you miss any oishish. The area has two last treasure experiments in this room. Pick them up and leave the fort. Go back to the world map and a new area will be shown in the eastern region: the forest of the spart. Before you go there you will have to return to the soldout for some new items in the shop: charge break, overdrive and perhaps/guard/magic/nectar plants! They are all very useful, so consider getting something. Remember that
you are Direct attacks in the Dragon Palace may be/can be disown by enemies/guard/magic/nectar plants. Also, as in Above, you can now give you new items in the released anireger. Here's a list: Jessica (Dhania): Yamir's Tear Terata (Valnore): Stupid Truncat Lylia Crell Monfagni): Earth Mini-Dyn (Coriander): Earth Mini Arcana (Calstad): 50000 Fax Provider (Calstad): 50000 Fax (Gualim): For Prism Mini Tatuaodan (Sudi), maybe nothing useful for the kimia tome. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.5.01-Last
Place in Madadaad [04501] Spart----For goods---forest: ab, El Bo, praise khasada x2, stupid tawees, spelling, azam ab, double check, Elfine Shoes, Arundaghith-Sialstonas: Hunter Blessing, Confusion to Pin Blessing, Sleipnier Blessing Enemy: Carnivore Plant (Plant), Alwan Hawk (Beast), Alwan Wolf (Animal), Kogold Yadka (Animal), Kogold Lord (animal), lizard shah (duplicate flower), unclean (sharp), a sharp scissors (plant, insect), sky lizard (giant, stealler), life (giant)-mini-boss: Prince of Hello x6 (Satan)-Again Pageatbali Boss: Any
review: A very easy and boring stathe. This is the first one in a while without good selstonos to help you in the war, but here is the danger of breaking everything immediately. This is where the light yadkas are the most shining weapons for most generations: animals (Sabertooth saber), sharp (Harpe), plant (Lotus Slicer) and insect (spider fighter). Remember, you can change weapons at any time in battle. Now there is someone with only unclean misinformation and satan macobe and you can kill everything in a saheth. In fact, you don't
even need unclean misinformation unless you defeat the owner. Because the damage doesn't matter here, just looking for the sharp sparehads and easy crates of the less true. It's a very easy area, and new skills or don't use for you is a good opportunity for you to learn a new magic/attack which makes them more useful. For enemies to look out for: no new enemy types here. Look out for kogold lord's fire storm. They also threw the SAP, but since you're just breaking things it does not matter much. The Alvan Hawks are nothing special.
The Alwan Wolves can call their own weapons of their kind with their call. There is no charge time or range in this attack, so if it decides to use it, it will. You can kill them for more experience, crystals and objects, or you can just kill the leader to end the war. Just make sure you get this situation under control. Life is the satialast, but now it is very weak. The only problem with what each one is going to be frozen, so just remember to split the party, or get some protection from the freeze (blue spirit flames work is just fine). Another dangerous
attack is soul theft, a strong dark element attack with a circular range that heals high damage and enemies. It is more frequently used when they are low on health, so immediately breaking down here are the really best choices. The enemies of two plants are somewhat dangerous. Flowers may be caused by a wave of the flowers (sound wave) and poison (poison breath, earth elemental), but die very easily without breaking too. Carnivores plants are much more dangerous with their hellfeast attack, causing stones, confusion, poison,
paralyzed and silence. Aaoch. At least it's a quick way for one with dragon scales and empty ball. Another good thing about carnivore plants is that they do not appear in random battles. You will see the plant itself on the fold rather than regular purple enemies. They don't raspon until you leave the stambar, somewhat like the mini-boss. Sharp scissors are all as worried as the dish, but they don't show up until you beat the owner, so you don't have to worry about them when looking for a bath. They cause deep savior and loss with silence
with low magic, but it can also cause an attack. Look out for it, or only use nectar plants when the war begins. Good item drops: Wing fin: Damaged devices, SC increases damage by 20%. Break the fans of The Alwan Hawk for this. Not a thaak, but a good titting anyway. Colony Teeth: Green instruments, it increases by 5%. Just break the head of the Alwan wolf. Very effective and easy to get. Staalong: Neither, attacks are always cured by 5% damage. Break the sharp scissors' fans for this. Works great with bloody patch! Adamantaty: Old
items, but easy to get here. For him kogold break the helmet of the yodka. Deadly seeds: Neither the devices, x 1.5 and significant level increases the damage by 1 when the user is under vulnerability status. Break the flower of the duplicate flower for it. Very dangerous, but powerful. You'll find a better version of this three-fold from now on, so don't worry too much. Just try to fight a duplicate flower whenever you. Great if you get it. If not, try the better one later when you can. Rines and skills: Green darkness: Sharp scissors break the sharp
scissors' to the heart. Old Runay, but easy to get here. Green Scat: Kobol break Kogold's weapon for driver. Again, new but not easy to get. Green Training: Break Kogold Lord's right-sine for gold coins. Another old item/stray which is easy to get here. Yup, not much new in this layer. Materials for the creation of the item (only recommended items): Luminous Break: The Monfagni e now in Karyatbali. Smell with 3 attacks, SC enabled, 200 at, 80 MA G and strong earth element (0.5). This is a better version of The Supreme Kras Boo for now,
so possibly the best smell in the game depending on your setup. Unfortunately you can only get one, because it needs Arbalest (from Dragonscrap). Other materials are weapon shell (ball towards hated shell, kravos), 2 wing fans (fan of the Alwan Hawk) and poisonous seeds (body of the duplicate flower). Dress up: Green coach for women with high, elemental protection and impermanence. Need supreme dress (Crell Monfagni), red mixture (of gentlemen), Dragon's) , Flessans Corps (Dragon Bat Body, Dragon's Palace), Yamir's Tears
(Ice-Balsalina Waist, Sukavia by George and Poisonous Seeds (Body of The Duplicate Flower). Many materials, but at least it is just one of the most difficult to get. Weakness exception is a good reason to get it. The winner's coach : The strongest important game coach for heavy yadkas increases all the data, but is weak against the most elements. Along with this there is 80% resistance of punishment, weakness and migration. You can't make it until the end of the chapter, but you can now get three content. The first silver mile is sold in
Cll. The second fire mouse is fur (breaking the body of fire in the volcano) and the third is The Talyathhar. Kill the alwan hawk for it. Low drop rate, but it's an easy part to break. -The tehen walk-through: Crescent and Loan will be shown here when the release. Crescent is a great water, Loan gives a goddess a khasanda. The first area is under the effects of predator blessing selastone, which improves the rate of hit. It's not really useful because you should not have trouble hitting enemies. It does not help the enemy a lot either. Spring is
right at the door. If you're using important setups, pick up defensive celatonas just like laphiforka blessing, or experiment ingle things like pig law. There are elfs running around in this appetising. It's not an enemy, but you can crystallise it. If there is a tellportad alesia, you will return to the door of the saheth. Go left. There is a sand with an water on the ground. Continue to the left on the next screen, where there is a path to the left and bottom. First go down and then right for a mini boss. There is nothing special about the fight, only the devil
is a miscobe on everyone. There are no good items here. A pillar is past where the mini-boss was, and on the left you will find the structure of two plants. When you step on one, it goes down and the other one grows. Leave it on the plant on the left, step on it, go to the plant on the right side and then immediately to the tree branch, where you will find a sine with the Elll smell (smart with gas). It's a great smell for Archaris who are not using elemental attacks. Next branch hunter is a mango with blessing selastooni. Feel free to take it or just
ignore it, it will not matter a lot. You can also restore it to increase your exit limit (400 crystals). Go back to the back room. Going left you take an al-Wahish to zero. This part of the map is a labyrinth and the rooms are not directly attached to the map. You can go right, left, up and down in all rooms. If you get lost then go back to the door to touch an unfair one. Just go to the other side to get out with white flowers. So, start by going down. There is a carnivore plant on the right, but nothing more here. Just go right to the third room. Go right to
another carnivore plant and a trapped sine (gas) with a fins. You cannot reach the top platform The middle of the room yet. Go for another al-Wahisat falsehood right now. Go left now and you'll leave the labyrinth. In short, go down, right (the fins khasada), up, left. This new area is under the effects of two selatonos: confusion to pin blessing (holder causes confusion when attacking) and the blessing of Salapinair (significantly improving theft). First of all is disturbing, but to avoid the second attack just from behind. There is another carnivore
plant also. Further left you will find a bag with a stupid tawees. go to. There is another plant that goes down when you step on it, but there are no pillars at this time. There are two enemies in the room, the other one (flight) to the right. Its branches take close to high-ups, first step on one, the other one towards the outside towards another wind jump branch, with the trap of the arm of the mandap-welding pin confused. Not very good to hold, but not good at the mandap either. Either hold or restore. There is nothing in the other branch. Go
right, pick up a magic well (gas network) and chat with a significant water on the way. Go to the next room. Here. Use it to reach branches. First is another fallow (and a blast network) and the third is a double check (and a gas network). Continue correctly. This room has more plants that go up/down. Four, right now. Put their count 1, 2, 3 and 4 from left to right, enemy at 2 and stand at 1. It will increase both 3 and 4. Switch locations with the enemy now, so you are at 2 and 1 on it. Leave 2 and jump 3 to 4 immediately before they can go
down. You should reach the branch with the final mandap (Bless Sleipnr-feel free to leave it here) and hold Elfin shoes from one chest. It's High ADvD and RDM and can be used by someone, so magicians can finally get the charm! Go for another spring and safe point. Boss ahead. War starts easy, but once the boss uses an attack that does not end, you are constantly taking small holy damage, such as poison status or spirit-carver wrath selastostosi. Yet, the attack causes weakness. Since it never ends you will be affected in the end,
when you often suffer damage can be very dangerous, even if it is small. There are different strategies working here. You can prevent weakness with objects, or only use a nectar at the beginning of the war. Small damage smaller than rain can be reduced by clean protection, or just use imaginative health and you should be fine (remember that you can still add lafiforka blessing for double healing). Another rascaar strategy is using weakness by a deadly badge less. It will promote a huge loss, but is dangerous because you can't heal. It's
worth it if you're good at crime, but otherwise have a bad idea. Whatever you decide, your only defence should be pure protection and survival skills. Also focus only on crime, with fire attacks (or any other factor other than electricity), grass And the giant killer. For Sialstonas, sword blessing, fire blessing (or another elemental blessing for what you are using) and lafiforka blessing if you can. The only thing that can help a mandeep is the earth blessing. Finally, avoid the launch attacks. You can't really start the boss, so don't bother with
setting up attacks to do so. Works under the work and is recommended. Consider someone's talk with the control of the spirit for longer compos. Save and go right for the owner. __Arectaris__________________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 47 25,000 HP 420,000 Communications 54,600 Fax . 489 It 440 MAG 80 Hit 15 ADD . Race: Giant, Plant . Elements: Lighting + 50% | Confused (20%) | Guide Item: Minister Of Water | | Drop Item: Electrics (100%) | Recommended Level: 32 | | | | Parts: ||-Head
(Important): 7,500 HP, 80 RDM, 40 RDM; Item: Crystal Mask (80%) | |-Body (Important): 20,000 HP, 100 RDM, 50 RDM; Item: Ball of Nobeliuoman (60%) | |-Over-Tentclass (2): 5,000 HP, 90 RDM, 45 RDM ; Item: Core Spall (50%) | |-Middle Tentclass (2) : 7,500 HP, 90 RDM, 45 RDM ; . Item: Nobleuoman's Puospower (50%) | |-Lower Tentclass (2): 5,000 HP, 90 RDM, 45 RDM ; Item: Fire of Nobeliuman (50%) | | | Attacks: || |(Saleem): Medium Circular Range, Average Non-Factor Loss to Everyone . | Thunderball: Very long range. Two of
the average ismani power factor loss . | Most characters. | | Angel rain: Targeted. Due to rain that will not stop till war. Weakness from. | | Used after crystal. | | -Fire Storm: The Furontal Range, Fire Elemental Magic. Too much damage or . 3 characters. Flame is needed to use the zure. | | -Thunder Storm: Small circular range, asmani lightning elementmagic. Seven Observations . Causes an average loss to the party, causes a physician. Need Thunder . To be used the zure. | | -Between poison: medium shink size limit, earth elemental
magic. High Damage . To 2 or 3 characters. Need to use The Tirera Zure. | | -Harmful Girl: The Furontal Range, Ice Elemental Magic. 3 observations of low loss . Party, because of the freeze. Need cool edify to be used. | | -Gravity Blessing: Large fontal range. Great Magic of Asmani Lightning, Average Loss . To the party. Less HP when using. | | | | Strategy: |0 Two things about this war. First, Areca cannot run. This | He was not for angel so it is easy to kill from long range with menu mantra. Rain. Second, 4 crystals are adding their
defence to the field. A lot more give it access to four elemental mantras: Flame-Zure (Fire | Storm), Thunder-Zover (Thunder Storm), Tiera-Zure (Poison Blow) and Cool . The zure (tough girl). Just break the crystal and they can't use the mantra. Now. Each crystal has 1500 HP. Crystal will be back after a while. . But it should give you enough time to kill him. You can't really harm it. Without breaking the crystal, so you have to do that if you can | Mantra handle. | | | | Without crystals, angel rain is just the real problem. Start War . If you can
then stop it with a nectar, and dash in attack. | | Areca will probably only attack with Salim, but it really is not . Dangerous. Angel heal softens to counter the low loss of rain and if . . . Things get out of control. Survival should take care of gravity blessing. | | It's not a very strong attack (and Areca is ' THE MAC is just average), so you .| He should also survive without electricity protection. Free Protection . Angel rain is very important here. | | | | Items. Drop item is Areca, has a heavy sword with 220 it, 3 attacks . And Enable SC. In other words,
it's an incredible weapon. It also . There is only good thing in the fight. Noblewayman's fassaaah is unique, so it is . If you want your only chance, but it does everything 5% fire . Resistance. Don't worry. | | | _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Which tellportad are changing you by enemies regularly. Some of these battles will now have sharp scissor enemies, so be careful. You have to leave the fold now, but there will be another
kotscana on the way. Once you can leave the stairs, but go back to the room in Bhoblia where you could not reach a branch. It will be gone by a flying enemy and changed, so use this to reach the branch with the final item in the fold: the Arundaghit sword (and a blast network). It has 170 at t, 2 attacks and double damage to women, but you will not fight many female enemies. It's a decent sword, but not special. Now go back to the World Map. You have to go all the way back to Pan-Casell, going through the Royal Underground Way... And.
There's nothing new, so let's leave the pan-excel straight away. ---Deepan(Re)----Enemies: The Beast), The Beast, The Holy Commandment (Alhi)-Review: Same Old Place. There is nothing else here except enemies, and although they don't threaten at all they can give some trouble. Only the jadi is threatened to break immediately, but at the same time it has 50% resistance. In other words, forget the important setup and just focus on it (or THE MEGA). Try to do this even though the animal is saith equipped for additional damage. Fire
attacks are the best. For enemies to look out for: no serious. Both the coperacorn can poison you, but that's everything. They are very easy to kill. Gentlemen put the fire storm and holy orders between cast poison. Both should face decent damage, so get some elemental protection if you can. Holy orders start with exceptions for all elements due to their coach, just like the Verankaram Shurviras in the Palace of The Eyes Dragon. Without it they are weakening electricity, some resistance is earth and sacred and others are neutral to 3
elements. Sharif can only be killed They absorb other elements. The biggest problem with Sharif is actually finding him, because it's a very unusual enemy. They seem to appear more frequently with flying enemies, but are still the only ones that are the most unused. Good item drops: Accuracy Impert: Damaged devices, double the loss of critical kill but will harm the user if the attack does not kill the enemy. For this to break the right arm of the jadi leader's left. Similar to the case as dragon skull, this one is cold for 1 killed but not special in
normal battles. Ranes and Skills: Green Training: Breaking the right arm of the Zadidi Leader for Banur Crest. Not new, but good if you remembered one from Kogold King. It is required to finish. Content for item creation (only recommended items): Miracle Guard: A green arm guard with only 1 RDM, but 80% chance to prevent attacks. 3 materials for this are the most of the most- unused, though. First is the magnificent armed, by breaking the body of the sack copy in the ancient forest (not mentioned earlier because it will be very difficult to
get), and the second is the trade card here, which by breaking sharif's body. The problem is that all 3 materials come from rare enemies with only 15% drop rate, so it is pain in collecting. Feel free to ignore because of this. -The Tehina walk through: Nothing here, just move to the end of the dungeon, where you actually fight all the way back into The Jharchapter 2. See Kotscana (you'll find Ghoul Powder) and then go all the way back to the forest of spirits. Really. Once you go into the forest of the spart there is no way on the world map for a
while, so it's a good idea of collecting anything to get you before you go there. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.5.02-Bridge to The Spert---Forest Here Is Either No New---. Just head back to safe point. Save, then go right and press to insert the ditch edit on the wall... But you'll have to fight before. You will fight 4 aiser patrols. They're not really owners and you'll fight them in common battles in the next fold. They oppose the holy, but other elements only work fine and they have only 2 weak attacks. Try to attack
the leader only instead of killing them all, because they leave the arcanumas of the die when they die. The leader item is just a union callighe, so don't worry about direct attack. Once the war is over you will be in The Cour. ---Khai Kawar----Items: The price of the angel x3, nectar, nectar, the ability of the archar, the thoughts of the thief, the sorcerer's lover, the familiarity of the sorcerer, the familiarity of the book, the Arcanum of The Apothecary, Over Drive, Blue-Geel, Yadka's Wits-Selstounas: Deserted Valley Law, Burst Light Blessing,
Semi-Brekkar Law, Law of Chaos, Black Night Law, Mayavi Air Law, Silent Pin Blessing Enemies Life: Salient (Ghost), Sharp Scissors (Unclean), Sharif (Magic), The Magic Leader (Beast), Constant Pursur (Great, Alhi), Acer Archaris (Alhi), Acer Patrol -Mini-Boss: Tiranusorus Reux (Giant, Sharp, Dragon)-Again Phasgatbali Boss: Any Review: This is over. You have 8 minutes to get out, or more games. The timer just walks on field battles and the menus are safe. There are no safe points in the fold, and you can't go back to the sprest forest
for a long time. You'll also find crystals on the field of war here. If he breaks (500 HP), he continues that causes the effect of a gas status. Just avoid fighting close to crystal and you should be fine. Also, be careful with some enemies in the field, so ambushes. It is possible that enemies will only be displayed in front of you. For enemies to look out for: Here are the most old enemies, but most of the appendifies are under the influence of deserted valley law selstone. This means that all the damage to you to deal with will be divided by 4, so
you should really rely on breaking up in fights here immediately, or not just fighting. There are constantly the same types as The Poorsource Berserker and The Muscular Stalin Ker. Their loss is too much, but they are completely at risk for breaking immediately. Use only the giant killer, or zoyahandrs on your heavy yadkas. -The heating walk through: There's not enough time to find everything. If you make it to get out, leave the saith and the timer will go back 8 minutes, so you can make 2 terps by the sahet to get everything. The timer
disappears later after a ceremony, so you can also come back to discover everything without having to worry about time. There are great things here. It's hard to give complete detailed instructions here because there is no way to figure out how long you'll take through this area, so first i'll list the fastest way to get out, no concern for items or anything. Then there is a detailed way through the doors to exit with objects/selstonos locations and so on. Once you get out and reset the timer I'll list another way back through this appendwhere you
miss everything you do. You decided to follow you completely. -The fastest way to exit (no objects): Take the way, then get right to a room and go again. Go to another room on the right and take the way again, then go again. Here's the toxic water. If you step on it, just heal with Honiskkali Daws and get right for an adole. Go, then right to the other room with toxic water. Go again, then go down. Keep going right. Take the upper path here and use the enemy on the other side through the wall. They've got PS, so it can be hard to kill it. Once
you've done the right job, go down. Now just continue to go right. You'll get more toxic water on the way, but get out in the next room. You should finish with 5:30 left on the clock. -Long way to get out of this way (items and sialstoneas): Go to another room, then get right for two rooms. You have a spring With a room will reach. Here's more, You cannot access this side. Just pick up any celastone you need, then go back to the back room and go upstairs. Leave all the way here for a sand with a fallow (gas network). Now go to the right for two
rooms and take the path down. Go left here and you'll be on the other side of the room with spring. If you stand near the right exit of the room you have an enemy high, jump and fire movement. Use it to reach the top platform on the middle of this room, where you will find a sine. Open it , and the enemies will spout . There is a nectar inside the sine. There is also a shell in the high ground in front of spring. Go back now -- don't go back to the left of the room. Go to the right for a reality again. Take the way down here, then go left for a bag
with an nectar hidden behind the pillar. Go to the next room, filled with toxic water below. If you fall on it, just heal with Honiskkali Daws. The Deserted Valley Law is a mandeep here on the high path with Selstone, which divides all the damage raised by 4, but you can't get healed. Grab it to make it easy to fight, or leave here if you're breaking up immediately anyway. It spends 20,000 crystals, although it's good, I don't recommend thinking about restoring it. Down on the water you will find a sine with the ability of an archar (smart with
explosion network). Go to the next room. Take the way, then go left in the next room. Here are two block routes with enemies on the other side. Go down to a sand with a gas network and a thief's views, then wrapped on the other side and go for each other's sine with a gas network. It's a magician's lover. Go back to the right and return to the back room. Use the enemy of the flight to reach the path to the right here, then go to the next room. Go all the way here for a sand with a fairly sad, then take the path. Go left to the next room. Here's
another spring. Feel free to use it, but don't go to the left of the room with the mandap. There is no way back. Use the enemy of the flight to reach the top platform in the East, with 3 chats: the familiarity of the phasing, the Dicky Arcanum and an Overdrive. After getting it back to the right, in the back room. And that's it. Now just go the right way and you'll get out. Check out a safe point and a healing place after exit-check it to be fully healed. Save now, and either just continue with it or leave it left. -Coming back to the last items and the
selstonos: this path is longer than the previous one. Try to use photons quickly and instead of running whenever you can. From the exit, go back left for two rooms, then take the way. Pause now. On the right is a shell fit light blessing, a completely worthless cellstone which costs 200 crystals to restore. This will give you a fire-out of 3 instructions at once, which you only have Gives less control. If you want it for any reason Pick it up, if not just ignore to save time. Anyway, you want to go left in the next room in both cases. Use the enemy
here to reach the path, then use the same as the enemy from the other side. Follow the path down right now and get right to a shave with blue wet, a dacosit that always kills the important. Now you can only equipped finish skills and whatever you can break will break whenever you attack. Very useful. This is probably the best smell in the game overall, even for elemental attacks, if you don't use the stat-release-enhances. Go left to the next room and take the way, then get right for a sand (gas network) with a yadka's Wits. Go left to the next
room, again with toxic water. There is no item, so just take it past to the next room. You should now be left on timer around 5:30, or more. Anything less than that and you need to hurry up. Go here for an awahist. Go left to the next room. It's a tough one. High down to the shale right with toxic water, a vital salstone. Fly to medium platform in water the enemy, with the running enemy, use both to reach the shell. Should not be complicated by now. Shell has the legal ity of its law. It cancels other selatonos of the pregnant, so put it in the
sanddrop and close all other linked deviations. It's not good to have, but anyway it's held. You will need it to fight this mini boss. The middle platform with enemies also has a gas network and a sand-net with a perise. You should be left for 4 minutes or more. Go left to the next room with the sandup. This is a chaos law salastostose, which gives random effects to the holder. In this case random effects are random status changes, but most of the time it seems nothing. It is possible to enter only one fight and though all enemies have moved.
Anyway, leave it here or restore it and go down. Now just go right to two rooms. An enemy even here has another selastone: black night law, with black effect changing. Ignore it and go again. Al-Waheit is false. Go here again and you'll reach a mandeep. Leave the legal-breckar's law here and go back to the left. Now go up and leave the other al-Awahisth, then up and leave again. All the way to the left you will find the mini-boss, in which to hold the salstone. It prevents a fight, so you usually could not fight it, but the law breaking the law in
the mandap has difficulty solving this problem. As you can see it is a big sharp dragon, so equipped with the necessary skills. Quick break does not work and it does not work all elements a little opposed (20%) other than the poison blow instead of fire storm, the Same as the Dragon Back in The Terannosoros Rex Chatto Mania. Blue Gall can easily get its high RDM and RDM. Break the head to get a breath of red Try, a green creature. It is used for triple edge (green sharp + skit + training + creation). Not a great skill, but If you need
anyway. If you don't meet here, don't worry. You can try again easily again when The Tiranusorus is dead so you can return at the same time. It costs 2500 crystals, and now you can touch enemies without fighting against them. It's good for photon puzzles in you shit case. Whether you restore it or you don't, but take it now. Oh, if you want to fight, just slash the enemy (X). Now go right back, then down. Go right to two rooms and you'll get yet another selstone holding another enemy. It is though it is rather inimitable: The quiet ness blessing
allows you to cause silence when attacking. If you want, just use sacred gems. Go right to the next room, then the same way through the wall already. You are now nearing the exit. Go to the right, then down, right to the room with toxic water. Just go again and you'll reach out. You should now have around 1 minute left. After that you will finally reach Bifrosat. --- Bifrost and Sabrod--- both locations are really small, so I'm listing them. They're not dungeons or towns, but you'll fight some of the most brutal battles in Bifrosat. Bifrosat has a
healing place at the door. Check it for complete healing, like one. It's the only one in the game. There is a safe point ahead of it. You can now move on to the east bridge across, but there are some in-fighting on the way. You'll only battle them once. You don't have the selatonos here but the fights aren't really hard. First of all is a group of aesars. Aiser is the leader on the back of the (rescuer). Do not break the smell of it, or they will not use anything healing. Now you should have more than the ability to end this war in a kumbo. Attack it
directly for a full plate, a decent red body coach with 70 RDM for heavy yadkas. Next up is the longitud animal, a krakan clone. It's difficult but there's no real view in the full figures after that because it's a lot better battle with the battle and the higher numbers. No good stuff either, so just dash back on it and attack. These drop and guide objects are full plates, so you'll have up to 3 after these fights. Next, there's a real boss, so you'll need some special preparation, although it's not difficult. Other than Seluvia through the same race, you can't
use it yet. It delivers a lot of CP for other skills, so you can do characters with high defense without any attack ingpower. Better yet, no elemental attacks! So RDM is all you need. Guard motion, promises related to Physique and Health (only one role it needs) help a lot. If you have CP for it then you have the bravery on your strongest character. Only routine use for crime. A good factor for the power owner coach. Fire and electricity works fine for the owner, but is not sacred. Snow is actually the best but it's a weak factor that it's better to stay
for fire (as always). Keep going right for the easy boss when you're ready. First of all, Kotscana | | | Lv 68 25,000 HP 600,000 Communications 16,100 Fax . 925 it 815 MAG 100 hit 100 AD . Race: Alhi . Elements: Body is fire, electricity, earth + 30% , darkness + 50% and holy + 80%;| . Card Land + 50% , Lighting-50 % . Weak to curse (10%) silence (20%) poison (5%) confusion (10%) | And weakness (100%) | Guide Item: Golden Eggs | | Drop Item: Gejalarahhorn (100%) | Recommended Level: 35 | | | | Parts: || -Body (Important): 25,000
HP, 100 RDM, 25 RDM | | -Card (Coach, 2): 3,750 HP, 110 RDM, 28 RDM | | | Attacks: || - Condital Rinai: Thin range, one hit of low loss to party. | - Stream attack: Wide frontall range, 6 kills the party with average loss. | | -Infinity Inai Circular range, average loss to party. | | -- Serious slug (soul-run): short, wide-furontal range. Too much damage to the goods . For a role. 30% HP under when used. | | Resurrecitis card. | | | | Strategy: |0 There are also 2 aiser (defense) in battle. They are the same. Those who fought you in the first war. They
are harmful, so only | Ignore or kill them. Killing them can add to your loss with bravery. Address. | | | | As stated above, only non-elemental damage is the case. All you need. The resistance to his attacks is high, which is a good thing to consider you not. There is the selstonous at the time. The bad thing is, while his attack . The ranges are not big, the attack hit itself a big area, so they are the most . Kill the whole party possibly whenever they attack. | | | | Also, most of their cards cover the body, just leave the front open, so . If you want to
kill him, you'll have to attack from the front (and that's it. Where most of their attacks are boundaries) or use low-hitting attacks, such as energy. Steal or throw the dorpoc. You can ignore it and attack only this card. Behind. There is only one possible problem with it running out of AP, but it .. Overall best strategy. The infiniti only you have will only be attacked. Worry about this method and you can use the work together with the sub-cord. To make your AP the combos so far. | | | | You can also divide the party and put tanks in front of it, take a
loss. Recover the AP from its attacks and by attacking others from behind. | | The Infiniti-Enai will still be just a problem, but you will not have to worry. About AP. | | | | Serious slug is really strong, but you should be able to survive with it. High-DM. It just kills one character too, so keep all of you as long as you can. It will not be a problem. He only uses when there is very little HP, so . War is almost high. These cards came back after the attack, but it was . There should not be a big problem. | | | | All the gejalaarhorn, another heavy sword.
More than this . Areca, but only an attack. Good for each other heavy yadka, but | . Otherwise keep using only The Arcataris. | | | Just go a little bit more for the sagold, where you'll get a safe view and... Travel Merchant? Not from Madadaad , but from his father . He has some good things that are listed in the details below in the shopping section, such as in cities. Once you are finished shopping, right and then Yfovich Asil, your next floor. Shopping: There are not many new items, but they are good. The period is a great heavy sword, is
stronger than Arec by 20 att. 200,000 faxes should still not be expensive, but you can keep using Areca if you want. If you're using more than one aperture, you can buy another blue wet here. It is cheaper than the period for any reason. The holy Goutlet for the coach is (green), with 40 RDM and 5% block. If you can't find the carka and rdm is good then it will be your first green arm, so chances are you want to buy it. Magic shoes are less useful, because you have green leg already for everyone. You can also restock on healing items and
plants (maybe/magic/guard) even buy crystals. I was just worried to get the flare crystal as a good spell. The items here are really no good. There is a lot for stuff for creation. Or the Yachalkaus staff is the best staff in the main game, but it's not good to produce as you can get comparable weapons with very little effort. The Goutlet of Tahrad is another thing you should not make (especially very expensive), but the Miracle Guard is great as mentioned earlier. You can't find him now. If you have worked to feed the whole animal you can get
solomon's ingot for 900,000 faxes, but not only that there is a ridiculous price for an almost insipid item, you will find two folds with the same effect from now on. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------04.5.03-On the other hand [04503]---Yx2 Drasil----items: Minister of Water, Brave Hawk, Fins, Fission x3, Charge Break, Din's Arcanum, Flame Fog, Brave Patwar, Stupid Tawez x3, Selance, Brave Coach, Water, Power Wide, Kimia, Overdrive, Great Water x2, Godaspad atom, Expert Experience, Holy Goutlet, 300000 Fax
(Tomorrow), Tangawala's Sing, Union Kalghi-Sialstoneas: Dance Lighting Blessing, Magic Light Blessing, Paper Tiger Blessing, Great Shield Law, Sharp Sword Law, Dark Blessing-Enemies: Wild Wolf (Beast), Gr of Hresvelgr, Acer Security (Alhi), Coach Beetle (), Deadly Vermin (Plant, Key) (a) The name of the project is as under: Hill (Giant) Inconvex Arcanum (Giant) Atha Dragon (Giant, Uncle, Dragon)-Again Fagatbali Boss: Any review: This is a very difficult plotformore than just items in the fold. Although there are no real puzzles, it is
still the best layer in this chapter—perhaps in the entire central game. Many of Very. The saith is separated into two areas. First is Yggdrasil, where you will fight weak enemies, but the battle is worse and full of migration places. You can practically fall from somewhere and enemies do the same. Look out for the attacks you use, and stay close to the wells. Inside the Yfovich Asil plain plain plain, but only an escape point and it's not always easy to reach. You will get better in the fight to win, don't run. Enemies will be tough too, but when you
go there we will be concerned about it. Fire is the best factor, as always. Breaking immediately is not very effective here, but it's great to damage the guaranteed kratacallus from Blue Gate, so it's possible you want an aperture around. Light with the moonfalin can deal with huge damage (at-focus), or use the energy bared to flare up with the stolen attack. Heavy yadkas are as great as ever, but magicians start losing their use here. There is no need to reinforce and break more immediately, they can only partner with damage, and this is not
their speciality (although the fire storm here faces high damage). Mantras like Deboff can help Sap power/guard and maybe even unusually much if you need them. For enemies to look out for: there is nothing new here. Wild spiders can ask more of their kind like the Alwan wolf, and ropars is also hell's feast. Look out for these two enemies and aim them first whenever you can. Petartho worms come back to The Turgen like the Queen/Great Tatia owners and can use these changes to make the omega (kill you anywhere) when low on
health. Just attack from behind and kill them fast. Fire attacks with Big Ster or Giant Killer destroy very, very fast. Avoid flying past yggdrasil in. If you get into battle with them, use an amrit azure as soon as the war begins, because black-and-white enemies can use Astreal Labyrinth. This causes migration to a beautiful large area, so it's probably a 1 hit hit. You can also split the party, put someone away and use stones to bring others back, or dress up the miraj to stop the status. Just make sure you are ready to do something. If you're
playing on top of it. Good item drops: Baba's Arcanum: Full HP Recore on a character. Idisis direct lying attack to get it. Obviously a very good item. The body mask: Bad devices, damage and critical level increases when the user is under weakness. Also gives + 10% OF THE MAC and RST (performance). This is a better version of the deadly seeds mentioned earlier. Break for it on either side of the stereer's head. Chaos Force: Green Devices, THE MAG increases to 5%. Just break the left body of the stereer for it. The best way to
promote THE MAG when used in links. Manes and Skills: Green Holy: Break the roper body for the heart cover of Amyas. Now you can see Force Field (1000) (Green Body + Head + Healing + Sacred), Mind Lock Head + Snow + Holy) and God's velvet (green hard + skit + weakness + holy). Only last last that's good. Try to figure it out with all your key attackers, it's going to get a lot of use soon. -The stairs walk through: You will find many pillars (crystals) in this bath. Red and purple people attack with fire and ice, while yellow sapons are a
temporary enemy that cannot be crystalized and blue is what makes you float. You can attack and break them, but green pillars can restore them. Restores all the pillars except the room. You always want to break red, purple and yellow, but you will need blue to reach some items and rooms. The first area is under the effects of paper Tiger Blessing Selstone, which promotes an x 1.2-it and THE MAC when the user's HP is full. When you reach it later it may be useful to you, but not too much for enemies because their promotion will be
removed in any of your attacks. Anyway, there is a spring at the entrance, to the left. Make sure you leave the room for two selstonos, which you will need to do puzzles here later. Go to the next room, then to the right (smart with the flame of the red pillar) to find a sand with a significant water. Start to have another red pillar through the ground in the middle of the room, then get right for a flying enemy. Use it to reach the higher ground on the east, where you will find a great coach for brave zac, light and heavy yadkas. Go left to the next
room and see Kotscana. Stay out looking for the left and the purple pillar snow. With a perise sussing, here is a sine in the same place as the enemy. It's all in this room, so leave. Red pillar here. Ignore the flying enemy and go to the right, where there is another red pillar and a right next to it. Inside is a charge break. Now go back to the flying enemy and go up, then get out on the top left. Yellow pillar here. Break it before appearing to an enemy. Here is a shell with dance light blessing, which shows your appearance 4 times more. So you
will have 7 (3 + 4) phenomena tomorrow, which is essential to get some things. You want to keep it during most of the saheth. It's only 150 crystals to restore, but you don't need to get it out of Yfovich Asil. Use the enemy here to step on the yellow pillar and get the arcanum of the din in the right side next to it, then go back to the back room. Now take the way in the top of the room. You will be in Yggdrasil and in an alyat. Go right to the first of many mini owners of this shill: a hill. It's the same as Berserker, Muscle Stoker etc. You can get
more bloody patch by breaking towards his left body, but more important it's breaking the upper left weapon for a Baba Quartz! Then there is a material for the winner's coach. In his favour is a shell with magic light blessing selstone. This selstone makes your protons break pillars, which is the only way to break blue (air) ones. It is only useful in Yggdrasil, so there is no need to restore it. Then, then, go back to the outer area (before al-Awahet). Here is a blue pillar on the right. With the flame fog coach, break it with the poutines to be able to
open the right right front of it. It gives the unique thing-100% to all elements except fire, but exception to the freeze. There is another effect that it does not list: wearing becomes a ghost. Meaning, completely immune to non-elemental attacks. So if you are fighting an enemy without elemental attacks there is no way to die. Only the archaris and magicians can use it. Go now, and break the yellow pillar to the right. You'll feel an enemy below. Stand to the right left, kout and fire a photon to the left. It should bounce all the way back to the
enemy. Do again and you will find a shave with brave patwar. Decent green leafy for light and heavy yadkas. If you fall here you will go back to the room below with the purple pillar. Go down, then go back to the top of this room and go right. Here's a son with a stupid tawees. Go to the next room. There is a mango here with paper Tiger Blessing Selstone. If you're not using something like dragon oily then it's better than the sword, so it's a good idea to pick it up. Finally a BOOST through THE MAG Sialstonas! Or if you can leave it here
because it's not too much for all kind of enemies. It's only 800 crystals to restore. Go down now. Here is the purple pillar, and below it is a gas network and a silance light sword with a sandsword. Not a good weapon, but it can complete the enemy. I never use it. Now use the enemy here to go back through the space in the left, or just fall down and come back to the room. Now go to the top (the blue pillar) then go to the left. Here are the pillars of red and yellow. Go both to reach the right on the upper left with the brave coach. Go back now,
then go to the top right exit. Here's a blue pillar to stop you from going down, so break the fire counter and take the path to the right. Inside Yyang Drasil, and another al-Wahisat falsehood. A gas network in one of the right and a water is past the enemy of the flight to the left. Go down (here two red pillars) and then leave to the next room, where you'll get another spring and a safe view. Save the game and go up. Now this room can be very disappointing. At the very top of this room you will find a power wide and a mandeep with great mould
law selstone. It is giving the x2 RDM to the most layered of salastomy, but x 0.75 at. Another selstone later also affect the area that gives x 1.5 it, 1/2 RDM so that enemies are actually with normal RDM, and x 1.12 it. Removing the great slope law will only make them stronger, although it keeps their RDM. You probably want to keep it there. Though power wide is a great appliance. The problem here is that it's hard to make it to the top, and it's also hard to explain how to do it. Once again, two Here. First to get past the room, the second to
get the sandand and power wide. -Just to get before the room (no sand/power wide): Just use the flying enemy to reach the top of the top platform in favour of the room. Here is a blue pillar that will take you. Don't break it! Now just move to the next platform on the left. Here's an enemy on the right-wing wall, and there he should bounce and put the enemy up there. Now just go to the next room. -To get to the sandand and power wide: you will need to take the flying enemy with you to reach the top of the room. First take it to the right- side, 2
below the platform, thus: 1 . ___ = = = A | A = Alasia = = 2 e . e = Enemy 3_ . _| ________| Now go to Hint 1 and wait for the enemy to break the crystal. Just stay here and move it to 2 points. Still point 1, a photon of the coch and fire. It will bounce all the way to the enemy. Then do it again. Now the enemy is at point 1. Move to The Alisia at 3 point, go to the enemy and fire a photon on it. When the enemy is a fighter, Then There should be Alesia again. So it should be eliminated like this: 1 A . ___ 2 = = = e | A = Alasia = = | e = Enemy _ .
_| ________| Move a photoon and fire on the blue pillar in point 2, then move the enemy with another photon. After the wind jumps and shifts towards the platform. You both should be at the top now. As of yet, The Enemy is at point 1. That was the hardest part. Now push the enemy to the left on the edge of the pillar. It's a flying enemy, so it will not fall. Don't forget to re-crystallise it if it breaks free. Step on the enemy and go to the platform on the left. Now turn the enemy out again, and jump air towards the platform again. Use the enemy of
the flight to reach the next platform on the right, then jump and wrapped the enemy there. Make sure you go in the air when this happens, and move left after the wind. It will end like this: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________ P_ | | A = Alasia _ | | e1 = Enemy of Flight _ | . e2 = walking enemy . 3 | | _ D = Mandap . 2 | _ P = Power Wide . _ | | _D_________________ | | 1 | ________________| == | ____| e1 _ | | | | ____________e2_____ | | _ A_ |
______________ _ | | _ | | ___________ now just roam the enemy running to just press and change the places with it. Take the enemy flying at a point, which should not be difficult to do. Break the second blue pillar on point 2, and then just take the enemy to 3. It is. The sandis is on your left, and the power wide is its way. This part should not be difficult because it is just flying to the enemy of a narrow area. Repeat it as high as you can, ground on the ground, with air jump and you should make it. Now, finally, you can go to the next room.
Simple room. Purple and blue pillars here. Purple break, but not blue. Ride the air to reach the platform with a sand, then break the blue pillar to open it. Inside is a look Take the path down to the next room. Pillars on both sides, but nothing more. Just go right to the next room, just with the pillars again. go to. Use flying enemies to reach the top platform with a shave. Inside is a tome of the campya. Go to the next room. Another room where you should go, but there are no real moves here. Just use air to go, then fly enemies. Another flight on
the right high is the enemy. Where he has to reach a sine with a peridifying. Just use the enemy flying to the next blue pillar and be left to the next room. Now you'll find a group of platforms close to each other, working like stairs. Although there is some room between them. Just climb the first step, then try to fire a photon through the coch and space. Positioning can take a while but it's not difficult, just go one step back or go ahead and try. Photoon will bounce all the way down an enemy. Fire each other there. Don't be careful. Just move left
and you'll reach the mini boss. Immune to weakening the giant race, fire and ice. There are also good choices for the power and clean. Enemy uses fire attacks and anything. Do you use flame mist to make Your Arthur/Magician It adore. Since it is not a weakness of fire there is no punishment for using it in this war. __Invasive Arsonist__________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 49 17,000 HP 45,000 Communications 5,400 Fax . 1,600 it hit 1,000 MAG 120 80 ADD . Race: Giant . Elements: Earth + 20%
Fire and Darkness + 50% , Lighting and Sacred + 80% . Immune to all situational effects . Leader Item: Gatank Tawes . Recommended Level: 37 | | . Parts of the Body: |0 -Head: 5,100 HP, 100 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Solar Energy (30%) (30%) ||-Body (Important): 11,900 HP, 120 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Chartreuse Used Spall (50%) | |-Legs (2): 8,500 HP, 120 RDM, 70 RDM; Adamantaty (30%) | |-Right hand: 2,550 HP, 100 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Flare (30%) | |-Left Hand: 2,550, 100 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Perituthanic (30%) | |-Bathrooms (2):
17,000 HP, 100 RDM, 70 RDM | |-Lawa Hand (2): 5,100 HP, 50 RDM, 70 RDM; Item: Phasphet (30%) . | Attacks: |||(Hug): Average loss on the middle range, party. Damage is fire. Elemental when hands break. | | Flame lance: Long range, Fire 4 air balls in fire, kill everyone 4 | Time for high fire element damage. In your time| | from Aveovar. Reduce accuracy, | | -Large-splysh: Mid-range, 5-hit of heavy fire elemental damage on the party. | | Only any hand is used after the break. | | -Explosion: Medium circular range, fire magic on party.
More damage. | | | | Strategy: |0 A lot as the first form of Aeovallor. It's a long time ago . Although. If you have any with flame mist, just leave it as bait. As attack ing the other characters from the back and again. Explosion . Here is only a very dangerous attack, and if you try to stay, it is often used. Far from it. Any new items or Here. | | |
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ This one is x 1.5 at, but 0.5 rdm/RDM enemies. Although RDM is important, this it bonus is just too big to be ignored, especially when you can hack it with others like paper Tiger Blessing and Sword Blessing. Restore this selastone if you can. If not, you should at least take it. Now you can return to
the top of the room by shooting a photoon on the enemy that you had already used, or just fall back to a few rooms and come back here. Once again at the top, climb steps (break the top purple pillar) and wait until an enemy appears anywhere out. There is a yellow pillar in this area, so go over it to break it. Jump again now and jump to the enemy at the top right through space in the other stairs. 2. Chat here. First is an Overdrive, the other is a great water. Now just go down and right to the next room. Two red pillars and a difference here.
Try not to fall. On the other hand there is a spring and a safe point. To get out of the left you take a boss, but don't go there yet. It is best to first find the way down the gap in this room. Here's a holy Gantlet, but you need to restore the unempowered hat rage selstone of the eyes back to the Dragon Palace to reach it. Since you can only buy in this case, you can only leave the item, but pick it up if you want to get all the items in the fold. Fall over the space on the right, but float with the unempowered hat and hold to move towards the platform
on the right. You'll find a shell here and a treasure din. Leave the unempowered hat on the shell and open the right-to-the-right for the goutlet. Regardless of whether you don't get the item, please reach the new room below to reach the space. Be careful to even fall all the way, or you can end up in the next room. Anyway, do it on the right and you'll get a green pillar. It restores the other pillars in one room, so break it. Go directly to the platform below the pillar, then jump left and let the wind take you. Leave the enemy of the flight ahead of
you and step on it to reach the path, where you will find a sine with a great water. Now once again jump down the green pillar and break the blue. Use the enemy flying there to step on the blue pillar and be left to a sine with 120,000 faxes. Now fall into the next room. No objects here, just a purple pillar. After exiting the left, but falling instead. It will be sent back to one of the old rooms where you can just make your way back to the top with spring and save the location. Let's do that, we'll have to find the rest of the way after the owner. Time to
get ready for the boss. There are two fights, but you can first heal and change your party/setup. Both battles are the same, but you only have to The other one needs to win--uses the boss that will be over after the first Attack (unless it kill your party). You can win the first fight, but it's exposed. Both fights are easy. The races are magic and the same. Magicians are bloody cheap, so just choose if you can't use both. Boss is high resistance to all elements except snow, so heavy yadkas are perfect here for damage. Or, if you've taken the rule
of law, you can put it in the back room in this sandand and use only such elements. Boss will use many of the elemental attacks: fire, ice, order light and clean. The cleanest is the strongest, weakest fire. Holy, ice and fire attacks are projectalas, so you can try using missile protection. If it is not possible, get elemental protection. The guard helps with movement, but does the health-related Parry. Save and move to the left. First see Kotscana, then continue reading.
__Odin_______________________________________________________________________ | | | Lv 56 30,000 HP 750,000 Communications 840 Fax . 1,600 it hit 1,400 MAG 130 100 AD . Race: Alhi, Magic . Elements: Earth + 20% Fire and Darkness + 50% , Lighting and Sacred + 80% . Weak (20%) for poison, frozen (50%) unconscious (20%) weakness (100%) | Leader Item: Nobel Ab | Recommended Level: 38 | | | Body Parts: || -Body (Important): 30,000 HP, 80 RDM, 80 RDM | | | Attacks: || - Rebel Trail: Thin Range. Hurry to party,
kill someone | Path to average loss. | | - Strengthenspelling: Targeting yourself, increases THE MA By 50% | | - Absolute era : Small or long range. Fire elemental steam attack. | | A wide area (before the attack limit) kills for less damage. | | -Frozen Spears: Long wide range. Ice element alve attack that | Freezes in one or two letters and causes average damage. | | -Capital Punishment: Medium or long range. Holy Elemental Sahla Attack . Too much damage is related. | | -Thunder Storm: Circular range. Power spelling causes. Stroke. | | -
Spiritual birding: soul-to-soul-run. Large circular range. Too much damage for one . Character. When used under half HP. The first fight ends. . But is also used in other. | | | | Strategy: |0 Everything except the rebel path and spiritual birding is elemental. Odan . Spelling will be strong in battle very soon, so you are taking you high. Damage from too many attacks without elemental resistance or missile . Protection. | | | | However, Odan is very slow. You can easily dash away from it and only | Walk in circles to restore ap, then dash to attack
and redo. Look Out . For his absolute era and capital punishment attacks— Odan will be out next. For you when he uses them from long range. | | | | | | To block freeze and paralyze, start war with Amrit Akhd Freeze and Thunder Storm, then can use plants or strengthen. To promote your at. When you do that, just go around avoiding odan, they are . You should not be able to reach. After that in the dash and pick up the best . You can. How the Given You have the strength and the effective defence of Odan. You'll probably get away with his
health, or something very close. That. | | | | Once Odan is half of his health, he will use spiritual inbearability. This | Most likely killing a character, but that's fine. If there is a character . After the attack, the war ends. If you are |0. Before you manage to kill Odan, it changes nothing. Fights end anyway and you will not get experience. | | There is no change in the story either. First, see Kotscana, then keep it . Read. | | | | | | | | You will find a new role which will be at the highest level and very good. Equipment. He said that although he could use
this new equipment which is only one, then it is . Does not help much. Despite the high-level MA Of The New Character, Odan's High . The restaurants will block most of their losses, so they don't feel compelled to use it. Only because of its level of character. Take the time to heal and reorganisation. See your party as you fit. This new character does not need to be used if you |0. Don't want to. | | | | You will fight with Odan again. The war is the same, except it does not end. The spiritual bearage range is too large to avoid, even . Odan has a
slow movement. Keep everyone healed, but make sure you can use items. When he starts using his SC and uses a union callhethat hit him. You often have difficulty healing and he keeps using spiritual inbearability. Consider using the holy water of Matahra. | . . You will get experience for beats at this time, and another is long. Post war scene. See it first. | | | Both Lezard and Rufs left the party. They were already equipped, so you were not deprived of any items. If you don't have an ahinger, Elysia will be your only role now. After the war
you can pick up the experiments of a specialist in a tome and two chats of Godaspaid on the left. Now you have to go to the left, but it's better to go back and save first. Do that, then go back here to go down. Here you get down to the left from the simple room platform, then go to the right at that height, where you will find a pillar in front of it and the right with 100,000 faxes. Now just fall all the way to the right, and you should reach the bottom of this room without getting to the next one. Just go left across the gap and you'll find a son with
another stupid tawees. It's all here, the next room collapses. You will fall on a platform with a shave. Just open it to get a significant water, then go down to the next room. Here's a blue pillar to prevent you from going down. Either break it with the poutons or the enemy on the other side to get past it, then go left for the next room. Now it's another difficult room with a nice item, the tangaywala's 180-mAG crew (with the sing- in, Active). There is also a Union kulghi and a stupid tawez. Here's the complete map, and how to get 3 items. Do. | | | |
| | _ | | _ A = ایسیلیا  | | E = ںونمشد  | &gt; &gt; &gt; P = ںونوتس خرس   | _ = = A__ | 1 = 6 _ | ___| = = = 2 _ | | | | | ___ __ | 1 یغلک _ | | __  نینوی   = 3 گنیس | ==_ |  یک  الاواگنت   = 2  | __ 4 زیوات |  فوقویب   | | E = = | &lt;p&gt;
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